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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
CRV 2: 21 st Century Housing Caree rs and Aust ralia’s Housing Futures  examines the 
nature and direction of housing careers into  th e 21 st Century and the  implication s of 
changing patterns of h ousing consumption for housing policy in Austra lia.  The C RV 
seeks to answer the overarching question:  
 
 How are housing careers changing in Australia and what are the implications of  
change for government-provided housing assistance and housing policy?  
 
The object ive of this re search is to  advance th e evidence base aroun d 21 st Century 
housing careers in Aust ralia and sh ed light on how shifts in household  structure, t he 
labour market, fertility patterns, attitudes to homeownership and govern ment 
assistance, will influence the dema nd for government interventions in housing markets 
over the next 10, 20 and 30 years.  
 
This Positioning Paper has reviewed the evide nce base around changing housing  
careers in Australia in order to:  
• Ensure that all subsequent stages of CRV 2 are adequately conceptualised; 
• Provide the context for the collection of empirical data for CRV 2.  This in cludes 
ensuring that the qualita tive and quantitative da ta collection methodologies are  
appropriate and focus on the key q uestions for the further developmen t of our 
understanding of contemporary housing careers.  
 
Through this report we  have outlined the purpose and aspirations of CRV 2  and  
discussed the concept  of a hou sing career.  Critically, th e paper has argued that o ur 
understanding of the term housing career needs to incorporate a wider perspective and 
that it should explicitly draw upon the insights offered by David Clapham’s (2002; 2004; 
2005) housing pathways perspect ive.  This paradigm emphasises the changin g 
meaning of home to individuals and highlights the fact that housing circumstances can 
change even if the resi dent does not move  tenure or dwelling.  We would anticip ate 
that this perspective will be particula rly productive in investigating the housing career s 
of older people and those with identifiable needs, such as pe rsons with a disability and 
migrants.  This Positio ning Paper has also specifically lin ked the discussion o f 21st 
Century housing careers to the concept of the ‘risk’ so ciety (Beck 1992; Giddens 1999) 
and the dual notions that there is both more ‘risk’ within contemporary society and t hat 
society – and individual lives – are increasing ly organised in anticipat ion of adverse  
events.  Ho using careers in the 21 st Century, it  is argued, contain a greater range of 
outcomes as individuals and households have greater freedom to s hape their life 
course, and are increasingly confronted by events outside their influence.  
 
This Posit ioning Paper concludes t hat a number of overlapping proce sses have 
contributed to change in 21 st Century housing careers, when compared with those 
evident in the 20 th Century.  T he processes leading  to change are presented  
schematically in Figure 1 and have included:  
• Shifts in Au stralia’s demography with respect  to fertility, marriage, and  divorce 
rates, as well as life expectancy and levels of wellbeing in old age;  
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• Changing attitudes aro und social r oles, including the place of wome n within 
society, acceptance of  alternative life styles and the visib ility and presence of 
people with disabilities;  
• Change in the labour market, with a growing proportion of workers employed in  
non-permanent or casual jobs;  
• Shifts in  the  housing  market that h ave generated a significant asset  b ase for 
some households – which can  then form the basis for further housing 
consumption – while ot hers appear to be exclu ded from home purchase in the  
capitals, and a third group may be ‘trapped’ in declining rural housing;  
• Economic liberalisation and social policy reform.  Changes in these bro ad scale 
policy settin gs have co ntributed to  15 years o f national e conomic gr owth for 
many hous eholds and  greater wealth for many.  Policy setting s have 
encouraged participation in the labour market;  
• Attitudes to housing have changed for many people as it h as become a site of 
luxury consumption for some households.  Th e meaning attached to housing 
has also changed and for man y households it is now part of the broader 
constitution of identity within Australian society;  
• There have been significant shifts in housing policy with a stronger emphasis on 
market based solutions to housing needs.  For example, Australian government 
expenditures on Commonwealth Rent Assist ance are now significantly greater 
than outlays on the Commonwealth State Housing Agreement.  
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The Positioning Paper demonstra tes conclusively that housing ca reers have 
changed over the last two decades.  The sig nificant que stions to  b e answered in  
subsequent projects within CRV 2 are:  
 
1. How have housing car eers chang ed, in what ways and  for which groups,  
including those people with a disability?  
 
2. Is homeownership in decline (cancelled) or just delayed? 
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3. What are t he major i nfluences o n 21 st Cent ury housing careers – labour 
markets, life course, values and preferences? 
 
4. What is the role of housing in a household’s life plan?  
 
5. What are the consequences for government policy of the transformations in 
Australian housing careers?  
 
In particular these questions will be the focus of the on-going work on Project C and 
will be at the core of the Housing 21 Survey being undertaken as part of Project D.  
 
This research paper has examined housing careers in 21st Century Australia from a 
number of perspectives.  It has considered the differing hou sing careers of identifiab le 
generations over the last fifty years and it  has focussed on diff ering housing 
consumption patterns at life stage – early adulthood, middle age and in t he later years 
of life.  It has been argued that while there is considerable debate around the definition 
of individual generation s, the concept of gene rations is u seful and th at the individual  
generations – Austerit y, Baby Bo omers, Generation X  and Generation Y – ha ve 
distinctive housing careers.  The baby boom generation in  particular has reshaped the 
landscape of housing consumption in Australia over the last four d ecades and  wil l 
inevitably transform ‘aged housing’ over the next 20 years.   
 
From a life course perspective, the Positioning Paper has shown that t he transition 
to adulthoo d has beco me extende d and the pattern of housing co nsumption has 
become more complex in early adulthood.  An increasing n umber and percentage of  
adults are living with their parents into their lat e 20s, throu gh their 30s and into th eir 
40s.  However, while there has been a rise in t he incidence of this ph enomenon over 
the last  20 years, the r ate at which it o ccurs appears to have levelled off and  n ow 
fluctuates with economic cir cumstances.  The Positioning Paper has also shown that 
decisions ta ken early in  adulthood can be a significant pr edictor of life course a nd 
housing career.  Importantly, young adults who commit early to a relationship are more 
likely to enter into a long term pa rtnership and eventually homeowne rship.  Oth er 
young adult s choose different relationship pat hways, with  differing housing care er 
outcomes.   
 
Importantly, the Positio ning Paper has concluded that young people d o not appea r 
to be cancelling entry into homeownership, simply postp oning entry.  Howe ver, we  
would note  that de laying entry in to homeownership re mains a significant  sh ift in 
Australian housing care ers. The incidence of divorce is pro minent in th e literature on  
the housing careers of persons in mid life.  Between 38 and 42 per cent of marri ages 
end in divorce and there is only a 53 per cent chance that an individual will still be with 
their spouse 30 years after marriage (Hugo 2005).  Divorce and sep aration have a 
significant impact on the housing careers of so me middle aged people, a group who 
have traditionally enjoyed very stable housing circumstances.  
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The housing careers of older people represent the most significant area of change in 
21st Century housing car eers when compared wit h the 20 th Century.  Put bluntly, there 
will be a profound revolution in housing careers in later life as:  
 
• The number of older pe rsons in Au stralia increases both in number and as a 
percentage of the population;  
• People live for longer;  
• Some people retire younger, while others work past the age of 65 on a part time 
or a full time basis;  
• The number of the very old grow;  
• The Baby Boomer Gen eration retir es and in later life in creasingly expects to  
have higher housing aspirations met;  
• The number of wealthier older people increases.   
 
Finally, the research has considered the housing careers of persons with identifiable 
needs.  Th e research shows that there has b een signif icant change  in the hou sing 
careers of p ersons with  a disab ility and in large measure this refle cts policy change.  
However, many people with a disability do not have their h ousing expectations met, 
and persons with a disability – and  their familie s – are conf ronted by limited personal 
resources and inadequate public or community sector provision.  The evidence base 
suggests that the overwhelming maj ority of persons with a d isability seek to live wit hin 
the commu nity and live as ‘norma l’ a life as possible.  Women with a disabilit y an d 
those living outside one of the capitals may well confront double or triple disadvantage.  
 
Immigrants to Australia have housing careers that differ from the housing careers of 
the Australia-born population.  Some immi grant groups are over-represented in owner  
occupation, while others are much under-represented in this tenure.  T he visa category 
of arrival into Australia has a significant impact on housing outcomes, with refugee and 
humanitarian arrivals more likely to find accommodation in the public rental sector, and 
independent and skilled migrants moving relatively rapidly into owner occupation.   
 
Indigenous Australians have distinctive housing  careers tha t reflect cultural factors, 
the youthfulness o f th e populatio n and their  considera ble social and econo mic 
disadvantage.   
 
• The change s in 21 st Ce ntury housing careers have profound implications for 
housing policy and the delivery of housing assistance.  This includes the: 
• Probable increase in demand for housing assistance amongst older Australians;  
• Need to support people as they age in place;  
• Need to develop mecha nisms to deal with the housing consequence of divorce 
and separation;  
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• Lengthened transition of adulthood with implications for both those undertaking 
study and/or those who cannot call upon parental support;  
• Impacts of delaying entry into homeownership.  
 
The Positioning Paper concludes with a discussion of research questions to focus 
on as CRV 2 progresses.  It also e xamines some of the methodological issues to be 
addressed in the Housing 21 Survey.   
 vii
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 1 INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT  
 
This Posit ioning Paper sets out the outcomes of a review of the literat ure on housing  
careers in Australia an d other developed nations.  This paper is the  first product of 
Collaborative Research  Venture 2: 21 st Century Housing  Careers and Australia ’s 
Housing Futures.  As a Collaborative Research Venture (CRV) this initiative is a large-
scale progr am of work scheduled  to take  place over th ree years.  The litera ture 
reviewed here – and the conclusions drawn – will inform the development of other parts 
of the CRV.  In particul ar, the report will shape  the empirical components of the CRV, 
including the collection of quantitative and qualitative data. 
 
CRV 2: 21 st Century Housing Caree rs and Aust ralia’s Housing Futures  examines the 
nature and direction of housing careers into  th e 21 st Century and the  implication s of 
changing patterns of h ousing consumption for housing policy in Austra lia.  The C RV 
seeks to answer the overarching question:  
 
 How are housing careers changing in Australia and what are the implications of  
change for government-provided housing assistance and housing policy?  
 
The object ive of this re search is to  advance th e evidence base aroun d 21 st Century 
housing careers in Aust ralia and sh ed light on how shifts in household  structure, t he 
labour market, fertility patterns, attitudes to homeownership and govern ment 
assistance, will influence the dema nd for government interventions in housing markets 
over the next 10, 20 and 30 years.  
 
Housing car eers can  b e thought o f as the  se quence of housing circumstances an 
individual or  household  occupies over their life.   It ha s bee n argued th at in the  pa st 
Australians had relatively uncomplicated hous ing careers:  t ypically an individual was 
raised in the family home, then entered private rental housing as either an individual or 
member of a group, before entering home purchase and ult imately out right 
homeownership (Kendig 1984).  Previously t hese major shifts in tenu re and housing 
circumstance were seen to be associated wit h major events in one ’s life course, 
individuals often left t heir family home to marry (Kendig 1979) while entry into 
homeownership was str ongly associated with th e arrival of t he first child (Kendig an d 
Neutze 1991).  Once in owner occupation, indiv iduals and h ouseholds were assumed 
to remain in that tenure for the remainder of their lives.   
 
There is an  emerging body of evidence to sug gest that ho using caree rs in Australia  
have changed over time.  Winter and Stone (1994), for example, argued that t he 
connection between life course and stage within a housing career has weakened and  
that position in the labour market now determines an individual’s housing situation.  It is 
worth noting, however,  that not all commentat ors concur with this view, with so me 
authors arguing that the conventional relationships remain true, but wi th greater lags 
than in the past (McDonald and Baxter 2003).  However, it is clear that  there is greater 
diversity in the housing careers of individuals a nd this refle cts demographic chang e, 
developments within social institutions such as marriage, change within labour mark ets 
and those who participate in labour markets, the impact of multi-culturalism and the de-
institutionalisation of persons with a disability .  With respect to demography, falling  
fertility rate s and leng thening life  expectancy have contributed to  a signif icant 
transformation in the nature of Australian households, with sole person households the 
fastest growing household type for t he last two decades.  At the same t ime there have 
been fundamental shift s in our attit udes to social institu tions such as marriage.  Some  
42 per cen t of marriages end in divorce, cr eating two households (and housing  
careers) where previously there was one, and of ten contributing to persons ‘falling out’ 
of homeownership.   
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 Labour market change has been a significant factor driving shifts in Australian housing 
careers.  A n increasing rate of female participa tion in the  labour force has generated 
new housing options for women, while increasing participation in higher education post 
1990 ma y have  contributed to slowed h ousehold formation a mongst yo unger 
Australians and delayed entry into home purchase.   
 
Australia has become a  more diverse society over the  last 20 years an d this diversity 
will increase through the 21 st Century, generating challenge s for our understanding  of 
contemporary housing  careers.   A housing career is e ssentially an Anglo-Celtic 
concept an d indeed some researchers have criticised t he concept  for relating  to a 
specific generation or g enerations with relatively stable ho using histories (Watt 20 05).  
Households and individuals from backgrounds other than Britain and Ire land may have 
very different housing careers and the increasing cultural diversity amongst Australians 
has contributed to widening of housing outcomes, both at a point in time and over th e 
life course.   We also need to recognise th at the housing career s of Indige nous 
Australians vary considerably from those of the remainder of the population.  Cyclical 
mobility is a  feature of the housing  careers of  some Indigenous house holds (Tayl or 
1997), while others are confronted by problems of homelessness (Allwood and Rogers 
2001), discrimination  (Paris 1992), eviction from public and  private rental  
accommodation (Flatau et al 2005), limited housing stock an d housing options.  Many 
Indigenous household s have successfu l ho using care ers in ho meownership or 
community based hou sing, thoug h the home purchase  rate amo ngst Aboriginal 
Australians is roughly half that of the population as a whole (Roberts et al 2005).  
 
It is importa nt to recogn ise the significant chan ge in the ho using caree rs of person s 
with a disa bility over the last 20 t o 30 years.  Over this period there has been a  
significant shift away from institutional care to integration within the broader community.  
This has b een part of a  broader sh ift in how g overnment services an d supports are 
provided, as well as a n ew emphasis on the rights of disabled persons (Quibell 2004).  
Increasingly, persons with a disability either live independently or live within a  
community setting and approximately 18 per cent of the population has a disa bility 
(ABS 1998).  The housing careers of persons with a disability – and their carers – may 
be very mu ch affected by their disability and u nderstanding their circu mstances is an  
important part of this program of re search.  At the broadest level, de-institutiona lisation 
has contributed to a widening of the range of housing careers within Australian society.   
 
Housing careers are an important component in the explicit and implicit development of 
housing policy in Austra lia across all tiers of  government a nd change within housing  
careers will have a significant impact on the demand for government as sistance.  It is 
important to recognise  that there  is a  two way relationship betw een government  
assistance and housing careers, as the servic es and subsidies provided by the pu blic 
sector shape the opportunities available to individual house holds.  For example, it has 
been estimated that the  First Homeowners Grant (FHOG) has brought  forward home  
purchase for more than  300,000 Australian ho useholds (Flatau and Wood 2002).  At  
the same time, a reduction in the size of the pu blic housing stock in some jurisdictions 
– such  as South Austr alia –  over the last d ecade has significantly reduced the 
propensity of individuals to find accommodatio n in that tenure.  Cha nges within the  
broad parameters of Australian housing careers will have substantial flow on effects for 
the demand for government services and t he development – and delivery – of housing  
policies.  The implicati ons will extend beyond housing po licy per se , shaping income  
support policies, health provision, disability policies and labour force participation.  
 
The concept of housing careers underpins the decisions of providers within the housing 
market, including builders, developers, rent al investors and lan d development 
companies.  Increasin gly builders and devel opers target specific segments of the  
housing market – such as ‘baby boomers’ – on the assumption that the current patterns 
of housing consumption will continue.   
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1.1 Changing Life Histories and Changing Housing Careers  
Change within the structure of the  Australian  economy and the natu re of Austra lian 
society has contributed to a significant shift in  the life course of individuals and the 
nature of Australian housing careers (Winter and Stone 1998) when compared with 2 0 
or 30 years previously.  These bro ad scale  changes have exerted a major struct ural 
influence on contemporary housing careers and these transformations can be usefully 
linked to so cial theory.  Over the la st decade or so a number of socio logists such as 
Ulrich Beck (1992; 2000) and Anthony Giddens (1999) have written extensively on t he 
concept of a ‘risk society’.  They argue that  change within econo mic and so cial 
structures has eroded the certaintie s of the previous Fordist (Amin 199 4) or industrial 
society and resulted  in a process of ‘in dividualisation’ where individuals and 
households are increasingly confronted by the risks – an d opportunities – of a rapidl y 
changing social and economic environment.  Giddens (1999) argues that social 
organisation increasingly avoids risk and seeks fo rms that are responsive to risk.  I t is 
argued that in the past governments and institu tions mitigated the level of risk with in 
society through a comp rehensive welfare state,  strongly developed social institu tions 
(such as family and  marriage) and widespread wage e mployment.  By contrast, 
contemporary society has been marked by a reduction in welfare  provision (Beck 
2000), a we akening of some social institution s and traditio nal roles an d new forms of  
paid work, including the  contracting  out of wo rk previously performed by e mployees.  
There are links also wit h contemporary debate s around neo liberalism  (Larner 2005;  
Peck 2001).  
 
There are many dimensions to  ‘risk society’ th eory but only a few will be conside red 
here.  The concept of individualisat ion is important because it suggest s that both life 
course and housing car eers will come to enco mpass a greater range of outcome s as 
the differences between individuals become more pronounced.  Imp ortantly, as Beck 
(2000) noted, the rise o f a risk society gives individuals th e opportunity to ‘script t heir 
own lives’.  For some individuals a  post indu strial society offers great er choice w ith 
respect to lifestyle and living arrangements, as well as enhanced opportunities to  
accumulate wealth.  Others are left exposed within a relatively insecure labour market,  
where social inst itutions, government and community-provided supports are less 
comprehensive than in the past.  Social theorists such as Beck and Giddens have a lso 
introduced t he concept  of ‘manufactured unce rtainty’: that is, a recog nition that t he 
critical risks faced in t he contemporary world are those  generated t hrough hu man 
action, rather than as a consequence of the natural environment.  I mportantly, the ‘risk 
society’ identified by Beck and ot hers should not be seen as a temporary phenomeo n, 
in place until the certainties of the past have been regained.  Indeed 
 
 …the specificity of the risk regime is that it firmly rules out, beyond a transition 
period, any eventual recovery of  the old certainties of standardise d work, 
standard life histories, an old-style welfare state, national economic and labour 
policies.  Rather, the concept of a  risk regime refers to a key principle of the 
second modernity, who se ‘logic’ le ads to new forms and images of economy 
and work, society and politics (Beck 2000 p. 70). 
 
The impact of a risk society on contemporary housing careers is evident in many ways.  
Increasingly, household formation, and the housing consu mption decisions of existing  
households, is shaped by a greater level of uncertainty.  Previously young men and  
women could anticip ate finding work, leaving th e family home, marrying in the ir early 
20s and raising childre n in the security of long term e mployment (Badcock and B eer 
2000; Neutze and Kendig 1991).  By contrast, contemporary Australians tend to de lay 
entry into the labour force as they complete higher educatio n; they partner later in life;  
many of them re-partner; partnering  may or ma y not involve marriage; and entry in to 
homeownership may be delayed – or cancelle d altogether  – because of an insecure  
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 relationship, the high cost of hou sing or as a  consequence of part time, casual or 
contract employment.  As man y a uthors have noted (Paris 1992; Williams 1984), 
throughout the ‘long bo om’ from th e late 1940 s to the mid  1970s ther e was a str ong 
and causal relationship between the growth of manufacturing industry in Australia and 
the expansion of owner occupation .  The relativ ely high and  secure wag es offered by 
manufacturing employment provid ed the foundation for mass homeownership.  The  
shift to a p ostindustrial society – with greater levels of inherent risk f or individuals –  
may challenge the dominance of this tenure.   
 
The ‘long boom’ of the middle years of the 20th Century was associated with one set of 
‘typical’ ho using care ers focussed on ent ry into – and maintenance of –  
homeownership.  Australia is curr ently experi encing the second lon gest period  of 
uninterrupted economic growth in th e nation’s history and th ese prosperous conditions 
may be contributing to a housing career, or a set  of housing careers, tha t can be seen 
to be indicative of the first decades of the 21st Century.  Some of the dimensions of this 
emerging housing career could include:  
 
• Greater mo bility within  the housi ng stock w ith people  shifting ten ure and  
location more frequently than in the past;  
 
• Entry into homeownership occurring later in life, if at all;  
 
• Higher rates of residen ce in h igher density ho using and this would a pply for 
family and non-family households alike (Mason 2005); 
 
• An increasing prevalence of owning a second home during the later adult years, 
either as an investment property, a holiday home or both;  
 
• An increasing impact associated with inherit ance, and especially housing 
inheritance, as current generations inherit from t hose born in the 1920s, 1930s  
and 1940s who were the first to achieve mass homeownership;  
 
• A reduced propensity to enter aged care housing in the later years of lif e and a 
greater likelihood of ageing in place;  
 
• Greater diversity in hou sing careers and housin g outcomes as a consequence 
of the widening of the in come distribution within Australia, as a result of  social 
change and as an outcome of greater diversity in the e thnic and cultural 
constitution of Australian society.   
 
The risks inherent in a postindustrial society carry with them greater rewards for some 
individuals and househ olds.  For a  significant proportion of Australian s, homes have  
become sit es of luxury consumption rather th an places f or the satisf action of ba sic 
needs such  as shelter, warmth et  cetera.  Smaller households, tog ether with in-
migration have fuelled ever-expand ing demands for housin g and, in the case of lo w-
density Australian cit ies, ever-widening use of la nd.  Ironica lly, as average household 
size has fallen, so the average size of new dwellings has increased.  However, housing 
is not a luxury good for all Australians as many disadvantaged house holds confr ont 
new and fundamental problems in their housing, because of low income, disability, age, 
family breakdown or other factors.   
 
Economic change and t he restructuring of labour markets have had a profound impact 
on housing careers.  Work and labour markets influence the ability of households to  
purchase d ifferent kin ds of hou sing services; affect investors’ propensities to 
buy/let/sell housing in relation to other investment opportunities and shape differences 
between households’ capacities.  Key issues here include the shift away fro m ‘Fordist’ 
large-scale production with big factories and long product ion runs, to  ‘Post-Fordist’  
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 production units, flexible production and serv ice provi sion.  Mo st large-scale 
manufacturing has moved, or is moving, to cheaper labour countries.  These processes 
affect places such as industrial to wns and suburbs, which have bee n transformed or 
abandoned, while large public sector housing estates have been sold, be come a place 
of concentration of disadvantaged households, or have been demolished. 
 
The idea of a ‘job for life’ with individuals having single ‘careers’ through their lifetime is 
being replaced by serial contract s, interspersed with period s of non-em ployment, and 
mobility between occupational groups and types.  The transformation of labour markets 
has had highly differentiated and still cha nging soci al effects,  including  the  
transformation of manufacturing fro m a mass employer of  unskilled male labour to  
highly mechanised complex production with  few worke rs but mor e highly skilled  
graduate e ngineers a nd technica l specialists:  from cars to biote chnology.  T he 
evaporation of opportu nities for lif etime manual work h as disp laced many older 
unskilled men.  The labour market position of women has changed as many more enter 
graduate professions.  For many women – as well as men  – the new labour market 
structures offer only part  time, insecure jobs, with serial neg otiation and re-negotiation 
of contracts. 
 
Structural ageing, with a growing n umber and proportion of older persons and falls in 
the younger age cohorts, will have a significant impact on Australia’s housing over the 
next 10 to 30 years.  At the same time, fewer households have children and more 
children are being raised in single parent households.  Recent estimates suggest up to 
25 per cent of children are raised by sole pare nts, and this figure could rise to 50 per 
cent.  Fertility continue s to fall in  Australia with more couples an d single  pe rson 
households remaining childless.  How Australians choose to live has changed and this 
has substantial implications for housing careers.   
 
As Figure 1  suggests, contemporary and anticipated life  courses are more comple x 
than 30 years ago, with  substantial implications for housing  careers.  There are more 
opportunities to accrue  wealth, but there is a new potential for subst antial costs at 
critical phases in the life course.  Among the  aged, for e xample, the re have be en 
substantial shifts in post-retirement housing.  Increasingly, older Australians will ‘age in 
place’ rather than spend long periods in specialist aged accommodation (Brinks 2002).  
While staying within the community presents new opportunities for successful ageing, it 
also brings with it new challenges as older per sons may e nter and leave specialised 
accommodation several times and as new for ms of supp ort are nee ded to maintain  
them in the ir home.  T here is an important g eographical dimension to these n ew 
interactions between life course and housing career as the set of opp ortunities a nd 
constraints affecting an y individual will be sh aped by spatially differ entiated lab our 
markets, trends within  local hou sing markets, and opportunities for govern ment 
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1.2 Structure of this Report  
CRV 2 set s out to answer four key questions that are central to answering our 
overarching research q uestion.  T hese are pivotal because we need  to know h ow 
housing careers are changing and what direction they are pointing tow ards in order to 
understand the implications for housing policy.  In addition, we need to  know what are 
the most significant gap s in the evidence base so that research undertaken as part of 
CRV 2 can be directed to those are as where it is likely to h ave the greatest impact .  
Third, we need to kno w if the challenges raised by changing housin g careers can be  
addressed by policy in terventions that are kn own to be effective.  F inally, the CRV 
seeks to locate the tran sformations taking place within housing careers as one part of 
broader shifts in the r elationships between individuals, governments and housin g 
markets.  Shifts in hou sing career s may reflect a new g eneration of attitudes and 
expectations with respect to wealth creation,  lifecycle and the typ es of supports 
individuals expect from governments.  
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 The four key questions are:  
 
• What are th e processes and events that will drive housing careers in Australia 
through the 21st Century? 
• What are th e gaps in  o ur knowled ge of the current and anticipated housing 
careers of the Australian population and particular sub-groups of Australians? 
• Is there a consensus o n the most appropriate policy interventions to a ddress 
shifting housing careers?  
• Can we place shifting  housing  careers within the cont ext of a changing  
relationship between governments, housing  markets a nd the pro vision of 
supports to individuals?  
 
These questions are addressed through the CRV – and th is project – for the Australian 
population as a whole with special a ttention paid to key grou ps: the aged, low income  
households, public tena nts, private tenants, pe ople with di sabilities, y oung peopl e in 
the transition from home, the generatio n aged 2 5-34 expected to e nter 
homeownership, sole parents, the baby boomers and the users of housing assistance.  
This is an extensive list of target gro ups and the foci are not mutually exclusive.  Each  
group represents a  part icular challenge for the delivery of housing a ssistance, or f or 
policy as a  whole.  T he housing  and invest ment decisions of the baby boo mer 
generation, for example , will affect the demand  for higher density housing units a nd 
coastal pro perties (Burnley and Murphy 2004;  Salt 2004) while at the same time  
determining the rate of release of conventional family housing for oth er users.  T he 
home purchase decisi ons of 25- 34 year olds will lar gely shape the rate of 
homeownership in Aust ralia in 20 or 30 years  time and t he consequ ent demand  for  
housing – and income – assistance.   
 
The housing careers of Indigenous Australians are not considered in depth in CRV 2 or 
this Positio ning Paper.  While this is an extremely imp ortant issue , it is bein g 
considered in greater depth by a separate AHURI Ltd project being und ertaken by the  
West Australian Research Centre.  The focus on persons with a disability reflects both 
a strong and emerging policy concern of governments and the interests of philanthropic 
organisations keen to advance the wellbeing of this group. The Helen McPherson Trust 
and the Gandall Trust have provided specific funding to CRV 2 to enhance research on 
persons wit h the housi ng careers of people  with a disability and their carers. In 
particular, the project will investigate the lack of choice, and constraints upon ch oice 
with regard to housing and location  outcomes for people with a disability, as well a s 
choices, pr eferences a nd aspiratio ns.  The research recognises tha t the housing  
careers of people with  disabil ities will be sh aped by the full range  of factors of all  
participants in the ho using system (family life stage, labour  force part icipation, ag e, 
gender, and so on), an d that disability adds to this complexity, rather than being the  
sole driver of housing consumption.   
 
The Positioning Paper considers various aspects of housing careers.  It is important to 
note that this Positioning Paper considers housing careers both from the perspective of 
stage in the  life cycle –  youth, mid dle age and older age – as well as consider ing 
specific generations.  This is done in recognitio n of the fact that while all generations 
pass through broadly similar stages, such as household formation, arrival of children et  
cetera, ther e are subt le but powe rful differen ces in  the way each cohort proce eds 
through the  life course and their  housing career.  We n eed to und erstand the se 
differences and similarit ies if we ar e to properly capture the difference s between 20 th 
Century an d 21 st Century housing careers.  I n Section T wo the con ceptual issu es 
around housing care ers, housin g histories and pathways as well as sp ecific 
generations and housin g consumption are exam ined.  The focus of S ection Three is  
particular stages of the life course and housing careers, for exa mple those of yo uth, 
people in the middle ye ars and the housing ca reers of the older population.  Section 
Four looks at the relationship between tenure and housin g careers, in particular the 
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 movement into homeownership while Section  Five specifically focuses o n the hou sing 
careers of groups of people with identifiable ne eds, including people with disabilit ies.  
The final section of th e paper provides some discu ssion on directions for furt her 
research.   
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 2 HOUSING CAREERS, HOUSING PATHWAYS AND 
GENERATIONAL CHANGE 
The concept of a housing career lies at the heart of this CRV and carries with it specific 
connotations about the  nature of housing market processes and the  ways in which  
individuals and individual househo lds are lo cated within th e broader h ousing system.  
This section of the repo rt considers the concept of the ‘housing career’ and exa mines 
competing notions such as housing histories and housing pathways.  In large measure 
the discussion focuse s on the degr ee to which  household s are able  to  carve out a 
career that  reflects th eir ‘cho ices’ within the  housing m arket, as a gainst a set of 
housing outcomes that are constrained by factors such  as price, availability of 
appropriate housing, discrimination and the nature of the stock.  The section begins 
with a review of the literature on housing careers and housing histories that emerged in 
the 1970s and 1980s before turning to more recent writings on housing pathways.  The 
section the n mo ves o n to consid er the processes of g enerational change within  
Australia, and their implications for housing consumption.  The discussion then turns to 
provide a broad snapshot of our current understanding of emerging housing careers of 
Australians in the 21st Century and the processes that appear to be driving change.   
 
2.1 Housing Careers, Housing Pathways and Housing  
 Histories 
The conce pts of hou sing care ers, housing  pathways and housin g historie s first  
received widespread at tention within the acad emic literatu re in the  19 70s and e arly 
1980s (Forrest 1987; Kendig 1984; Payne and  Payne 197 7; Pickvance 1974).  This 
body of research noted that there is a strong correlation between stage in the life cycle 
and the type of housin g an individ ual occupies.  Househo lds, it was a rgued, progress 
through the housing market in response to their changing demographic, economic and 
social circumstances.  Households were seen to simultaneously ascend three discrete  
but related  ladders: an  employment career; a  life stage progression (implicit ly raising 
children); and a housing career.  The pattern of housing consumption was also seen to 
reflect local housing market condit ions as t he specific cir cumstances in any place –  
such as the cost of housing, the type of stoc k available and tenure structure – will 
influence o utcomes.  Importantly, this body of research recognise d that hou sing 
careers or housing histo ries reflected the balance of constraints and opportunities th at 
direct households into particular situations within the housing system.  
 
2.1.1 Housing Careers  
In Australia  the concept of a hou sing career  has been used to explain the st rong 
correlation between the type of dwelling a house hold occupied and its st age in the lif e 
cycle.  Ken dig (1981) examined the  housing careers of households in Adelaide in his 
study of ho usehold moves underta ken during 1975/76.  T he principle  concern of his 
study was the motivati on behind moves bet ween residences.  Importantly, Kendig 
(1981, p. 1) tested the common assumption  
 
 …that nearly everybody follows the same housing progression or ‘caree r’.  It  is 
usually sup posed that young adults with their  own income leave the family 
home to rent a flat and enjoy the single life.  Af ter marriage, both partners work 
and economise on rent so they can save a deposit to buy a house in which the y 
will rear their children.  Although a few move later to bigger houses as before  
their children grow up or to own their flat after children leave home.  It is usually 
assumed that most households rem ain in their  f irst owned home into old age, 
enjoying the lost costs and security of outright ownership. 
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 Through the 1980s the concept of a housing career was associate d with the owner  
occupied sector in part icular (Forrest and Kemeny 1983; Thorns 1981) .  Socially and  
economically aspiring h ouseholds were considered to possess a  housing career  that 
paralleled their career within the work place (Saunders 1990).  A series of mo ves into 
progressively more expensive housing was s een to accompany occupat ional success.  
Dwellings were seen to  be exchanged to eithe r improve the level of h ousing amenity 
enjoyed by t he household, increase opportunities for capital gains through housing, or 
as a consequence of the mo vement to a new housing market as a result of a job  
transfer.  T horns (1981 ) considere d the latter  to be a significant influ ence within  the 
housing market in Christchurch, New Zealand, while Forrest and Kemeny (198 3) 
outlined a typical housing career for owner occupants in Britain in their  discussion of  
the relationship between furnished private rental housing  and homeownership.  They 
argued that owner occupants became investors in  that section of the r ental market as 
their econo mic positio n changed and as they took a dvantage o f the housing 
circumstances around them.   
 
Throughout the 1980s r esearch on housing careers was of ten explicitly  linked t o the 
wider debate on domestic property classes (Saunders 1978; 1979; 1981 and 1984) and 
this connection is illustrated by t he work of  Farmer and Barrell (1981) on the 
opportunities hypothetically available to middle  class British households seeking to 
maximise their returns from housing.  Farmer and Barrell (1981) examined t he 
conditions in Britain’s h ousing and  financial markets betwe en 1965 an d 1979.  Th ey 
concluded that owner occupants would have received the greatest possible gains from 
their participation in the housing market if they followed a deliberate ca reer involving 
the sale  and repurchase of a dwelling every three years, a t high rate s of borrowin g.  
They estimated that households that moved frequently and purchased dwellings at low 
capitalisation rates received a ret urn of 15.7 per cent o n their initia l outlay.  Non-
movers and persons who moved infrequently received slightly lower returns of 11.7  per 
cent and 1 4.7 per cen t.  Significa ntly, Farmer and Barrell (1981) showed that – in 
theory at least – the choice of housing career  affected the financial returns arising out 
of homeownership.  Households t hat adopted a conservative strategy accumulated  
capital thro ugh the est ablishment of equity  in  their home.  Households who move d 
frequently accrued benefits through a rise in the capital value of their dwellings.    
 
2.1.2 Housing Histories 
The concept of a housing career provided useful insights int o the position of individual  
households within the housing market.  The insights offered into the owner occupie d 
sector was its most valuable contrib ution but the concept of a housing career could be 
challenged on a numb er of grounds.  First, the conventional definition of a housing 
career assumed that households move to achieve greater levels of housing satisfaction 
in their hou sing or to a ccrue a cap ital gain.  Individuals and households are seen to 
advance their material position, choosing only to consume less housing during the later 
part of their life when a substantial dwelling may no longer be appropriate.  Second, the 
concept of a housing career explicitly emphasises cho ice within the h ousing market 
and the individual household’s a bility to achieve its desires.  It  presents an  
interpretation of personal experiences within t he housing  market that suggest t hat 
housing out comes are a product of free will.  Each household is see n to be linked  
causally with a dwelling because that structure has matched their housing  
requirements.  Third, demograp hic factors alone have been related to the  
accommodation of the  household.  Housing a nd stage in the life  cycle have be en 
related in a purposive manner without reference to other influences.  
 
Forrest (1987) discussed the definition of housing histories and their relationship to the 
specific processes sh aping housin g markets.  He distinguished the term housing  
history from the alterna tive notions of housing  career and housing pathways (Payne 
and Payne 1977).  Forrest (1987) argued that there are sets of housin g experiences 
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 shared by persons on  the basis of class, g ender, race  and loca lity.  Groups of 
households will experience particu lar outcomes with resp ect to the ir housing on the 
basis of where they live, what they are able to  earn and the accommodation subsidies 
available to them.  Factors external to the housing market will in large part determine  
outcomes.  The household’s position within the labour market would ha ve exerted t he 
single greatest inf luence on the  ra nge of available housin g.  Other fa ctors, such as 
location, et hnicity and gender, ma y ha ve acted as additio nal influences on housing  
opportunities. 
 
Structural in fluences ar e recognise d as having  substant ial impact on the types of  
dwellings h ouseholds o ccupy and the nature of their occu pancy.  Payne and Payne  
(1977) argued from their study o f tenure ch ange in Ab erdeen, Scotland, that  a 
household’s accommodation is a function of the householder’s ability to gain acce ss to 
housing first  and stage in the life cycle a distant  second.  T he household’s economic 
resources d ictated th e t ype of housing they occupied and  there was little movement  
between public tenancy and o wner occupan cy.  Life c ycle characteristics alt ered 
merely their position wit hin this framework.  Cou ples who could not afford to purchase  
a home languished in private rental as public  housing was usually denied to childle ss 
families.  The majority of households renting from the cou ncil in Aberdeen were only 
able to move into public housing a fter the birt h of the first, or more commonly t he 
second, ch ild.  Similar limiting influences operated within the private sector.  
Households did not ent er owner occupation aft er the birth of the first child becau se of 
the substan tial co sts associated wit h raising a family.  In short, owner occupation in 
Aberdeen was a ‘closed  shop’ in which econo mic resources were the key to access 
and household characteristics played a peripheral role.  A c ompatible argument can be 
developed with respect  to other fa ctors within  the housing system.  Forrest (1987) 
noted that a  homeowner in the English Midland s was in a very different position f rom 
an outright owner in London.  The huge discrepancy in dwelling prices between the two 
areas meant that a h ouse in the  Midlands could not b e substitute d easily for  a  
comparable dwelling in London.  The spatial characteristics of the British housing  
market were the limiting influence in this instance. 
 
The importance of constraints within the housing market can not be denied.  Forrest 
(1987) reco gnised that  while many housing histories co ntained a strong care er 
element, ‘others are ch aotic and characterised by constraints and cop ing strategies’ 
(Forrest 1987 p. 1624).  Kendig (1984) found corroborating evidence.  Fully 43 per cent 
of movers in Adelaide in 1975/76 changed their residence fo r reasons that had little to 
do with dissatisfaction with their previous dwelling (Kendig 1984 p. 274).  Mo ves 
compatible with the concept of ‘a housing care er’ did occu r, especially  among young 
people.  Other influences, however, also precipitated moves.  Housing careers were 
lost amidst the multitude of social processes shaping the housing market and the 
trajectory of individuals through that market.  Cl early, the n otion of a housing care er 
can be see n to provide an insuff icient explan ation of out comes within the housing 
market. 
 
‘Housing ca reers’ and ‘housing histories’  are diametrically opposed concepts in  
many respects.  The  concept of a  housing career emphasises free  choice within  the 
market and implies an upward trajectory.  Ho useholds w ere seen to  move to b etter 
their situation with respect to tenure or the qualit y and quantity of housing consumed.  
Housing histories, by contrast, rela te households to the  structural constraints on their 
housing situation, especially their position within the labour market.  Bot h perspectives 
must be co nsidered.  Individuals act according to their  free will and  attempt to sat isfy 
their perso nal needs and wants.  They act, however, within a ra nge of limit ing 
constraints, which may proscribe the outcomes available to them. 
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 2.1.3 Housing Pathways 
More recently Clapham (2002; 200 4) has argu ed that research need s to fo cus on 
housing pathways that explicitly link the objective analysis of movements through the 
housing ma rket with t he subje ctive analysis of ind ividual experience.  Claph am 
explicitly lin ks this para digm to both social co nstructionism (see Jacobs and Manzi 
2004) and Giddens’ (1984) theory of structura tion.  Clapham’s (2002; 2004) housing 
pathways n eed to be i nterpreted with reference to these other – very substantial – 
bodies of research and this can make the housing pathway paradigm inaccessible for a 
non-specialist audience.  For this re ason his argument is summarised below and then 
discussed with respect to its ability to be enacted in Australia.  
 
Clapham (2 002; 2004) argues that much hous ing research is both atheoretical a nd 
focussed o n govern ment policy.  He considers this to be a major fai ling within the 
discipline a s governments do not  directly influence housing outcomes for the  vast 
majority of the populatio n within adv anced economies and housing researchers have 
distanced themselves from conceptual developments in other areas of social sciences, 
especially sociology. 1  This latter argument e choes a co mmon the me in Kemen y’s 
(1992) writing.  For Clapham the key failing in  contemporary housing scholarship is the 
failure to a ddress both  structure ( the set of institutiona l arrangements that sha pe 
behaviours in the housing market) and agency (the decisions, values and subjective 
experiences of individuals and households).  The failure to address agency is seen to 
be a particular gap because as auth ors such as Giddens (1990) and Beck (2000) have  
argued, globalisation; the emergence of new t echnologies and production processes;  
and other social and economic processes have encouraged individualism and eroded  
the institutions that have previous ly shaped people’s liv es (Clapham 2002 p. 59).  
Individuals and individual households are now better placed than in the past to shape 
their own lives.  Clapham (2002) concurs with Giddens (1991) argument that there has 
been an  
 
 “opening out” of social life in which individuals are more able to make their own  
lives by actively making choice s.  This is encapsulated b y the conce rn with  
‘lifestyle’ by, which is meant, the desire to choo se an individual identity, which 
leads to self fulfilment (Clapham 2002 p. 59).  
 
Housing, it  is argued by  Clapham (2002; 2004) , is a cr itical part of  the  search  for a 
lifestyle that leads to self-fulfilment and that housing ‘is a means to an end rather tha n 
an end in itself’ (Claph am 2002 p.  59).   Hou sing is seen  as a place  of security and 
enabling for  a househ old (King 1 996), an e ssential ing redient in t he search for 
Mazlow’s ‘self actualisation’. 
 
Clapham (2002) recognises that not all households can achieve self-fulfilment throu gh 
their housing.  Individualisation  carries with  it greater  levels of  risk –  risk of 
unemployment, risk of short-term contracts, r isk of divorce  et cetera .  There is also  
variable risk accord ing to stage in t he life course.  Young a dults may be at risk of not 
securing a ppropriate housing while older  people may not f ind appropriate 
accommodation when specialist sup ports and services are needed to assist them with  
disability or ill-health .  Persons wit h a disabi lity ma y be at risk of  not  finding, or not 
affording, appropriate accommodation in an  era when governments no longer provide 
institutional care. 2  Within Clapham’s pathways paradigm housing is se en to contain  
                                                     
1 Both Kemeny and Clapham critique housing research for not developing stronger links with the 
postmodern tradition within sociology and related fields.  Importantly, Kemeny and Clapham do not see the 
need to link with other areas of social inquiry – such as economic geography and regional studies – where 
theoretical development has also remained robust.  It could be argued that state theory (Jessop 1990; 
1997) and recent writings (Larner 2005; Peck 2002) on neo-liberalism all have much to offer on this topic.   
2 Recognising, of course, that many people with a disability do not want institutional care and the sector as 
a whole has campaigned to move away from this form of housing.  
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 many sets of meanings and it is these meanings that need to be located at the  centre 
of any analysis.  This is a signif icant departure from bot h the housing history and  
housing career perspectives discu ssed earlier  as they focus on measuring chang e in 
housing circumstances and assessing the structural influences that have shaped those 
movements.  By contra st, Clapham’s (2002;  2004) framework of an alysis focuses on 
how individual househ olds interpr et and und erstand their progression through  the  
housing system.  
 
Housing pathways research, Clapham (2002; 2 004) suggests, should be thought of as 
a ‘framework for analysis – a way of framing thought’ (200 2 p. 63) tha t focuses u pon 
the concept of a housing pathway, which is defined as  
 
…patterns of interactions (practices) concerning house and home over time and 
space (2002 p. 63) 
and, 
…the contin ually changing set of relationship s and interactions which it (the 
household) experiences over time in its con sumption of housing.... a housing 
pathway….seeks to capture the social meanings and relationships associate d 
with this consumption in the different locales (2002 p. 64). 
 
Critically, h ousing pat hways research is  se en to embrace all th e elements of 
conventional housing career research, but ex tends its reach  to explore t he meanings 
attached to the home, the relationship with other life events and interactions within the 
neighbourhood.  Clapham (2002) argues that his approach accommodates the fact that 
a househol d’s housing  circumstan ces change , even if th ey don’t move dwelling or 
tenure.  For example, pu blic rental housing no longer ‘means’ the same thing today as  
it did a de cade ago, a fact highlighted by the Carr Labor Govern ment’s rece nt 
announcement of the end of lifetime tenure in government  owned housing.  A housing  
career perspective would see the se households as not  h aving experienced chan ge, 
while a pathways approach would seek to investigate ho w their circumstances have 
shifted as a result of the new tenure arrangements, and would endeavour to investigate 
the views of tenants of the impact of this transformation on their lives.   
 
Clapham (2 002; 2004) ties his hou sing career paradigm to concepts o f life planning  
and identity , with the f ormer drawing heavily on the work of Gidde ns (1984).  In 
essence, th e concept  of life p lanning recogn ises tha t h ouseholds do not con sume 
housing in isolation fro m other dimensions of life and that ‘household s undertake life  
planning in search of id entity and self fulfilment ’ (Clapham 2002 p. 65).  A housing  
pathway fol lows a life course pathway t hat includes ed ucation, employment, t he 
decision to have children (or not), housing and relationship s.  Moreove r, households 
recognise this fact and  
 
 …develop a long term view of where they would like  to be  in the futur e and 
formulate a strategy to achieve this t hat will fr ame individual decision s.  The  
existence of  a strategy is a guide to  the extent to which th ey engage in what 
Giddens calls life planning by actively seeking to organise and control their lives 
(Clapham 2004 pp. 99-100).   
 
In support of his argument Clapham (2004) cites o ther r esearchers (Anderson et al 
1994; McCrone 2004) who reported that a sig nificant fra ction of households in  th eir 
surveys had explicit and deliberate housing strategies.  
 
Identity is a n important part of the subjective inquiry that distinguishes the pathw ays 
framework from other perspectives.   Clapham recognises both ontolo gical iden tity – 
self identity – and categorical identity, ‘the labels which are ascribed to us by ourselves, 
and by society’ (Clapham 2002 p. 65).  H ousing clearly a ffects bot h ontological and 
categorical identity: we are a ‘home  owner’, a ‘home purchaser’, or a  ‘tenant’; and, the 
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 housing we occupy may shape how we perceive our place in the world.  Importantly for 
this CRV, Clapham (2002) recogni ses that  ‘disability’ is one of the  categories around 
which discourse and conflict is constructed, with competing views presented by various 
parties.  He notes that  
 
 …the disco urses asso ciated with  physi cal a nd mental disability have been 
actively contested by profession s, government agencies and interest gr oups in 
what has b een called  the politics o f identity.  It  is here  tha t the power  games 
outlined ea rlier are p layed in which the  a ctors attem pt to mobilise the ir 
resources to ensure th eir discourse is th e one adopted in  public po licy and in 
general discourse (2002 p. 65).  
 
Clapham (2 002) therefore urges researchers to investigate the politics of identit y 
associated with particular housing pathways.  
 
Clapham’s (2002; 2004)  ideas on  housing pathways are original and  st imulating. The 
challenge is to tran slate this fra mework into concrete  research  and he su ggests 
researchers need  
 
 …to employ ethnographic or biographic methods to understand the meaning of 
individuals and households and the conscious aspects of behaviour.  However, 
the unconscious aspect s need to b e explored bearing in mind the co nstraints 
and opportunities, which structure th em and are reproduced  by them (2 002 p.  
66).  
 
The focus of research, he suggests, must be on the factors which are associated with a 
change in the pathway: with the life plan either being redrafted, or being departed from 
for external reasons.  He also suggests that it is important to generalise  from individual 
pathways to the broader population by focussing on the meanings households attach to 
their housing; recognising how individuals create their own  life plan in associat ion with 
their life style decisions;  and, by recognisi ng the dynamic nature of path ways and how 
they change over time.   
 
2.1.4  Synthesising Housing Careers, Housing Histories and Pathways  
 
Through this section w e have con sidered hou sing career s, housing histories an d 
housing pathways.  Th e first two concepts are  essentially distinguishe d according  to  
whether housing consumption over time is a re flection of households making relatively 
unconstrained choices over time,  or whether structural fa ctors shape  and limit t heir 
decisions.  The section  has also g iven consid erable atten tion to Clap ham’s (2002; 
2004) housing pathways framework which em braces the housing car eers/histories 
perspective but extends it to cover the subjective meaning  of housing  and how t hat 
meaning is derived and reproduced  through so cial in stitutions, discou rse and oth er 
agents.  Int uitively the housing p athways approach is a ttractive, but we need to 
recognise t hat attempts to put int o effect so cial con structionist and /or structurat ion 
perspectives are confronted by very real chal lenges associated with th e transferability 
of the result s and the emphasis given to the debates or discourses ar ound housing.   
Somerville (2002), for example, commends the pathways framework but challenges the 
need to gro und it within a post modern socia l constructionist persp ective, arguing 
instead it should be more properly g rounded in more substantial socia l theory.  Jacobs 
(2002) point s out the impossibility of measuri ng ‘unconscious meanin gs and act ions’ 
(p.75) while King (200 2) critiques Clapham f or linking h ousing path ways to so cial 
constructionism, a theoretical po sition, he argu es that is n ow disappearing from other 
areas of sociological re search.  King (2002) also points out that a ‘post modern  
analytical framework’ is an oxymoron and ec hoes Somerville’s (2002)  contention that 
structuration theory simultaneously explains everything and nothing.   
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It is important to ask whether the housing pathways approach a) adds valuable insights 
beyond the more conve ntional discussion of  housing careers; b) can  be disentangled 
from a social construct ionist appro ach and c) can be put into operation within  a  
research initiative such  as CRV 2 ?  In large measure we should accept that  the  
housing pathways perspective does add to our understanding of housing processes: its 
focus on pe ople’s perception of their housing circumstances, its con cern with the ‘fit’ 
between housing outcomes and life plan, and the role of housing in sh aping identity is 
important.  It could, for example, be argued that  part of the fall in home purchase rates 
amongst yo unger Australians cou ld be attributed to shifts in their  sense – and 
construction – of iden tity.  Secondly, there are no grounds to believe t hat we can not 
fuse a housing pathways perspective with a housing careers perspective.  Including the 
subjective meaning of housing in  t he colle ction of empirical data – e specially in the 
qualitative phases of research –  will allow the CRV to  make some progress to  
addressing this framework.   The CRV also needs to inclu de a longitu dinal element –  
retrospectively and potentially prospectively – in its data  collection  an d consider  t he 
power relations shaping  decisions.  Finally, a h ousing pathways approach can inform 
even the most empirical components of data gathering and analysis.   
 
CRV 2 needs to incorporate the housing pathways perspective within all phases of th e 
research.  While not  seeking to  elucidate the  ‘unconscious’ meanings of housing,  we 
can include most of the elements of this perspective in a discussion of housing careers.  
We would a lso argue that it is important to reta in the term h ousing career but use t he 
term to reflect a broader set of processes than when the term was first applied in t he 
1970s and 1980s.  Our use of the term housing career needs to reflect the sequence of 
housing circumstances a household  occupies over a time, the choices and constraints 
shaping the housing decisions of households, the meanings they attach to housing and 
the relation ship between housing  consumption and other dimensions of th e 
household’s ‘life plan’.  This use of the term is far broader than earlier definitions but is 
justified in light of our greater appreciation of th e complexity of housing circumstances 
and change in contemporary life.  
 
2.2 Australia’s Generations and Housing Consumption  
Increasingly, social co mmentators and researchers in Australia have focussed u pon 
the differences between Australia’s generatio ns with respect to their employme nt 
prospects, social at titudes (Salt 2 005a; 2005b), and housing career s (Badcock and  
Beer 2000).  While the subject of generational change has been a feature of academic 
and policy debate for at least 20 years (see, for example, Rowland 1983a; 1983b) t he 
topic ha s become more confused and co nfusing a s additional discipline s have 
contributed to the debat e and diver ging perspectives have been publicly enunciate d.  
Where once the discussion of generations was limited to the disciplines of demography 
and popula tion geogra phy, increasingly market research ers, financial managers,  
sociologists, and social policy commentators have attempt ed to prese nt their ide as 
within the fr amework of generation al change.  Terms such as ‘Boomers’, ‘Gen X ers’ 
and ‘Gen Ys’ have been used to address broadly referenced age cohorts that often  
overlap, are poorly defined and provide very little assista nce in und erstanding r eal 
world phenomenon, such as the o peration of housing markets.  The issue is made  
more complex by the a daption of t he term across nation s and cultures.  For example,  
authors fro m Australia, the United  States and  New Zealand all use t he term ‘ba by 
boomers’ and ‘Generation X’ but the nature and timing of their demograp hic processes 
varies signif icantly.  A boom in po st World War II births was recorded in all three 
nations, but birth rates began to fall in the US in 1957, in 1961 in Australia (Hugo 1990) 
and 1964 in New Zeala nd.  Significantly, the entries for Generation X , Generation Y 
and the Baby Boo m Generation in  the Wikipe dia are disp uted.  Competing auth ors 
contest the years in which these  various generat ions were born and some or all of the 
factors that characterise their life experiences.   
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In many wa ys we shou ld expect th at a discussion of  gen erations an d generatio nal 
change would lead to  vigorous debate.  Time is a co ntinuous no t a categor ical 
phenomenon and the trends and processes t hat characterise each era blend togeth er 
rather than reflect sig nificant disjunctures.  Academic researchers from population  
studies and  demography clearly lin k the ident ification of  generations to shifts in b irth 
rates – a r ise in the number of births and birt h rate until 1 960 (Hugo 1986) a fall in the 
birth rate but high numbers of births through the 1970s (Rowland 1982a) and a  
population bust in the 1970s with a significant decline in th e number of  births.  Oth er 
authors (Deverson and Hamblett 1994; Salt 200 4; Strauss and Howe 1992) attempt to 
identify gen erations ba sed on the ir attitude s, shared cu ltural value s and/or th e 
significant events in their lifetime. 
 
Despite the  conflict o ver definitions, gener ations remain a help ful concept  in 
understanding 21 st Century housing careers and Australia’s housing  futures.  The  
emerging housing care ers through  this centu ry will be the careers of individu al 
generations and by co mmencing our discussi on with a discussion of generations we  
can begin t o understan d how our experience of housing and the co nsumption o f 
housing has changed and continues to change.  The remainder of this section set s out 
to consider Australia’s changing generations.  I t offers a de finition of e ach generat ion 
and suggests how and why each may differ from the oth er.  Four g enerations are 
discussed in detail,  the  Austerity Generation; t he Baby Boomers, Generation X  and  
Generation Y (Table 1).  Why and how they are identifie d has implications for our 
understanding of housing careers in  the 21 st Century.  It is important to not take the se 
definitions too literally.  For convenience we  have used Census years as break po ints 
but it is worth reme mbering that real world ph enomena are unlikely to coincide with 
these points in time.  In addition, many of the trends we con ventionally associated with 
one generation have be en inherited from earl y cohorts and persist amongst those that 
follow.  
 
Table 1: Australian Generations: Age Ranges, Numbers and Percentage of 





Birth Age Persons Per cent 
 Before 1931 more than 74 years  1,710,291 9.1 
The Austerity 
Generation  1931-1945 55 to 74 years  2,420,329 12.9 
Baby Boomers 1946-1960 40 to 54 years  4,004,987 21.3 
Generation X  1961-1976 25 to 39 years  4,154,821 22.1 
Generation Y  1977-1991 10 to 24 years  3,902,926 20.8 
 post 1991 under 10 years of age  2,575,895 13.7 




2.2.1 The Austerity Generation 
For our purposes the Austerity Generation was born between 1931 and 1945.  They 
were born during the Great Depression and through the Second World War.  They 
were a relatively small generation as child birt h was eithe r postponed or cancelle d in 
the face of  economic uncertainty and the challenges of war (Hugo 1986; Rowland 
1982a; 1982b).  By 200 1 they accounted for 12.9 per cent of the population (Table  1).  
It is worth noting that this generation has, in large measure, been overshadowed by the 
Baby Boomers with their significan tly gr eater n umbers, changes in life course, ne w 
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 career traje ctories an d patterns of housing consumption.  American authors tend  to 
refer to this cohort as the ‘Silent Generation’ (Strauss and Howe 1992).   
 
The Austerity Generati on have h ad a numb er of features that characterise th eir 
housing careers which have been both distin ctive and important.  Many me mbers of 
this genera tion experienced relat ive depriv ation in the ir formative  years as a 
consequence of the Depression an d the Second World War but much of their working  
lives was characterised  by the considerable e conomic se curity associated with the 
‘Long Boom’ (Stilwell 1974) from 1947 to  1975.  Male waged employment  was 
relatively plentiful in the constructio n and manufacturing sectors, while women in  large 
measure worked in the home.  This generation experienced the substa ntial growth in 
homeownership that followed the Second World War, which was a consequence both 
of the growth of mortga ge finance and government policy (Beer 1992; Williams 19 84).  
The public housing se ctor also gr ew from th e late 1940s through to the 1970s, 
accounting for roughly 10 per cent of housing completions but never more than five per 
cent of the housing sto ck (Neutze 1977).  Critically, this generation was more likely to  
enter and stay in public housing than its succe ssors while the absence of a sizeable  
public housing sector p rior to the signing of th e first Commonwealth State Housing  
Agreement (CSHA) meant that this h ousing form was not ava ilable to  e arlier 
generations.  
 
Labour market conditions and social attitudes created and then reinforced what we now 
see to be a ‘conventional’ housing career amongst the Austerity Generation.3  Kendig’s 
(1981) comment referred to above on the perceived ‘typica l’ housing career of the late 
1970s and early 1980s in large measure reflected the experience of  the Austerity 
Generation.  Badcock a nd Beer (2000) referred to this grou p as the ‘Sa fe and Sound’ 
Generation and this t itle reflected the risk averse, asse t building  a pproach of this 
generation to their housing.  They tended to: 
 
• enter the world of work at a relatively young age (prior to 20);  
• stay in the family home or board;  
• establish a household upon marriage – possibly renting in the family home; 
• commence child rearing soon after marriage;  
• remain in their first dwelling, with some individuals of higher income moving to a 
larger home in their middle years (Badcock and Beer 2000 pp. 128-129).  
 
This generation – along with its pre decessor – now constitutes the population of older 
Australians and their future housing decisions will be shaped by their prior experiences 
and the resources they have accumulated.  Many will be o utright homeowners but will 
have limited post retire ment income beyond the age pension.  For so me – especially 
those who are outright owners in the largest capitals – t his will mean that they are 
asset rich b ut income poor and some will have relatively poor health because of their 
relative poverty early in  life.  They may also h ave relatively modest aspirations in old  
age, as their history of frugality associated  with their early years shapes t heir 
expectations for housing and other services.  
 
2.2.2 The Baby Boom Generation  
 
The Baby Boom Gen eration was born between 1946 a nd 1960 an d its size a nd 
characteristics refle ct th e buoyant economic co nditions in Australia th at followed the 
Second World War.  In number thi s group significantly overshadows its predecessor 
                                                     
3 While we now think of the  ‘t ypical’ h ousing c areer of this ge neration as c onventional, it differe d 
significantly from the careers of earlier generations.  It is worth remembering that in 1 939 one half of a ll 
Australian households were in private rental housing and homeownership was largely reserved for th ose 
wealthy enough to purch ase a dwelling outright.  T he housing careers of earlier generations – at l east in 
the capitals –were largely typified by extended periods of renting.  
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 and its gro wth was associated wit h a ‘boom’ in births tha t can be attributed to the  
arrival of ch ildren whose conceptio n was delayed by the Second World War, a fall in 
the age at marriage, near universal marriage, acceptance of larger family sizes and the 
arrival of fertile age immigrants from Europe and other regions.   
 
Baby boomer children grew up during a period  of prosperit y and near full employment  
for males.  Significantly , the majority entered the labour for ce while the  economy was 
still prosperous and jobs were comparatively easy to find.  The Baby Boom Generation 
also grew up in, or participated in, substantial socia l ch ange.  For example, b aby 
boomers were the first generation to experience the full impact of feminism and the rise 
of female participation in the paid work force; increasing marital separations associated 
with the introduction of  ‘no fault’ divorce in 1975 (Legge 2005); and, increasing  
acceptance of co-habita tion before marriage (Hugo 1996).  Baby boomers were also 
the first gen eration to experience the growth  of service industry empl oyment, with a 
consequent demand for higher level skills wit hin the labo ur force, more employmen t 
opportunities for wome n and changes in the nature and organisation  of paid wo rk.  
While many baby boo mers came  from fa milies with a relatively large number of 
siblings, ba by boomers  themselves had relative ly few children with birth rates falling  
through the 1970s.  Changed attitudes to child rearin g and imp rovements in 
contraception saw the n umber of ch ildren per household fal l, and this both facilitate d 
the participation of women in paid work and add ed to the resources ava ilable to meet 
their housing aspirations.  Sign ificantly, the arrival of the B aby Boom Generation into  
the housing market in the late 1960s and early 1970s ushered in the f irst of a ser ies of 
house price spikes as the demand for land and  housing in the major capitals began to 
exceed supply (Daly 19 81).  The greater numbers of baby boomers when compared  
with the previous generation has inevitably resulted in a greater demand for resources, 
including – but not limited to – housing.  
 
The housing careers of the Baby Boom Generation are more varied a nd more full of  
risk than those of the Austerity cohort.  Key features of the housing careers of the Baby 
Boom Generation have been:  
 
• As with the Austerity Ge neration, most baby boomers achieve homeo wnership 
at some sta ge in their  lives.  Neutze and Kend ig (1991) re ported that 90 per 
cent of adu lt Australian s pass thro ugh owner occupation.   For most baby 
boomers – and in common with earlier generat ions – homeownership has been 
associated with conventional detached housing;  
 
• A rising incidence of divorce and separation has contribut ed to an increasing  
number and percentage  of househo lds fall ing o ut of homeownership (AHURI  
1998).  This in turn has contribut ed to a rap id increase in the number and 
percentage of households comprised of one person or sole parents.  While this 
phenomenon is not limited to the Baby Boo m Generation, it has been a feature  
of their housing careers;  
 
• The arrival of the first child po st marriage has been de layed amon gst this 
generation and this has been linked to increased female participation in the  
labour force and in  higher education.  The nu mber and percentage o f women 
who never have children has increased;  
 
• Increased female participation in the  paid work f orce has added to the capacity  
to take out loans and r epay debt.  Up to the late 1960s financial institutions 
commonly d iscounted the earning capacity of married women because it was 
anticipated t hat they would leave work.  Including the earnings of women i n 
mortgage repayment calculation s has sign ificantly increa sed the bo rrowing 
capacity of households and this has contribute d to an increasing tend ency to  
‘trade up’ dwellings over the life course;  
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• Baby boomers have be en strongly associated with the ‘Sea Change’ and ‘Tree 
Change’ phenomena (Burnley and Murphy 20 04; Salt 20 04). As Burnley and  
Murphy (2004 p. 34) note, Sea Changers can be divided into two groups, those 
who choose to move having acquired sufficient assets to leave for an attractive  
locality, and  those pu shed out of  t he city because of the  high cost of living  
there.  Baby boomers are represented in both categories as they are more likely 
than subsequent generations to have accumulat ed sufficient  assets to choose 
to leave the  capital cities, and they would represent a signif icant percentage of 
‘welfare’ in migrants seeking a bet ter quality of life and lower housing cost s 
outside the major metro politan areas.  Welfare-related Sea Change migration 
involves significant numbers of Aust ralians (Marshall et a l 2003).  Importantly,  
the Sea Change phenomenon is a type of migration – and housing career move 
– unknown to previous generations of Australian househo lds.  It refle cts the  
relative prosperity within which this generation has lived th eir lives and  the on-
going ability  of this gen eration to secure government assistance to maintain 
their lifestyle aspiration s.  Bernard Salt (2004 p. 87), for e xample, not ed that  
‘The 1996 Census revealed that t he leading baby boomer town in Australia is 
Byron Bay where 28 per cent of the  local population is (sic)  born between 1946 
and 1961’.   
 
• Over recent years bab y boo mers have bee n confronted by the reality of  
insufficient savings for their life post retirement.  Whereas previous generations 
were seen to have mo dest lifestyle aspiration s after they left paid work, the  
Baby Boo mer Generation is con sidered to hold  expectations more in keeping 
with their lif e while in p aid work.  Meeting – or managing – these expectation s 
will be a si gnificant ch allenge for both individuals and go vernments and they 
have affected housing careers in complex ways.  At  an  individual level, a 
number of commentators have argued that baby boomers rushed into the  
property ma rket in the late 1990s a nd early ye ars of this century in o rder to  
boost their total wealth in preparation for retirement.  Over t he last decade the 
developers of large sca le apartments, such as Meriton and Stockland , have  
targeted baby boomer investors as a key market for their  output.  Othe rs have 
suggested that this generation will need to sell the family home in orde r to fund 
their life once they complete work (M cKinnon 2005).  The growing incidence of 
manufactured housing estates in coastal Australia suggests a rising acceptance 
of this for m of equity release amongst some sections of this g eneration 
(Mowbray 1994);  
 
• Finally it is worth noting that the ho using careers of the Baby Boom Generation 
have been greatly affected by economic restructuring.  While baby boomers  
had a relatively easy entrée into the world of paid work, staying in paid work has 
been a greater challenge.  Labour market economists such as Bob Gregory and 
Sue Richardson have discussed t he ‘hollowin g out’ of th e income distribution  
and the loss of e mployment opportunities for middle aged and older blue collar 
male workers.  Many ba by boomers will have e xperienced redundancy later in 
their working lives and this will af fect their housing care ers.  Some  will be 
discouraged from further investing i n housing, others will use the security of  
outright ownership to maintain their life style, while a third group may invest one 
or more redundancy packages in their mortgage and achieve outright  
homeownership more quickly.   
 
In conclusion we can say that the h ousing careers of the Baby Boo m Generation have 
been much more complex than tho se of the previous cohorts. Whereas the Austerity 
Generation had modest housing ambitions, that included security and a place to raise a 
family, the Baby Boo m Generation has sought larger and better housing, a better 
quality of lif e, and choice in their h ousing consumption.  At the same time, the baby 
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 boomers have faced gr eater risks with their ho using more likely to come under threat  
from loss of employment, relationship breakup and the pressures of high housing costs 
arising from increased competition  in the market.  The b aby boo mers have al most 
certainly had more vari able housing careers th an their pre decessors, with some bab y 
boomers likely to own an investment property in retirement, while others of the sa me 
cohorts will occupy those rental properties.   
 
 
2.2.3 Generation X  
 
In many wa ys Generati on X is perceived to live in the shadow of their older baby 
boomer siblings.  Generation X ers are numerically greater than the baby boo mer 
cohort (Table 1) but as Bernard Salt ( 2004) has argued, ba by boomers have secured 
the better paying jobs, the more at tractive housing and th e superior welfare services 
before Generation Xers have been able to stake their own claims (pp. 97-98).  
 
From a hou sing career perspective, it is significant that Generation X ers entered th e 
labour market after 1975 when the opportu nities for e mployment waned.  T his 
generation has therefo re had a more challenging tran sition to  a dulthood, w ith 
increasing n umbers accepting contr act and ca sual employment at various stage s i n 
their careers, delaying t he establishment of a household an d marrying (or partnerin g) 
and having children even later in life than the baby boo mers.  Howe ver, as will be 
discussed later, Generation X  has in large measure followed the life course of earlier 
generations, but with a postponement of many significant life events.   
 
One of the important processes to affect Generation X  and its hou sing careers h as 
been the gr owth in university level study following the ‘Dawkins’ reforms of the ear ly 
1990s.  Where previously 10 per cent of school leav ers attende d university,  
approximately 35-40 per cent now commence te rtiary education.  This change has had 
two impacts on housing careers for this generation.  First, it has delayed entry into paid 
work and thereby reduced the capa city of young people to save for a deposit for ho me 
purchase.  Second, the introduction of the Higher Education Contribution Sch eme 
(HECS) in the early 1990s – and the subsequent raising of the HECS rate – meant that 
many graduates have entered the workforce wit h a significant debt, albeit interest free, 
but tied to CPI.  A numb er of authors have argu ed that HECS may work to discourage 
family formation (Jackson 2002) and act as an impediment to home purchase (Badcock 
and Beer 2000) by reducing both the capacity to save for a  deposit and by producing a 
lower mortgage repayment capacity.  
 
The housin g careers of Generation X ha ve to  be viewed  in the light of the broader 
economic e nvironment and housin g market.  On the one  hand, more members of 
Generation X have found employment in the services sector and for some in this group 
this ha s resulted in  hig her incomes and great er choice in  their hou sing career.  For 
others, employment in the personal  services sector or in reta il services has resulted in 
lower, and less secure incomes, and reduced h ousing opt ions.  The  concentration of 
service based employment in the centre of the three or four largest capitals h as 
affected the type of hou sing consumed.  Where previously the Baby Boom Generation 
may have  occupied higher densit y housing prior to family formation, increasingly 
Generation X raise their children in high density housing as it offers the only affordable 
accommodation close to the city (Mason 2005).  Generation X faces the twin pressures 
of needing to locate close to the CBD for employment and seeking to purchase housing 
in competition with bab y boomers who are more senior in their careers and have had 
longer to save to purchase or  accumulate wealth through previous property 
transactions.   
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 In large measure the housing care ers of Generation X  have been shaped by on-g oing 
economic p rosperity.  Australia ha s exper ienced sustaine d economic growth sin ce 
1993 and this has gen erated employment for this age co hort, contrib uted to rising  
household incomes and contributed to a buoyant housing market.  Housing affordability 
problems for Generation X  have b een a produ ct of high  house prices rather than  the 
high interest rates of the early 1990s.   
2.2.4 Generation Y  
 
While any d iscussion of  generations and gener ational dif ferences in  housing caree rs 
must involve abstract ions, it is particularly difficult to speak about the h ousing careers 
of a generation whose oldest members are only 28 years of age.  Demographically, this 
generation straddles b oth the low  birth rates of the 197 0s and the ‘echo’ of  higher 
numbers of births evident in the 1980s as baby boomer women gave birth.   
 
Much of th e literature on Generation Y is concerned with identifying them with 
particular technologies and specific cultural attitudes.  They ha ve, for example, been 
identified a s the Dotcom generat ion (Salt 2004) and have been linked to the 
widespread adoption of iPODs, DVDs and similar electronic consu mables.  Little is 
known about the specific features o f the housing careers of  this genera tion and this is 
understandable as their careers are yet to emerge.  The little we do know is discu ssed 
later in the review of the  literature on the housing preferences and decisions of yo ung 
people, but this body of research reflects the behaviours of both Generation X and Y. 
 
Generation Y is significant because it will be the first to commence its housing career in 
the 21st Century.  Some of its characteristics are known.  It is a smaller generation than 
either Generation X or the baby boomers and it will commence its hou sing career in a 
period of economic prosperity and high house prices.  Generation Y is comprised of the 
children of the baby b oomers and Generation Y – with it s smaller family size and  
relatively affluent, asset rich parents – may inherit significant wealth somewhere in their 
life course.  The housing careers of Generation Y are lik ely to be af fected by th eir 
protective parents, with extended stays in the family home post secondary and tertiary 
education, assistance with housing costs once th ey commence work and the prospect  
of an incre ased freque ncy of retur ning to  the  family home, even after they have  
established their own household. 
 
2.3 Conclusion 
This section  exa mined t he concept of a housing career and competing frameworks 
such as ho using histor ies and housing path ways.  Fro m this discussion it was 
concluded that all thre e concepts need to be incorporated into the CRV 2 research to  
reflect the complexity of  housing ca reers in the  21 st Century. Accordingly, the term 
housing career needs to reflect the sequence of housing circumstances a household 
occupies over a time, t he choice s and constra ints shap ing the housin g decisions of 
households, the meanings they attach to housing and the relationship between housing 
consumption and othe r dimension s of t he h ousehold’s ‘life p lan’. I n addition  to 
theoretical concepts S ection Two provided a broad snapshot of  the current 
understanding of the h ousing care ers of spe cifically defin ed generations.  While  the 
definition of  these generations and the factors t hat characterise the ir life experiences  
varies between countries and aut hors, gener ations remain a he lpful concept  in  
understanding 21 st Century Housing careers and Austr alia’s housing future.  An  
examination of life stage groups is the focus of Section Three. 
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 3 HOUSING CAREER AND LIFE STAGE  
Through this Positioning Paper 21 st Century housing careers in  Australia are 
considered from both a generation al and lif e stage persp ective beca use, as not ed 
earlier, a discussion of generations almost inevitably highlights the differences between 
cohorts while the examination of lif e stage dra ws attention  to the similarities.  Ea ch 
generation is confronte d by broadly comparable opportu nities and constraints – 
economic, social and d emographic – as it pro ceeds throu gh the life course.  Ea ch 
generation produces solutions to the challenges of partner ing, family raising, kinship, 
securing ap propriate h ousing and  engaging with paid labour that are similar and 
different fro m earlier generations.  It is important that we understand how both  
generational change an d stage in the life cycle have shaped the life  course and  
contemporary housing careers.  This section th erefore considers the broad stages in 
the life course and how housing careers vary by age and related circumstances.  
 
3.1 Younger Households 
Youth transitions resear ch has hig hlighted major shifts in the pathways pursued by 
young people in making  the transition from adolescence  and financial dependence to 
adulthood and financial independence (Dwyer a nd Wyn 1998; Looker 1 997; 1999).  A 
key feature of this d ebate has been  growing re cognition of the decline  in a re latively 
predictable, linear pathway out  of home, namely from school to paid work to fa mily 
formation, that is shared by the majority of young people, and the rise of more complex 
and diverse pathways out of home.  This shift is asso ciated with major socia l and 
economic changes such as the ex pansion of opportunities to pursue  vocational and 
higher education, growth in labour market insecurity characterised b y high rates of 
casual employment and contract work, and substantial changes in social norms relating 
to family formation and lifestyle.   
 
In contrast to previous generations, young p eople are more likely to delay t he 
departure from the family home and/or move back in to the family home for extend ed 
periods (i.e. following th e completion of a training course, during periods of temporary 
unemployment or prior to travelling  overseas), and they are more likel y to delay the  
process of ‘settling down’ which in the past included committing to a stable career path, 
marriage, pursuing homeownership and starting a family.   Instead, young people are  
pursuing multiple, interrupted pathways that ent ail moving between the labour market 
and higher education, taking time out to travel, to pursue creative and leisure act ivities 
or to undertake volunteer work, and choosing a mix of ho usehold arrangements such 
as living with friends in a share house, returning to the family home, cohabitating with a 
partner, or living alone.  The housing pathways of young people with a disability  will  
reflect these broader tre nds but this group may have fewer options av ailable to them 
because of the inherent limitations in the physical housing stock and the lower incomes 
of some young person s with a  di sability. In  general, research on y outh transit ions 
draws implicitly or explicitly on a  life course approach in which th e transition  to  
adulthood is concep tualised a s a  trajectory, which is characterised by a numb er of 
events.  This is evident in the focus within much research in this area on the timing and 
sequence of the following events of the life course as outlined by Billari (2001 p. 1): the 
end of formal education ; the first jo b; leaving the parental home; the first (married or 
unmarried) union; and the birth of the first child.  However, within the literature on youth 
transitions t here has been debate as to the degree to which youth transitions are  
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 undergoing dramatic change.  While empirical research in Europe a nd the Unit ed 
States gene rally suppor ts many of the trend s identif ied with a move towards ‘less  
predictable’, ‘more flexible’ and ‘more fragmented’ transitions to adulthood, Billari et al’s 
(2001) comparative study of young  people’s experiences of leaving home in sixteen 
European countries indicates that there are considerable r egional variations in lea ving 
home patterns.  There h as also been ongoing debate over whether these changes are 
the product  of constraining politica l and econo mic factors (i.e. insecur e youth labour 
market or availability of independe nt youth benefits and housing su bsidies) ( Jones 
1995; 2001; Jones a nd Wallace  1992; Pickvance and Pickvance 1994) or a  
consequence of chang ing attitudes towards tra ditional forms of hou sehold and fam ily 
living and a  reflection  of individual choice  an d decision- making (i.e.  preference  fo r 
freedom and independ ence asso ciated with non-familial li ving arrangements) (Heath 
1999).   
In the context of this ge neral shift in  young people’s transitions, recent research on 
young people’s hou sing careers ha s generated  new conce ptualisations of housing  
pathways.  Most broadly, Mulder and Mant ing (1994) have drawn a distinction between 
two alternate strategies associated with young adulthood, one directed towards ‘settling 
down’ and the other directed towards ‘flexi bility’.  They suggest that young people who 
pursue diff erent strate gies, either  ‘settl ing d own’ or ‘fle xibility’, exhibit con sistent 
patterns in  their occup ational/educational career, their ho usehold career and th eir 
housing career.  Drawing on their analysis of 1981, 1985 and 1989 survey data in the 
Netherlands, Mulder and Manting (1994) show that there was an incr ease in you ng 
people pursuing more flexible strat egies durin g this perio d.  Elsewhere Ford et al  
(2002) adva nced an ide al typology of five distin ct housing pathways associate d with 
young people’s transitio n out of the  family home.  These ideal typical pathways are  
labelled: chaotic, unpla nned, const rained, plan ned non-st udent and student.  T he 
typology is based on three key fa ctors: the ability of you ng people to plan for, and 
control, their entry to independent living; th e extent and form of constraint s that 
characterise their a ccess to hou sing; and the  degree of f amily support available to 
them.  Based on 932 st ructured face-to-face int erviews conducted in 1 999 and 20 00, 
Ford et al (2002) argue that young people’s pursuit of a particular pathway is related to 
the initiat ing circumstan ces su ch a s the young person’s entry into hig her education,  
family support and individual or parental economic resources. 
More specifically, housing researchers have focused attentio n on three key theme s 
relating to young people’s housing pathways: 
• Delays in leaving home,  
• Changes in household formation, 
• Young people’s housing tenure choices. 
 
Not only has literature on young people’s housing careers documented the extent of  
these shifts in different national and regional contexts, it has also sought to identify the 
impact of changing housing market opportunities, public policy interventions, and 
individual and parental resources on young people’s housing circumst ances.  Each o f 
these themes is now discussed. 
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 3.1.1 Delays in Leaving Home  
Billari et a l (2001) observe that leaving home is ‘one of the crucial nodes of the life 
course and a crucial event in the transition to a dulthood’ in that it ‘generally implies not 
only household independence but also greater social autonomy for young people’.  The 
literature on young people leaving home draws attention to  two key trends: a de lay in 
the age at which youn g people leave the parental house  for the firs t time; and an 
increase in the number of young people returning to the parental home for some period 
after leaving home.  While the first tr end has been observed across developed natio ns 
(Billari et al 2001; Flatau et al 2003; Heath 1999), Australia n demographer Christabel  
Young was one of the first researchers to draw attention to what has become known as 
the ‘boomerang effect’, that is, the increase in young people returning to the parental  
home.  Drawing on 19 82 Family Formation Project Surve y data, Young (1987) f ound 
that half of all men age d 18-25 and  40 per cent  of wo men in this age group returned 
home at le ast once.  She also  fou nd a strong  association  between th e inciden ce of 
returning to the parental home and the reason for leaving the parental home, with those 
leaving for marriage reasons havi ng a much  lower prob ability of re turning to the 
parental home than those leaving for other reasons. 
In Australia,  recent data indicate th at there has been a substantial in crease in the  
proportion of young people aged between 20 and 29 years living with their parents over 
the past thr ee decades, 20.7 per cent of 20-29 year olds in 1976 compared with 29.9 
per cent in  2001.  In their comprehensive study of leaving the parental home in 
Australia, Flatau et al (2003) outline trends in leaving the parental home across the 20th 
century.  Based on analysis of Wave One of  the Household Income and Labour 
Dynamics (HILDA) dat a (12,159 respondents) , Flatau et al (2003) indicate that ‘the 
median age  at which Australians h ave left the  parental home has drifted over ti me 
falling slowly, stabilising and then apparently rising recently’.  They note that in rega rds 
to the recent increase in age at leaving home, this upturn is linked to increases in high 
school retention rates. 
Research on the parent al home in t he United Kingdom provides additional insight s 
into variation in leaving home amongst young people.  Jones’ extensive research in this 
area suggests that the children of middle class families tend to move out of the parental 
home at an earlier age than those from working class backgrounds, but that the former 
are more likely to return  home at so me point (Jones 1995). She has also investiga ted 
differences among rural and urban populations and finds that young people from rural 
areas are more likely to leave ho me earlier t han their ur ban counter parts.  Conf lict 
within the family house hold has also been consistently linked with earlier departure  
from home (Jones 1995; Young 1987). 
 
3.1.2 Changes in Household Formation 
In addition t o changes in their orie ntation to th eir family home, young  people are 
said to  be increasingly forming no n-familial h ouseholds, either alone  or with ot her 
unrelated single adults, compared with past gen erations.  While there is little resear ch 
into this ph enomenon in Australia, in the United Kingdom, Kenyon and  Heath (200 1) 
have exa mined, through qualitative  intervie ws, the experiences of young people in 
professional and mana gerial occu pations who choose t o live in sh are househ olds.  
They argue that ‘whilst financial concerns are not unimportant in their decision-making, 
most regard their living arrangeme nts as appropriate to the needs and demand s of 
their current lifestyles, and do not e xperience their living arr angements as product s of 
constraint’ ( Kenyon and Heath 2001 p. 619).  They suggest that the move to no n-
familial hou seholds i s not an effe ct of decl ining housing  affordabilit y, but rather 
indicative of changes in young people’s lifestyle and housing preferences. 
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 Researchers have also observed an incr easing gap in the median age of first 
leaving home and the median age of marriage, as we ll as a n overall declin e in  
marriage rat es (Heath 1 999).  In Australia the proportion of all people aged over 1 5 
years has fallen from 65  per cent in 1971 to 52 per cent in 2001, as has the proportion 
of people who will marry at so me point in their lifetime (de Vaus et al 2 003, p. 10).  In 
contrast, rates of cohabitation in Australia have increased substantially.  As de Vaus et 
al (2003) note, ‘cohabita tion was virtually non-existent befor e the 1960s’ where as in  
2001 ‘72 pe r cent of couples who married had lived togeth er first’, with around 12 per 
cent of all couples cohabitating in 2001. 
 
3.1.3 Housing Tenure 
Within the  literature on young people housing careers, re searchers ha ve focused  
attention on  young people’s hou sing tenure choices and  living arrangements.  In 
general, research shows that young people are more likely to rent rather than own their 
home, particularly if they are enrolled in higher education or  training.  Mulder’s (200 3) 
study of two retrospect ive life-cour se surveys conducted in the Neth erlands in  t he 
1990s, examines the consequence s of young adults first living arrangements on t heir 
subsequent housing situation.  She observes that whereas ‘the highly educated make a 
less favourable first start in the housing market (with more of  them sharing), they catch 
up over the years’ and that after eight year s ‘they are more likely to own a home tha n 
the less well educated’ (Mulder 2 003 p. 717).  Mulder also exami nes differen ces 
between yo ung people who cohabit  or marry a nd young people who live alone or in 
share households.  Her findings ind icate that ‘..t hose nest-leavers who make stronger 
commitments in the household career (by cohabiting, or by marrying) are more likely to  
make a commitment in the housing career as well (by becoming homeowners)’ (Mulder 
2003 p. 717). Overall, her study indicates that the housing situation of young people on 
leaving the parental home can affect their housing career even eight years after leaving 
home.   
 
Other researchers have investigate d the key factors that influence th e tenure of  
young households and the timing of young people’s changes in tenure (i.e. from private 
rental to homeownership).  In their examination of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics 
(1969-1992) in the US, Clark and Mulder (2000)  find that bo th the young household ’s 
income as well as conditions within the local housing market are determining influences 
on early en try into ho meownership.  Elsewhe re, Boehm and Schlottmann (1999 ) in 
their examination of the 1992 National Housing Surve y in the US find th at the housing 
tenure of parents plays a primary role in determining whether or not the child becomes 
a home owner. 
 
3.2 Housing Careers in the Middle Years  
 
Conventionally, housin g careers in the mi ddle years of lif e have been seen to  b e 
relatively stable, marked by limited move ment to higher qu ality and/or more spacious 
housing.  The middle years of life have been associated with the gradual transition from 
home purchase to o utright ho meownership and the  associate d child re aring 
responsibilities.  There is relatively little literature  on the hou sing careers of persons in  
middle age as the rel ative stabilit y of these households has not made them an 
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 attractive ta rget for research.  Ho wever, we can draw conclusion s about how the  
housing consumption patterns of this group are changing with reference  to the impa ct 
of divorce and the increasing demand for larger and more luxurious dwellings.   
 
There is increasing evidence that housing careers in middle age have become more 
complex, as increasing numbers of households ‘trade up’ to  larger dwellings, often on 
the urban fringe.  This tr end has been evident since the ear ly 1990s with the National 
Housing Strategy (1991) noting that the majority of new homes built on the urban fringe 
are second, third, fourth  or fifth homes for their new owners.  At the sa me time, there 
has been substantial gr owth in the renovations and addition s market, as middle aged  
couples seek to extend  or renovat e their properties rather  than mo ve (ABS 2004 ).   
Both processes reflect an elevated level of housing consumption in the middle years of 
life when lif etime earnings peak a nd this phe nomenon is consistent with Clapham’s  
(2002; 2004) ideas on housing as part of broader life aspirations.  
 
3.2.1 The Impact of Divorce  
Divorce is a substant ial disjunctur e in the  ho using careers of many household s 
comprising middle-aged adults.   Divorce result s in th e cr eation of t wo househ olds 
where previously there was one – effectively a bifurcation in the household’s hou sing 
career.  Those who have divorce d are at risk of significant financial hardship and 
Smyth and Weston (20 00) argued that despite  the introdu ction of the  Child Support 
Scheme and changes in the labo ur market, women are  more likely than men  to  
experience substantia l f inancial har dship post divorce.  This result is consistent with 
European experience (Feijten 2005).  In part this outcome reflects the fa ct that children 
are more likely to live w ith their  mothers than  their fathers a fter divorce (Funder and 
Kinsella 1991; Khoo 1989).  Smyth a nd Weston (2000) also noted that re-partnering – 
effectively t he establish ment of a  new household and a new stage  in the hou sing 
career of an  individual –  was an important pathway out of poverty for many divorc ed 
people, esp ecially women.  Recen t NATSEM research (2005) using HILDA dat a 
highlights the different housing care ers of middl e aged men  and wo men post divorce.  
NATSEM showed that for persons a ged 30-49 who had divorced in the  last ten years, 
32 per cent  of the men lived alone a nd 14 per cent were sole parents, while the rat io 
was reversed for wome n, with 42 p er cent hea ding a sole  parent household and o nly 
12 per cent living as a single person  household.  Critically, therefore, women and men 
move into very different types of households post divorce. 
 
Sheehan and Hughes (2001) exa mined the distribution of a couple’s assets post  
divorce and concluded that on average women  receive two  thirds of the household ’s 
basic assets (family ho me, bank savings et cetera) but only one fifth o f the non-basic 
assets (such as superannuation).  Interestingly, women tended to report that the assets 
have been divided evenly, while men considered that wo men had re ceived a greater 
share of th eir formerly joint wealth.   NATSEM (2005) also  reported th at divorce h ad 
relatively litt le impact o n the in come of men b ut resulted  in a sign ificant reduction  in 
income for women.  T hey noted t hat the assets of women who had divorced were 
concentrated in housin g and this group had relatively few other assets, such as 
superannuation.  
 
Divorce and separatio n has be en an importa nt force in the housing  careers of  
Australians for at least thirty years a nd McDonald (2003) suggests that its full impact is 
not yet evi dent.  McDonald’s (20 03 p. 33) projections for medium and long term 
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 housing de mand across Australia  suggest  a  rise in th e number of sole parent 
households over the next 30 years, such that one  parent families in 2030 will represent 
154 per cent of their number in 1996.  Two parent households, by contrast, are forecast 
to remain relatively unchanged. 
 
The incidence of divorce affects the demand for housing assistance, as one or more 
partners will seek help with their h ousing after separation.  Many wo men and th eir 
children ent er public re ntal housing  after separation becau se of their acute need for 
assistance.  We also need to recognise that women escaping violence in the home are 
the single largest clie nt group amongst Su pported Accommodatio n Assistan ce 
Program ( SAAP) ser vices.  Not all  of these women separ ate perman ently from t heir 
partners, but many do, and the she lters represent a pathway into longer term housing 
assistance.  Separation therefore has a number of impacts o n the demand for housing  
assistance.  In some i nstances th e level of n eed will decline over time – as n ew 
households are established and people re-establish the mselves wit hin the lab our 
market – while others will need help with their housing for longer.  For some people the 
formation of a new rela tionship will obviate the need for fu rther housin g assistance.  
Clearly these are com plex circumstances a nd housing policy and the delivery of  
housing assistance will be challenged to respond to all these shifts.  
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 3.3 Housing Careers of the Older Population 
The housi ng careers of older people hav e only  rel atively rec ently recei ved 
interest from academics and policy makers.4 This relates to a number of changes 
in society , foremost of w hich, is  the significant ageing of the population both 
numerically and structurally. Ageing is the most dramatic change t hat will occur 
to Australi a’s population over th e next 50 years. At the 2001 Ce nsus 12.6 per 
cent (ABS 2003a) of Australia’s population w as aged 6 5 years and over and  23 
per cent o f private h ouseholds w ere occu pied b y at least one  older person  
(AHURI 20 04).  By  2 021 nearl y one fifth – 19 per c ent – (ABS 2003b) of the 
population will be age d 65 years and over and it is estimated that every  four in 
ten households w ill be occupied b y at least one older person, with many living 
alone (AHURI 2004).  Grow th in the population aged 85 years and over is  
projected to be even more pronounced, m ore than doubling bet ween 2001 and 
2021 to more than 500 ,000 people and by  2041 they will number over 1.2 milli on 
(ABS 2003b). Of course these are projections and it is possible the y may be an 
undercount of w hat will happen if net overs eas migration is less than 100,000  
persons per year, the Total Fertility Rate continues to decline and life expectancy 
continues to increase (Booth an d Tickle 2003; Jones et al 2004; Productivity  
Commission 2005).  
 
The relevance of a hou sing career  for older pe ople has a lso come to  the fore with  
changes in aged care p olicy and th e expected changing demands of th e Baby Foo m 
Generation. Since 1985 Australia has been pursuing a policy of deinstit utionalising age 
care and in the process acknowled ged the desire of older people to remain in fami liar 
environments in the community – to age in place. The provision of a diverse community 
care progra m aimed at ‘enabling t he frail age d and peop le with a di sability to li ve 
independently in their homes for as long as it is reasonably possible b y ensuring they 
have access to appro priate services’ (C ommonwealth Department  of Health and 
Ageing 2003 p. 7) is playing an important role in helping fulfil the wishes of older people 
to maintain independence in the community. It is now widely recognised t hat the desire 
to remain in familiar environments is a key to successful ageing and achieving optimum 
wellbeing (OECD 2003; Tinker 1999). 
 
Another factor is that in comparison to other age groups older people are considered to 
move relati vely infrequently (Bell and Hugo 2000). According to  Census d ata 
approximately 25 per cent of people aged 65 years and over in Australia move over the 
intercensal period (Howe 2003).  This data however is cross sect ional, record ing 
different locations at tw o points in t ime. As outlined by Howe the flow of moveme nts 
that occur  over time is not captured and this is particularly so for tho se older  people 
who do not survive to the next census. In addition just looking at data for those aged 65 
years and over e xcludes the population aged 50-64 ye ars, a time  when migration 
decisions and moves are made in preparation for early retirement.  Olsberg and Winter 
(2005) found from their survey of 7000 Australians aged 50 years and o ver that one in 
three respondents had mo ved in the previous five years and a similar proportion 
expected to move in the future.  Their results confirm earlier survey research (Faulkner 
and Bennett 2002; Manicaros and  Stimson 1999) showing higher r ates of hou sing 
mobility occur among the older age groups than is apparent from Census data. 
 
Our views of ageing and the later stages of household’s ho using careers have in many 
ways been shaped by the modest expectations of the peo ple currently aged 70 years 
and over whose values and lifestyles were sig nificantly affected by the Depressio n of  
the 1930s a nd World War II. While some have made the transition to smaller homes, 
                                                     
4 Most research and p olicy attention h as tend ed to focus on the earl y stages of the life course a nd 
household formation. 
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 retirement villages and supported t ype accommodation, many re main in the ho mes 
they selecte d many dec ades ago, n ot adjusti ng their housing after retirement. Ma ny 
older people of today, particularly older widowed women see their housing transition as 
being from their lifelon g home into residentia l care (Luszcz et al 2004 p. 36). The 
retirement experiences,  includ ing h ousing consumption patterns, of th e Baby Boom 
Generation however, are expected to be quite different from their parents. As outlined 
in Section 2 the Baby Boom Generation has be en at the forefront of social change and 
has been able to take significant ad vantage of employment, educational opportunities, 
as well as escalating property values. As stated by Kendig and Neutze (1999 p. 437) 
 
Overall, th e baby bo om cohort will have  more res ources and  higher 
expectations than their predecessors in old age….Their housing cho ices are 
likely to be  shaped by personal h istories of more frequent housing  moves, 
assertive consumerism and varied housing earlier in life. 
 
3.3.1 Factors Influencing Housing Transitions 
 
Two theoretical approaches have b een applied to the study of the hou sing transitions 
of the older  population, a life course perspective and retirement migration theory. The  
life course perspective has become implicitly incorporated in to migration research and 
the development of migration theor y (Robison and Moen 2000). In the  US in particular 
much of the research on migration in later life has been guided by Litwak and Longino’s 
three stage  model of r etirement migration – a move soon after retir ement toward  
climatic or r ecreationally appealing locations; a move to adapt to mo derate disa bility 
levels and f inally a move triggered by major chronic disa bility and il lness that ma y 
eventually result in a move to residential care (Litwak and Longino 1987). 
 
The current and future housing transitions of old er people are shaped by a nu mber of 
factors including their  cumulative lifetime opportunities and  experiences; their  present 
economic, social and pe rsonal characteristics; and the abilit y of current policy settings 
and market forces to ad dress the in creasingly d iverse needs of the old er population.  
All of these factors mo uld older people’s views of their future, their preferences, 
expectations, cho ices and ability or capacity to maintain the statu s quo or  e ffect 
change.  
 
Research has emphasised an arra y of demographic, so cial, economic,  personal a nd 
community factors alon g with coh ort e ffects t hat influence the housing and living 
arrangement choices of  older people. There is debate over whether demographic or 
economic considerations are more important in the decisions older people make about 
their housing transitions (VanderHart 1995). This sect ion reviews the fo rces ident ified 
in that literature that influence the housing transit ions of older households. As Jones et 
al (2004 p.  11) comment ‘a clear  understand ing of the  current and f uture housing  
circumstances of Austr alia’s older population  depends f undamentally on a cle ar 
appreciation of the relative strength of these fo rces, and t he way the y interact’ and 
there is ‘considerable  uncertainty in regard  to many of the key processe s and 
interactions that will influence future trends.’. 
 
3.3.2 Current Housing Amongst the Older Population 
Tenure and household composition are strong predictors of housing transitions. Tenure 
is important as it infor ms the typ e of housin g older people occup y; provides  an  
understanding of old er people’s strong attachment to h ousing and  their hom e; it  
establishes property rig hts; and defines the opportunities/ constraints that influen ce 
decisions about changing residence or the housing older people occupy (Howe 2003). 
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 Around 90 per cent of  older Australians live in private dwellings and  the clear p attern 
over time is the stability in tenure, al though this changes with advancing old age. From 
Table 2 it is clear  tha t homeown ership is th e major tenure of Australia’s old er 
population and as the population ages there is a slight increase in owner occupation as 
people complete the  purchase of their homes and  the long term goa l of  
homeownership. It is only from age 80 years and onwards that the level of  
homeownership falls.  
 
Homeownership is gene rally viewed as an adva ntage as it  provides security of ten ure 
and the means to alter through the housing market, a person’s housing situation to suit  
their changing needs. T here is how ever considerable diversity in the situation of older 
homeowners. The current generations of the aged population are heavily dependent on 
a government pension (Harding et al 2002; Kelly 2003) and while homeowners may be 
better able to manage on a pension compared to people in the rental market, they often 
have little money. Research by Kelly ( 2003) based on d ata from the 2001 Census 
showed that the current generation of older Australians have a very li mited capacity in 
terms of savings to contribute financially to their own retirement.  
 
The older population however have considerable wealth (the population aged 65 years 
and over has almost double the wealth of the population aged 15-64 years) but most of 
this wealth is in the family home (Ke lly 2003 p. 8). This sit uation of being asset rich but 
income poor influences the ability or  capacity of older people to maintain  their homes,  
or modify th em according to need with increasing age and t he likelihood of increasing  
disability and may ultimately influen ce their  ability to remain in the  ho me and aff ect 
future housing choices.  
 
Economic theories such as the lif e cycl e and  permanent income hypotheses (Jones 
1997; VanderHart 1995 ) imply that homeowners will use their accumulated assets to  
support themselves in later life. As the home generally forms the majo r asset then it is 
to be expected that old er homeowners will be come renters or downsize. Wood et al’s 
research (quoted in Flatau et al 2003 p. 15) suggests that older Australian homeowners 
would be financially better off if they became re nters. The evidence here and overs eas 
however suggests older  people do not draw down on their housing we alth (Crossley 
and Ostrovsky 2003; Dolan et al 2005; Jones 1997; Kendig and Neutze 1999; 
VanderHart 1995; Venti and Wise 2001). Initial findings from a study b y Olsberg et  al 
(reported in Dolan et al 2005) of a recent nation al sample of older Australians on th eir 
future housing intentions found that one third of respondents had changed residence in 
the previous five years but only 10 per cent  had moved to a smaller h ouse and very 
few had downsized to allow the release of funds to assist in their own welfare or that of 
other family members. The use of housing wealth only appears to become a possible  
option when non-housin g wealth is all but con sumed or there is a precipitating sho ck 




 Table 2: Australia, Housing Tenure of the Older Population Aged 65 Years and 
Over, 1986 to 2001 













1986 66.9 67.1 64.1 51.4 63.5 
1991 69.2 67.4 65.1 52.7 64.7 
1996 73.2 71.1 67.3 54.1 67.3 
Owner 
2001 73.0 73.2 70.4 56.8 68.5 
1986 11.5 8.4 6.4 4.4 8.3 
1991 8.9 7.3 5.3 3.5 6.7 
1996 5.8 5.9 4.8 3.0 5.0 
Purchaser 
2001 5.7 4.4 4.2 3.3 4.5 
1986 5.4 5.5 5.2 3.9 5.1 
1991 5.3 5.7 5.7 4.4 5.3 
1996 4.8 5.0 5.0 3.9 4.7 
Public Tenant 
2001 4.5 4.7 4.5 3.8 4.4 
1986 7.3 7.6 7.8 6.5 7.4 
1991 6.3 6.5 6.5 5.4 6.2 
1996 7.3 6.6 6.7 5.8 6.7 
Private Tenant 
2001 8.0 7.2 6.7 6.1 7.1 
1986 4.8 5.3 6.0 5.4 5.2 
1991 6.5 7.5 7.9 7.1 7.1 
1996 5.6 6.9 8.8 9.4 7.4 
Other 
2001 6.1 6.8 8.1 9.3 7.5 
1986 4.1 6.1 10.4 28.4 10.4 
1991 3.7 5.5 9.6 26.9 9.9 
1996 3.3 4.6 7.4 23.7 9.0 
Non-private 
Dwellings 
2001 2.7 3.7 6.1 20.7 8.1 
 
Source: Howe 2003 p. 8 
 
Possible reasons for th e reluctance  of older pe ople to con sume housing wealth vary 
from country to country but include high transaction costs to  move, uncertainties of the 
rental market, capital gains taxes on principal residences (United States) and the  
desire to pass on this wealth to children or grandchildren ( Jones 1997;  Olsberg et al 
2004; VanderHart 1995). For the current generation of older person s in Australia 
another possible reason may be the deep attachment older people have to their homes 
(Davison et al 1993; Fa ulkner 2001) but it is m ore likely to be linked to the asset tests 
associated with the Aged Pension  and Veterans Affairs Pensions. T o qualify fo r a 
pension the value of one’s home (principal home ) is at  present exempt from the social  
security assets test, however, the net cash returns of the sale of a ho me are subject to 
the assets test and consequently would affect the eligibility of many older people.5
 
Community attitudes to the use of housing wealth may however be changing and this is 
an issue that needs much further exploration. S urveys suggest the ‘you ng old’ and the 
baby boom cohorts may be more wi lling to  downsize to release money or to take up 
home equity options. Th e survey research of Olsberg et al (in Dolan et al 2005) foun d 
that fourteen per cent of the younger respondents though t they migh t downsize to 
release money to li ve on. Beal (2001 ) in a surve y on the use of housing wealth fou nd 
                                                     
5 The proceeds from do wnsizing into a cheaper home can be used to pur chase income stream products 
that allow a person to rec eive regular income payments and a retur n of t he capital used to p urchase the 
product. Some income streams purchased after September 2004 can qualify for a 50 per cent asset test 
exemption (Dolan et al 2005 p. 15). 
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 that the people willing to use their h ousing wealth were the young middle aged, hig her 
educated managers an d professio nals with high incomes,  whereas th ose not willing  
were likely to be singles or couples without dependents, pe ople older than 65, people 
with lower educations and low incomes, the retired or the unemployed.  
 
With many older people facing increasing hardship – due for exa mple to outliving  
provision of savings, in crease in u ser pays for services a nd for care and assistance, 
lack of public assistance to maintain homes, capital growth in value of ho mes resulting 
in increases in associat ed costs su ch as rates and taxes –  the Council on the Agei ng 
(Australia) h as seen a rise in the d emand for home equity products (Sheen 2002). 6 
This coincid es with the signifi cant g rowth in the availability of equity products in the  
market place (Dolan et al 2005). Despite the thoughts of the Howard Government that 
many of the baby boomers will have to sell their homes to fund retirement (or remain in 
the workforce longer) (McKinnon 2005), Sheen (2002 p. 4) argues that  ‘home equity 
conversion must continue to be on the fringe of a national retirement incomes and aged 
care policy’. 
 
International research highlights the important contribution equity release can make t o 
the living standards of older people (Dave y 1996) but the extent  to which older 
households deplete their wealth before death will affect future generations, in particular 
the baby boomers, and have important policy implications (Harding et al 2002; Olsberg 
et al 2004). 
 
For nearly 12 per cent of the older population th e use of housing wealth to supplement 
living standards or to m ake changes to their  home is not a n option as they are renters 
(Table 2). Since 1986  there has been little change in t he proportion of the o lder 
population renting other than the sh are in private rental has increased a s public rental 
has decline d. Public re ntal housin g has trad itionally been  provided as a long-t erm 
alternative to private ownership  and it h as been an important avenue of  
accommodation for single older  p eople, espe cially women (Faulkner  2001). Wh ile 
public housing is able to  provide housing that specifically caters for the  needs of olde r 
people and is generally viewed p ositively (Faulkner and Bennett 2002; Jones et al  
2004) the q uantity and range of pu blic housing is insufficie nt to cater f or the housing  
needs of the older population now and in the coming ye ars (AHURI  2004; Faulkner  
2001). 
 
At the 2001 Census 7.1 per cent of people aged 65 yea rs and over lived in private 
rental accommodation. It is ant icipated that th e number of people ent ering old ag e as 
renters will increase an d that a greater number will be renting in the private mark et 
(AHURI 2004 p. 2). Part of this increase will r esult from people who are unable  to  
sustain ho meownership for whate ver reason  be it sickness and disability, ma rital 
dissolution, unemployment or retrenchment. Research by Wood et al (reported in 
Flatau et al 2003 p. 7)  using the confidentialised unit per son records from the ABS 
1999 Australian Housing Survey found that 35 per cent of p ersons aged 45 years and  
over and living in private rental accommodation at the time of the survey had previously 
been a home owner at some stage in their life. This proportion increased to 50 per cent 
for persons aged 65 years and over.  
 
Aged persons living in the private rental sector have long been identified as those  in 
greatest housing need (Kendig 1990; R oberts 1997) and the latest  ABS data on 
housing occupancy and costs (ABS 2005) indicates that couples aged 65 years and  
                                                     
6 Home equity products or reverse mortgages allow ‘the reversal of the cash flow pattern associated with a 
traditional mortgage. The borrower (home owner) t ypically rece ives a m onthly cash payment until his  or  
her de ath, or the ho use i s sold and th e le nder re ceives a  ba lloon repay ment of th e l oan ou t o f th e 
proceeds of the property sale’ (Thosar 2002 p. 1). 
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 over and lone person households aged 65 years and over i n 2002-2003 spent more of  
their gross income on h ousing costs than any o ther life cycle or tenure group. Housing 
costs accounted for 31 per cent of the gross income of couples and 46 per cent for lone 
person households in this age category.  
 
Older people in the private rental market not only face financial hardship and 
affordability issues but a lso issues around the suitability of  accommodation as nee ds 
change. Th ey also con front proble ms with se curity of ten ure.  It is t hought that  the 
current difficulties facing older tenan ts in accessing affordab le and stabl e housing w ill 
continue and may wors en (AHURI 2004). This can only have the effect of increasing 
the degree of housing mobility among this group. Research indicates that private rental 
tenants rep ort higher r ates of hou sing mobilit y than homeowners and public re ntal 
tenants (Faulkner and Bennett 2002; Manicaros and Stims on 1999 rep orted in Ho we 
2003; Robison and Moen 2000).  F or example in the analysis of longitudinal data in 
South Australia, Faulkner and Bennett (2002) found that at all three waves of the study 
covering the period 1992 to 2000 the proportion of private r enters moving was at least 
twice as high as for p ublic rental tenants an d homeown ers.  Recent research  by 
Olsberg and Winters (2 005) indicates that many older private renters are fearful t hat 
with increasing age they will be forced to move due to financial constraints.  In addition 
there was some eviden ce lone person private renters were prematurely locating  to  
institutions and this ha d marked negative effects on their  overall wellbeing. Similar 
findings have been reported in England (Peace and Holland 2001) and were found by 
Mutcher and Burr (20 03 p. 553) in their st udy of the  effects of housing market 
conditions on the living arrangements of Americans in 1990:   
 
One of the  somewhat s urprising re sults in this study is th at the likelihood of 
group quarters living (primarily institutional) is significantly related to housing 
cost and availability. One possibilit y is that individuals who live in areas with  
shortages o f affordable housing are  institutiona lised at a more rapid pace, or 
perhaps at  a lower le vel of frailt y than those living in markets with more  
affordable housing. 
 
It is cle arly establishe d in the lit erature that older peop le see livin g with a family 
member (ot her than a partner), sharing a home with unrelated people or living i n a 
residential facility as less desirab le than living independently in the community (AHURI 
2004; Mutchler and Burr 2003; Robison and Moen 2000; Peace and Holland 2001).  As 
shown in Table 2 ‘other tenures’ remained relatively stable over the period 1991 to  
2001 while the proportion living in n on-private dwellings (mainly residential care) has 
declined over time. Th is decline in the prop ortion of o lder people  in non-privat e 
dwellings is related to shifts in Australian government policy. 
 
Living arrangement preferences may change with  the Baby Boomer Generation. T his 
generation overall has been more mobile and had greater experience of living with 
unrelated people than previous generations. They therefore may be more open-minded 
about such  sharing in their ageing  years, although this may be co untered by long  
periods of t ime living on their own o r as part of a couple. R obison and Moen’s (2000) 
analysis of the housing expectations of respondents in the first (1994-95) and second 
(1996-97) waves of the Cornell Retirement and Wellbeing Study in the US found th at 
women in their 50s and the unmarried had a higher expectation of sharing a home with 
non-relatives than oth er women. Women wh o owned th eir homes outright also saw 
sharing as a likely outcome and it was thought this was se en as a strategy to enable  
these women to age in place for longer. 
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 3.3.3 Househol d Composition 
As with ten ure, household composition in Austr alia has changed little over the last 15 
years.  As a result of the increasin g life expectancy of mal es there has been a small 
increase in the proportion of older people living in family households for all older age  
groups although the pr oportion does decline o ver the age  range (Tab le 3). The  most 
obvious and significant change over time is the increase in the proportion and (number) 
of lone person households, particula rly for persons aged 80 years and over. This trend 
is expected to continue in the future (ABS 2003a) and has been attribut ed to a number 
of factors including in creased life expectancy, increased divorce rates, provision  of  
home based care and  assistance programs and more co mplex housing transit ions at 
the oldest ages (ABS 2003a; Howe 2003). 
 
Table 3: Australia: Household Composition of the Population Aged 65 Years and 
Over 1986 to 2001 (per cent) 
Age Group Household 
Composition 
Year 
65-69 70-74 75-79 80+ Total 65+ 
1986 75.5 67.9 58.2 42.0 63.7 
1991 75.9 68.6 58.7 41.2 63.7 
1996 76.1 69.4 60.0 41.3 63.4 
Family households 
(couples and other 
forms of family 
households) 2001 77.6 71.5 62.8 43.6 64.5 
1986 18.1 24.0 29.3 27.8 23.8 
1991 18.5 24.2 30.2 30.6 24.7 
1996 18.9 24.5 31.2 34.0 26.1 
Lone person 
households 
2001 18.0 23.2 29.7 34.6 26.0 
1986 2.2 2.1 2.0 1.7 2.0 
1991 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.6 
1996 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.0 1.4 
Group households 
(private) 
2001 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.1 1.5 
1986 4.1 6.1 10.4 28.4 10.4 
1991 3.7 5.5 9.6 26.9 9.9 
1996 3.3 4.6 7.4 23.7 9.0 
Non-private dwelling 
2001 2.7 3.7 6.1 20.7 8.1 
Note: Totals for all household types for each year add to 100 per cent 
Source: Howe 2003 p. 9 
 
3.3.4 Length of Residence and Attachment to Neighbourhood and Community 
Research indicates that older people who ha ve lived in their homes for a  considerable 
period of t ime are less like ly to expect to  move or to  actually move.  The analysis of  
relocation over the waves of data collection fro m the Australian Longitudinal Survey o f 
Ageing (ALSA) in Adelaide in the 1990s showed that when compared with those who 
did not move participant s who had moved were characterised by a sho rter duration of 
residence and also possessed an intention to move again.   Unfortunately the limited 
number of cases prevented the exploration of th ese findings in greater detail (Faulkner 
and Bennett 2002, p. 4 6).  Migration literature particularly for the US however clearly 
indicates th at attachment to home and the communit y through leng th of reside nce 
inhibits housing moves and if people with a strong attachment to a p articular locale do 
relocate th ey are mo re likely to  have difficulties e stablishing the mselves and  
developing attachments in the new location (Cuba and Hu mmon 1993; Longino et al 
2002; Robison and Moen 2000).    
 
Mobility research indicates overall that renters are more likely to move than 
homeowners but this may not nece ssarily be by choice.  F rom their study in the US of 
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 what they t erm ‘late-mi dlife workers and retirees’ thoughts on future housing optio ns 
(Robison and Moen 200 0) found expectations t o remain in the current home varied by 
tenure and gender. In relation to gender they concluded that it was o nly for men that 
‘remaining in their current residence for longer periods of time increase s… 
expectations that they will age in place, including modifying their homes’ (Robiso n and 
Moen 2000 p. 524).  Though the reasons fo r this differ ential are n ot outlined,  an 
important factor may be the fact  men often ha ve a spouse or partner  who is ab le to  
care for them if they become ill or disabled in some way which allows them to remain in 
their home.  As women often outlive their male partners then this option is not available 
to them and they see moving as  the most likely option  if they need care an d 
assistance.  
 
Features of the local community and neighbourhood can also be factor s in influencing 
housing transitions. Changing neig hbourhoods and in part icular a fear  of crime within 
the community can become a motivation for moving and is a reason older people give  
for moving to a retirement village as they  perceive they will be safer (Gardner 1 994; 
Jones et al 2004; Luszcz et al 2004;). Other feat ures of the neighbourhood such as the 
quality of t he physical environme nt (quality of footpaths, traffic levels, provisio n o f 
walking and cycling tracks), the loca tion of the home in relation to proximity to services 
and facilitie s (public tra nsport, sho ps, health centre, post office), the provision of  an 
attractive environment  (parks, tr ees, intere sting scene ry) and a pleasant so cial 
environment providing opportunities for social integration and interaction may also play 
a role in whether older people choose to move or stay put (Faulkner et al 2004). 
 
3.3.5 Dem ographic Factors 
(i) Marital Status 
Who people  live with can have a significant influence on  housing tra nsitions.  B eing 
married ha s been found to have  a stabilisi ng influence on household transi tions 
resulting in much lower levels of relocation, reduced co-residence with individuals other 
than their spouse (Mutchler and Bur r 2003) and in delaying moves towards dependent 
living (VanderHart 1995).  Marital statu s i nfluences affordability, space  ne eds, 
attachment to a home, need for care services and the abilit y to re main in the current 
dwelling wit h increasin g age and disability.  The reason s for this include the fact 
married couples are likely to be able to supp ort each ot her through sickn ess a nd 
disability, are better able both financially and physically to maintain a home and p ay 
expenses, and togethe r they ma y have significant psycho logical a ttachments to the 
home.  In addition any decisions about housing transitions and living arrangements are 
based on the characteristics and op inions of each partner rather than one or the ot her 
(Mutchler and Burr 2003). 
 
Research indicates th at living alone ( unmarried), separ ation from a spouse  or 
widowhood or remarriage correlate s with higher  expectations of relocation and actu al 
incidences of relocatio n (Colsher and Wallace 1990; Crossley and Ostrovsky 2 003; 
Robison and Moen 2000; VanderHart 1995). In  particular the loss of  a partner through 
widowhood often precipitates a cha nge in housing. In their  study of lo ngitudinal data 
from the Australian Lon gitudinal St udy of Ageing covering the period  1992 to 2 000 
Faulkner an d Bennett ( 2002 p. 47 ) found tha t older Sou th Australia ns who were 
widowed were at least three times more likely to move than others in the community. 
 
Research into the hou sing decisio ns of elder ly homeown ers in the  US found that  
marrying was associat ed with moves into other owner occupie d arrangements, 
remaining unmarried te nded to result in mo ves to rental units and dependency an d 
becoming unmarried was strongly associated with all types of housin g changes, but 
especially ones that reduced home equity (VanderHart 1995). Clearly in understanding 
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 housing careers of t he older population it  is e ssential that  marital stat us is taken  into 
account. 
 
(ii) Presence of Children 
The presen ce of childr en in the h ome also has a stab ilising inf luence on housing 
transitions.  Research reviewed by VanderHart (1995) of the housing  decisions of 
elderly homeowners in the US foun d the presence of child ren reduced both mobility 
and the likelihood the  owner wo uld become a renter.  His analysis found t hat 
households with children present were less like ly to increase home equ ity, and more 
likely to a cquire a new mortgage while for hou seholds where the nu mber of children 
declined th ere was a gr eater tende ncy to move to homes having less equity, re ntal 
units or the acquisition of a new mortgage.   
 
The influen ce of childr en on older  people’s h ousing tran sitions is a n area requ iring 
much greater investigation.  As young p eople strug gle to achieve financial 
independence and delay entry to th e housing market (Section 3.1) the y are remai ning 
in the parental home lon ger either by having never left or by returning after a period of  
independence in employment  or education (t he so calle d boomera ng children  o r 
generation). In the  UK i t is estimate d that 6.8  million people aged 18 years and o ver 
(including nearly one million people approaching 40) live with their parents (BBC News 
2003).  In the US the trend of adult children living  with their parents has even extended 
to the ret irement village. Under n ew rule s some retirement villages allow youn ger 
occupants as long as at  least one member of the household is 55 years or older (Rich 
2005).  The  most rece nt Australia n research  indicates a trend for ch ildren in  th eir 
thirties to be still living a t home with their older  parents.  Some children have returned 
home after divorce and a few olde r people were providing accommo dation to their 
married children (Olsberg and Winter 2005).  
 
Many of th ese young people, ter med ‘kidults’ or ‘kip pers’ (kids in p arents’ pockets 
eroding retir ement savin gs) rely on their parents for suppor t.  While th e presence of 
older children in the ho usehold is welcomed by some parents, for oth ers, it p laces a 
financial strain on the ir resources, particularly if these parents are a lso caring for their 
ageing parents.  May Shotton, from Adelaide’s UnitedCare Wesley, commented in The 
Advertiser in May 2005 that ‘the drain of adult children on their parents was a growing 
social problem’ (Clark and Bevin 2005 p. 44).   
 
(iii) Famil y 
While there  is reluctan ce on the part of olde r people to  co-reside with their adult  
children wh o have set up their own household, the proximity of fami ly can play an  
integral part  in the hou sing transitions of older  people.  T he nearness of ch ildren or 
other close relatives ma y pro vide a  degree of social supp ort that delays a move or 
housing transition with increasing age (Longino et al 2002; Schiam berg and McKinney 
2003).  Similarly the willingness of  adult children to provide support (both physical and 
social) to a geing parents can resu lt in the parent(s) movi ng closer t o a child and  
research in dicates this particularly occurs with declining  health and widowho od 
(DeJong et al 1995; Rogerson et al 1997; Silve rstein 1995).  Research by Silverst ein 
and Angelelli (1998) ex amined the housing  int entions of  1 ,240 older parents in  t he 
1993-94 Asset and  Health Dynami cs of  the Oldest Old (A HEAD) national survey of 
adults aged  70 years and over in  the US.  They invest igated older  persons who 
expected to move in th e next five years and found that mothers were more likely to 
wish to move closer to a child tha n fathers a nd older pa rents in poo rer health were  
more likely to choose to mo ve closer to a daughter than a son.  Ro bison and Moen  
(2000) in th eir analysis of the hou sing expect ations of re spondents in the first  a nd 
second waves of the Cornell Retire ment and Wellbeing S tudy found similar results in 
relation to co-residence with child ren in that women were more likely than men to 
expect to move in with a family member.  Evidence suggests where older people do co-
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 reside with adult childre n or other p eople in their social net work they a re less likely t o 
enter a nursing home (Doty 1986). 
 
Moving fro m the famil y home, or to co-reside  with childr en, may no t always be the 
choice of older people or in their b est interests.  Discussio ns with service providers in 
South Australia in a pr oject examining factor s that make housing more suitable  f or 
older people (Luszcz et al 2004) – and support ed by evidence provided to government 
enquiries (F ield 1997; Legislative Assembly for the ACT  2001) – identified that some  
older people mo ve due to the force s exerted o n them b y family members.  While this 
hopefully is done with  t he best  of intentions, there are times when older people are  
exploited by their family when it in volves the selling of the family ho me and making a 
contribution to the purchase or renovation of a child or ot her relative’s property.  Often 
problems that can be  detrimental for the olde r person, p hysically, e motionally and 
financially arise out of this situation.  
 
(iv) Disability   
Health stat us and disability, esp ecially as people age , can beco me a definin g 
parameter in the ability of older peo ple to remain independe nt, to live with whom th ey 
wish and in  the housin g of their choosing.  One’s functio nal ability of ten becomes a  
push factor in housing transitions e specially for people living on their o wn resulting in 
an increasing likelihoo d of co-residence with non family members a nd relocatio n t o 
residential care.  As stated by Mutc hler and Burr (2003 p. 533) ‘adequ ate health a nd 
functional a bility are necessary for maintaining independence in lat er life beca use 
these characteristics relate to the capacity to meet the needs of daily living’. 
 
Although a proportion – 40 per cent – of the older population remain reasonably ‘fit and 
healthy,’7 disability levels in later life are considerable and will highlight the suitability or 
unsuitability of housing and the need for appropriate services.  Based on analyses of 
the ABS surveys of d isability in Australia  current evidence suggests that for the 
population aged 65 years and over t here has been a slight increase over time in  the 
proportion of people reporting profound or severe core activity limitatio n. In 1981, 16  
per cent of  the popula tion in this category reported such a limitation.  The rate  
increased to 18 per cent in 1988 and then declined marginally to 17 per cent in 1993. In 
1998 20 per cent of the population a ged 65 years and over reported at least a severe 
core act ivity restrict ion and in the  2003 survey this had  increased sligh tly to 22.5 p er 
cent (ABS 2004; AIHW 2003).  How these rates will vary in the next few decades is a 
matter of conjecture an d debate as the relation ships between mortality, morbidity a nd 
disability are complex (AIHW 2003). 
 
It is clear f rom Table 4 that disa bility levels within the older population incr ease 
considerably with age  such that 43.9 per cent of males and 65 per cent of female s 
aged 85 ye ars and over have pro found or severe core activity limitations.  The se 
limitations can act as significant  push factors in the relocation o f older people, 
particularly if housing is unsuitable a nd appropriate support services including informal 
care are unavailable or inadequate.  
 
At the 2003  survey 85.5 per cent  of people a ged 60-79 years with at  least a  severe 
limitation lived in private dwellings – 20.1 per cent alone.  Disability levels within the  
older population increase significantly from age 80 years onwards (Table 4) and this is 
reflected in the declinin g number of people of this age remaining in private dwellings.   
At the 2003  survey just over 50  per cent of pe ople aged 80 years and  over re mained 
living in private dwellings – 38.8 per cent alone – while 40 per cent were living in cared 
                                                     
7 For example in the ABS 2003 disability survey 44 per cent of all people aged 65 years and over reported 
no disabilities (ABS 2004 p. 15). 
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 accommodation – ho spital, nursing  home or aged care ho stel – compa red to just  12 
per cent of those aged 60-79 years (ABS 2004 p. 20). 
 
 
Table 4: Australia: Population Aged 65 years and Over with a Profound or Severe 
Core Activity Limitation 2003a






























32.8 345.4 9.5 36.7 2  6356. 10.3 9.6 701.6 9.9 
70-
74 
34.3 295.0 11.6 56.8 1  9327. 17.4 1.1 622.0 14.6 
75-
79 
43.5 232.5 18.7 62.9 7  1292. 21.5 06.5 525.2 20.3 
80-
84 
40.2 147.3 27.3 88.7 9  1218. 40.5 28.9 366.3 35.2 
85-
89 
26.0 67.0 38.8 71.3 5  9124. 57.3 7.3 191.5 50.8 
90+ 13.5 22.9 59.0 54.7 3  669. 78.9 8.3 92.1 74.1 
65+ 190.3 1110.1 17.1 371.1 7  51388. 26.7 61.7 2498.7 22.5 




01.0 1175.1 34.1 
85+ 39.5 89.9 43.9 126.0 193.8 65.0 165.6 283.6 58.4 
 
a Core activities comprise communication, mobility and self care. A profound limitation means the person is 
unable to do, or always needs help with a core activity task. A severe limitation means the person 
sometimes needs help with a core activity task; or has difficulty understanding or being understood by 
family and friends; or can communicate more easily using sign language or other non-spoken forms of 
ommunication. 
ource: ABS 2004 p. 15 
itate future housing and/or care arrangements’ (Robison and Moen 2000, p.  
29).  





Despite the  evidence t hat disab ility in older a ge is a very real possi bility, resea rch 
indicates that because ageing is gradual few people think objectively about planning for 
older age a nd whether to move or stay put.  M any older p eople and t heir families do 
not consider the appropriateness of housing until confronted  with a problem, like a f all 
and therefore are unlike ly to have sought out information (Davison et al 1993; Day 
1985; Gard ner 1994).  A study in  the US which investig ated the expectations of a 
sample of late-midlife workers and retirees ( 50-72 years) concernin g eight possible  
future housing arrangements found that even  when the participants aged in their 50  
and 60s a lready had health prob lems this d id not tran slate into ‘perceptions of  





An older person’s income or older household’s income affects decisions about housing 
transitions and relocat ion.  Rese arch by Schiamberg and McKinney (2003) into  
contextual factors related to adult s’ decisions t o move or age in pla ce at retirement in 
the United States, sho wed those anticipatin g moving were in the highest in come 
category more often than those who anticipate staying, implying they have the financial 
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 resources t o consider  migration.  Higher inco me has also been fou nd to have a 
‘stimulative effect’ on  t he propensity of homeowners to increase eq uity by mo ving 
(VanderHart 1995).  Higher levels of income also enable older homeowners to be more 
able to affor d the mo netary costs of  moving, th us making h ousing change more likely 
anderHart 1995). 
 care and help to assist them to re main 
ving independently for as long as possible.  
n – a nd the pension is only o ne 
uarter of average weekly earnings’ (Kelly 2003 p. 6). 
 
may become what Robison and M oen (2000 p. 502) term 
nvoluntary stayers’.  
ment could beco me a perio d of 
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Income is also related to the proba bility of continued independent living.  Research  
suggests older persons with high in comes are more likely to own their own homes or 
have great er choice within the private rental market increasing t heir chance s of  
remaining independent (Mutchler and Burr 2 003).  In addition olde r people with 
sufficient income are more able to purchase
li
 
In Australia the lack of income from sources other than the pension restricts t he 
choices available to the current g eneration of  older peop le in relat ion to housin g 
transitions.  Close to 80 per cent of thos e over 65 receive a public pension and nearly 
70 per cent receive the full pension (Kelly 2003 p. 2).  Few have any additional sources 
of income.  Research by Kelly on d ata from the 2001 Australian Census indicates t hat 
the ‘self-pro vision capa city of the current gene ration of old er Australia ns is severely 
limited.  On ly one-in-six older Australians currently have p rivate income that wo uld 
provide them with an income equivalent to the pensio
q
(vi) Emplo yment Status/Retirement 
The employment and retirement status of old er people influences h ousing cho ices.  
The onset of retirement is a life event highly correlated with housing changes (while 
older people attached to the labour force are the least like ly to make housing changes) 
(Haas and Serow 2002; Robison a nd Moen 2000; VanderHart 1995).  For those with 
the funds the early ret irement yea rs are often associated  with a move to areas  o f 
climatic or recreational appeal 8 or to retirement villages, while for those without 
adequate r esources 
‘i
 
For some time labour force participation rates in Australia for people aged 55 years and 
over have been in decline (Access Economics 2001; Carey 1999; Heal y 2001).  While 
for many leaving the labour force early was a matter of choice fuelled by the belief early 
retirement was a mark of social progress and desirable (and assisted by the availability 
of superan nuation, ea rly retirement package s, significa nt savings) , for other s, 
retirement occurred earlier than pla nned or anticipated due  to labour market chang es 
resulting in retrenchment and difficulties in f inding re-employment or t hey were fo rced 
to leave early through sickness and disability (ABS 2000; Bennington and Tharenou 
1996; Cornish 1997; Encel 1993, 1998; Healy 2001; Patrickson and Hartmann 1998; 
The Allen C onsulting Group 1999).  The reason s for ret irement can clearly affect t he 
financial wellbeing of older people and therefore influence their propensity to move or 
may e ven result in  forced or unint ended moves (if for example they are unable  to 
maintain a mortgage o r fulfil rent requirements).  Research by the  Association of  
Superannuation Funds of Australia  (2000) fou nd that for  the older person where 
retirement planning had been undertaken and the person was able to work to the age 
they wanted, retirement could be a fulfilling experience.  Yet for those forced out of the 
workforce too early for whatever reason then retire
‘v
8 Migration research indicates that the dest ination of retir ee migrants is  most often to the places people 
have sp ent th eir ho lidays an d these ev entually become their retir ement communiti es (Haas a nd Ser ow 
2002; Longino et al 2002; Schiamberg and McKinney 2003).  
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 The nexus between employment and retirement is likely to become more complex with 
future cohorts of older people.  Whereas in the past retirement meant an abrupt  
withdrawal from the labour force, t he timing a nd progress of retirement for the b aby 
boomers may be consi derably different. While t here will be  increasing numbers of t he 
baby boo m cohort with the financial resources to opt for ‘e arly retirement’ there is a 
concerted e ffort by the  governme nt to encourage older people to remain in the 
workforce longer.  Re cent work by the Productivity Commission indicates th at a 
number of factors including labou r shortages,  an increasingly more educated a nd 
qualified aged population, changes to pension and retirement income policy, trends in 
disability rates, chang ing social tre nds (such as improved acce ss to  paid work for 
women), will result  in increasing labour force pa rticipation rates of o lder people in the 
coming decades (for example thro ugh delays in retirement age or through post  
retirement re-entry to t he labour force) .  The Productivity Co mmission (2005 p. 77) 
indicate that male and female participation rates for the olde r age groups are expected 
to grow considerably over the period 2003-4 to 2044-45.  For females the Commission  
claims that the growth will be in the order of 18, 35, 59, 124 and 125 per cent in the five 
year age groups for the ages 50-54 through to 70 years and over.  For males the trend  
in declining participation rates will abate for those aged from 25-5 9 years while 
participation rates for males aged 6 5-69 years and 70 years and over are expected t o 
increase by around 40 and 50 per cent respectively. 
 
Changing patterns of la bour force p articipation raise a num ber of quest ions in re lation 
to the housing careers of older people.  Will longer attachment to the labour force delay 
housing moves or will the potenti al increase  in savings and wealth increase the 
likelihood of housing changes?  What type of changes will these be – to further 
increase housing equity or allow greater choice in downsizing?  What influence will the  
prospective differences between men and women in lifetime patterns of labour force 
participation have on housing transit ions?  Wi ll employment opportunities at the older  
ages encourage housing transitions? 
 
3.3.7 Housing Diversity, Suitability and Affordability 
Housing diversity, suita bility and af fordability will have a  si gnificant infl uence on t he 
housing transitions of the older population.  The ageing of the population and the range 
of needs of  the older  population is one of  th e drivers of  the demand for housing  
diversity and the increa se in the n umber of smaller households.  As evident from a 
conference held by AHURI on ‘Hou sing Futures in an Agein g Australia’, ‘the variety of 
demand emerging within the older population is diverging from the demands of younger 
age groups,  and these differences call for po licy that promotes housing diversit y’ 
(AHURI 2004 p. 2).  
 
At present demand is being ‘satisf ied’ by spe cialised se gments of th e market th at 
provide purpose built h ousing to meet the needs of older people.  Retirement villages 
are a growing industry in Australia. 9  There is no  clear definit ion of a retir ement village 
and they encompass a wide mix of built forms,  levels of sup port services and financial 
arrangements, and are located in a range of ge ographic areas.  While survey rese arch 
and the continual growth and development of villages indicates that in general they are 
an attractive option for o lder people (Faulkner 2001; Luszcz et al 2004;  Stimson et al 
1997), retirement villages however are not the o ption for everyone and as people age  
they may no longer be suitable due to a lack of  available support services, unsu itable 
location or inappropriat e housing design (Buys 2000; Cheek et al 2 003; McDo nald 
1996; Luszcz et al 2004). 
 
                                                     
9 Although not c lassified as a r etirement village this includes rental villages such as those provided by the 
Village Life Organisation. 
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 The design of housing in Australia has changed little over t he last four decades and in 
many respects is very h omogenous.  There appears to be little innovation in terms of 
internal configuration and design of rooms and open living spaces that may better suit 
the changin g lifestyles of the current and future cohorts of  the older population.  I n 
addition while within go vernment ci rcles (i.e. p ublic housin g for older people) and in 
research arenas there is increasing  discussion of the important of ‘univ ersal’, ‘lifetime 
or life cycle  housing’, ‘adaptable’, and ‘acce ssible’ hou sing the principles underly ing 
such housing have not been incorporated into the general housing market.  Part of the 
reason for this is the be lief that the market is currently provi ding what consumers want  
and this arises because of the dominance of  the project home in housing  development 
and the limited involvement of the  architectural profession in the mass housing market 
(Lloyd 2004; Productivity Commission 2000).  Th e suitability of housing as people age 
clearly affects one’s ability to age in place or  creates the  necessity fo r a change in 
housing. 
 
For ageing in place to be succe ssful there must be the right balance  between a 
person’s abilities and th e demands of the environment (La wton 1974; Parmelee a nd 
Lawton 1990; Pynoos e t al 2003).  Clearly designing housing that does not create a 
disabling environment but allows adaptations to be easily and cost effect ively made to 
meet the changing needs that occur through life, is most appropriate.  As the provision 
of housing is a long term prospect and as the housing sto ck in Australia changes at a 
rate of only one to two  per cent p er annum ( AHURI 1996), most old er people live in  
housing that over time, as they age , they find u nsuitable in a number of  ways (size  of 
house; quality of home; maintenance issues f or home and garden) a nd a common 
finding of re search is that these factors act as a trigger in relocation (Heywood et  al 
2002; Luszcz et al 2004; Schiamberg and Mc Kinney 200 3; VanderHart 1995).  For  
example re search by Faulkner and Bennett (2002) of  data from the Australian 
Longitudinal Study of Ageing found that the  motivation most frequently stated by 
respondents for mo ving was to mo ve to accommodation,  which was modified, bette r 
designed or more suitable for their needs.  Likewise from their migration research in the 
US Schiamberg and McKinney (2003) found survey respondents age d 40 to 65  years 
who anticip ated staying where they were upon retirement were much more satisfied  
with their home than the survey respondents who anticipated moving upon retirement. 
 
Creating diversity in the marketplace however has to be at a cost that  is reasona bly 
affordable.  Mutcher and Burr (2003 p. 536) indicate that housing affordability ‘is related 
to increase s in the aggregate rate of independent living arrangeme nts among the 
elderly population’.  While this is especially  applicable to th ose persons in the priva te 
rental secto r, it also sh apes the behaviour of older homeowners.  Affordability can  
become a barrier to moving even if people ha ve the moti vation to move and more  
suitable or  appropriate accommodation is av ailable.  A co mmon probl em for older 
people in  Australia who  are asset r ich beca use of the own ership of  th eir home but 
income poor is that the smaller, more manageable, modern unit on the block next door 
costs more to purchase  than the va lue of their home.  The y either have to relocat e to 
the outer cheaper suburbs away from the environments and services t hey are familiar 
with, take o ut a mortgage which th ey are very reluctant  to  do, stay p ut or find  other 
arrangements such as moving in with family an d this can h ave detrimental effects on 
wellbeing (Faulkner and Bennett 2002). 
 
3.3.8 Formal and Informal Support 
The provision of care and support  both forma lly and infor mally is important for t he 
ability of older people to remain  living independently and can infl uence housing  
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 transitions.  Unfortunately the dile mma of how to link h ousing with  care remains a 
difficult proposition not only in Australia but also in other part s of the world.  The Home  
and Community Care Program (HACC) is a complex diverse pr ogram involvi ng 
Federal, State and local governmen ts, providing a wide ran ge of services to peop le in 
their homes.  The major ongoing issue for this program is that demand far outweighs 
supply and therefore it has a priority system t argeting ser vices to tho se in great est 
need (Faulkner 2001; Luszcz et al 2004).  This restricts a ccess to pe ople with low 
needs even though re search sug gests ear ly interventio n is more  effective t han 
intervention later in the course of dependency (Howe 1997 ).  Another problem is tha t 
the ageing of the population is expected to result in increa sing demand for community 
care suppor t yet many organisation s find  it  difficult to  recru it and re tain staff  (Angley 
and Newman 2002).  Th is may place increasing  demand on informal care networks or 
the residential care system. 
 
The family, and its willingness and  capacity to  pr ovide care, is vitally important as a 
supplement to formal care.  The availability of informal carers however diminishes as 
old age advances.  T he informal carers (spouses, siblings and children) are also  
increasingly in the workforce and are themselve s ageing and hence ma y become less 
capable of  i ntensive car ing respon sibilities (Pro ductivity Commission and Melbourne 
Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research 1999 p. 322). 
 
From the Longitudinal Study of Ageing in Australia Faulkner and Bennett (2002) foun d 
44.9 per ce nt of respon dents that intended to move indicated that receipt of more or 
better perso nal care  was the most important motivation pe rhaps refle cting a fee ling 
there is a lack of support in the community to facilitate ageing in place. 
 
3.4 Housing Career and Life Stage: Conclusions 
 
This section has shown that the housing careers of Australians change at all stages 
of the life cycle.  For th e young there has been  a delay in t he transition to adulthoo d 
and permanent housing; for the mid dle aged there has been a rise in risk associat ed 
with divorce; and for the old there has been radical change associated with the growth 
of this segment of the population.  In man y respects the growth in the aged population 
and changes in the housing careers of the aged  represents the most profound chan ge 
in 21 st Century housing careers relative to the 20th Century.  Man y of t he aged have  
few options for their housing, do not plan for their housing future and have rising  
housing aspirations. 
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 4 TENURE AND CHANGING HOUSING CAREERS IN 
21ST CENTURY AUSTRALIA 
 
4.1 First Home Buyers  
 
Over the pa st century there has been a shift in the predominant form of housing  
occupation from private  renting to homeownership across the Western world, and  
equally a sh ift towards g overnment policy that f acilitates homeownership.  As Clark et 
al (1997) note ‘Today most Western societies are nations of  homeown ers’.  
Homeownership is viewed as a preferable ten ure on the grounds tha t it offers t he 
advantage of financial security and is said to promote  an integrated and stable  
neighbourhood, as well as promot e upkeep  and maintenance (Megbolugbe a nd 
Linneman 1993).  In Australia, this is evident in the distrib ution of housing subsidies  
which overwhelming f avour home owners above those in the private  rental market  
(Yates 2003 ).  Given th e growing consens us a bout the be nefits of  ho meownership, 
housing research has focused atte ntion on first home  buyers – those who are making 
the transit ion from private or public rental housing or from the family home into first  
homeownership. In line with the you th transitions literature detailed in Section 3.1, this 
first housing move is associated strongly with family life course.  Accordingly, there has 
been a part icular emphasis on the  question of  whether homeownership rates are in 
decline or  whether younger ho useholds a re merely delaying their entry into  
homeownership in line with their de cisions to d elay cohabitation and f irst birth (Bax ter 
and McDonald 2004; Winter and Stone 1998;  Yates 200 0).  Others have exami ned 
specific issues that may be leading to the delay in entry into homeown ership among 
younger cohorts includi ng: the hou sing market  itself  and changes in affordability over 
the past de cade; chan ges in the labour market over this period such as increa sed 
labour market insecur ity and the casualisation of the labou r force (Win ter and Sto ne 
1998); demographic tre nds such a s the incre ase in lone  person households ( Wulff 
2001) and changes in social norms which have seen young people op t for extended 
periods in the private rental market in order to maximise flexibility rather than to settle 
down into a mortgage (Kenyon and Heath 2001; Mulder and Manting 1994).  
 
4.1.1 Who Are the First Home Buyers?  
 
In general, the shift fro m renting to homeown ership follo ws a consistent patter n 
across developed nations, with entry into first homeownership being strongly linked to a 
person’s stage in the life-course, as well as household income (Clark et a l 1994; 1997).  
It is predominantly couples and families with  a re latively stable household income who 
make the transition in to homeownership, wit h young c ouples typically entering  
homeownership in anticipation of having child ren.  As Clark et al (1 994) note, ‘We  
already know a good deal about tenure change,  that first-time buyers are concentrat ed 
in the 25-45 year age  cohorts, that the mo ve is related to f amily composition and that  
income level is a prime determinant of the move’.  While these  correlations hold across 
nations, a comparative view of homeownership in Europe and the United States (Clark 
et al 1997;  Holdsworth and Solda  2002; Mulder and Wagner 1998) indicate s that 
variation in national an d regional government policie s ha ve some influence on t he 
timing and scale of homeownership.   
 
For exa mple, while Cla rk et al (19 97) observe  that tax be nefits in Germany have  
made it possible for ‘families with r elatively lower incomes to move to the ownership  
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 sector’, Mulder and Wagner (1998 p. 71 1) conclu de that hig her growth in  
homeownership rates in the Neth erlands rela tive to Germany are l argely due  to 
changes in Dutch housing policy such as ‘the r ise of a llowed annual rent increase, the 
increased availability of  mortgage guarantees i n combination with full  tax deductib ility 
of mortgage interest,  a nd the redir ection of  su bsidies fro m the socia l rented sector 
towards the owner occupied sector’.  Housing a nd planning policy in the United States 
has also  led to differen t housing  outcomes, with trailer ow nership being viewed as a  
viable low cost alternative to owning a home, particularly for less well educated couples 
in smaller, medium-sized cities (Clark and Mulder 2000). 
 
In contrast to comparative studies, longitudinal studies have highlighte d the impact 
of housing market conditions and economic climate, as well as long t erm social and  
demographic trends on  homeownership rate s (Clark et al 1994; Clar k and Muld er 
2000).  For exa mple, while Clark et al (1994) argue that the decision  to mo ve from 
renting to o wning is likely to be influenced by housing market circumstances su ch as 
‘the rate of  inflation, mortgage rates and r elative housing price s amongst other 
economic variables’,  Clark and Mulder (2000 p . 1670) observe that the 1980s we re 
‘unfavourable for homeownership entry by those entering the  housing market’.  Recent 
research in Australia also indicate s that econo mic growth over the pa st decade h as 
been a key driver of housing invest ment, which in turn ha s resulted in a subsequent 
decline in h ousing affordability and in effect pl aced a temporary brake on first h ome 
purchases (Productivity Commission 2004).  Other researchers have observed t he 
effect of social trend s on homeownership rate s, such  as the growth in lone person 
households (Wulff 2001), and the entry of  women into t he workforce, which has  
resulted in an increase d number o f dual-inco me families (Myers 19 85).  While  the 
former trend is a ssociated with red uced homeownership r ates over time or at le ast a 
change in t he size or t ype of own er-occupied dwellings, t he latter is associated with 
higher rates of ownership in the sh ort term, bu t higher housing cost s over the lo ng 
term. 
 
The Productivity Co mmission’s recent report into first homeownership provides a 
profile of t he charact eristics of f irst home buyers in Australia.  Consistent with 
international evidence, the 1990 to  2001 data  indicate s t hat first ho me buyers in 
Australia are generally in their late 20s or early 30s, and  they tend  t o have high er 
incomes than other households as well as higher employment th an the general 
workforce.  Since the mid-1990s, the proportion of households with at least two income  
earners has grown.  Couples are the mo st common household type p urchasing their 
first home, with a slight decline  in couple s with dep endent children entering  
homeownership over t he past decade compared with couples without dependent 
children. F irst home bu yers generally purchase cheaper homes than change-over  
buyers.  In t he second half of the 1990s, the average value of first owned homes wa s 
just under 8 0 per cent of the average value of homes bought by change-over buyers  
(Productivity Commission 2004 pp. 243-255).
 
4.1.2 Decline or Delay in Homeownership?  
 
Within the literature on first home buyers there has been a particular e mphasis on 
the questio n of whether homeownership rate s are in de cline or wh ether younger 
households are merely delaying their entry into homeownership in  line with t heir 
decisions to delay coha bitation and first birth (Haurin et al 1996; Hug hes 1991; 1996; 
Ford 1999).  In Australia, the thesis of decline in homeownership rates between the mid 
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 1970s and the mid 1990s has primarily been linked to a decline in housing affordability.  
Drawing on  retrospective housing career data from the  1 996 Australian Family L ife 
Course survey, Stone (1998) examines t he proportion o f responden ts who entered  
homeownership for the first time (by the ti me the respondent was 26 years, 30 years 
and 35 years respect ively) betwe en 1956 a nd 1996.  Stone observes that the  
percentage of households entering homeownership at a yo ung age is decreasing, and 
further that access to  homeowne rship is be coming increasingly difficult for so me 
households, particularly low income househ olds.  Yates’ (2000) research on 
homeownership rates also indicates that ‘households have exhibited a distinct change 
in their home-ownership  propensities in the past 20 years in Australia’,  and that ‘t his 
change is n ot uniform across all ag e-groups, nor is it unif orm for different househ old 
types with both the same and with different levels of income’.  Based on her analysis of 
1975/76 and 1993/94 Household Expenditure Survey data, she  suggests that couples 
with childre n at the lower end of the income distribution and young couples at t he 
higher end of the income distribution have exhibited the greatest falls in ho me-
ownership rates.  Elsewhere Yates (2002) has shown that the homeown ership rates of 
younger households fe ll more sharply between 1986 and 1996 in the larger citie s, 
which she suggests is associated with large increases in median house prices in these 
areas. 
 
More recently, the link between affordability an d declinin g rates of ownership has 
been challe nged by new research which su ggests that  there are  no significant  
differences between the ownership  rates of ea rlier and more recent cohorts (Ba xter 
and McDonald 2004).  This content ion is based on discrete time event history analysis 
of Wave 1(1996-7) an d Wave 2 ( 2000) data from the Negotiating t he Life Cou rse 
Survey.  T he data were used to compile a relationship and birth history for each  
respondent, month-by-month from when the respondent turned 18, and the data were  
then exami ned using multivariate techniques.   Drawing on this ana lysis, Baxter and 
McDonald (2004 p. ii) present several key findings: 
 
• once other characteristics are controlled, there is no indicat ion at all of falls in  
homeownership across birth cohorts. If anything , more recent birth coh orts are 
more likely to be homeowners than earlier cohorts, especially among males; 
 
• the most significant f actor asso ciated with  homeownership is marriage, 
meaning formal marriag e; those who are cohabiting (livin g together but not  
married); 
 
• those who are single but  not living with their par ents are much less likely to b e 
homeowners than those who are married, but much more  likely to be  so than  
those who are single and living with parents; and 
 
• having controlled for relationsh ip status, homeownership  rates fall as the  
number of children rises. 
 
Accordingly, they con clude that  ‘more th an any ot her factor, trends in 
homeownership rate s among Australians a ged less than  35 years are related  to  
changes in relationship status and living arrangements’ and that year of  birth ‘has n ot 
been a major determinant of rates of homeown ership in Australia up to  the year 20 00’ 
(Baxter and McDonald 2004 p. ii). 
 
An additional focus of attention within this literat ure relates to the impact  of children 
on homeownership rates.  Recent research indicates that dual income couples without 
children have an advantage over co uples with children in  achieving homeownership, 
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 and further that there may be the p otential for young couples to delay childrearing as a 
strategy for managing high mortgage costs a ssociated wit h increased  house prices 
(Mulder 2003 p. 717).  In Australia, Yates’ ( 2000) work indicate s t hat low income  
households in particular may del ay the arrival of childr en in order to secure their 
position within homeownership first.  
 
4.2 Tenure and Access to Homeownership: Preliminary 
Conclusions 
 
Over the last decade  there has be en considerable debate  in Austra lia around the  
ability of young people to gain access to homeownership.  Papers by Stone (1998) and  
Winter and  Stone (1998) sugge sted that some households have not ente red 
homeownership by age 34 – a con ventional threshold for entry into this tenure – and  
are unlikely to do so.  B axter and McDonald’s ( 2004) research presents an alternative  
view and suggests that  young households are  merely delaying entry into homeowner 
occupation.  Clearly delaying entry into owner occupation is not as a significant change 
within housing careers as never entering t he t enure, however it remains a profo und 
shift.  It will affect the age at which households achieve outright ownership, it may 
affect the size and type of dwelling  purchased and it could influence la te-life housing 
consumption.  We need to ackn owledge also that while it is seminal, Baxter and  
McDonald’s (2004) work represents just one piece of evidence within a much larg er 
body of research.  We need to accept that at t his stage their work is suggestive ra ther 
than conclusive.  Corroborating studies are needed to support their findings.  We would 
anticipate that the Housing 21 Surve y to be und ertaken as part of Project D would will 
either confirm or deny their outcomes.  
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 5 THE HOUSING CAREERS OF GROUPS WITH 
IDENTIFIABLE NEEDS  
5.1 The Housing Careers of Persons with a Disability  
Literature and research  on the housing careers of people with a disab ility are limited 
and an outcome of the fact that until recently (last 25 years in Australia) people with a 
disability had few accommodation options and therefore t he concept of a housi ng 
career was of limited relevance to this group. 10  People with a disability either lived in 
the family home or they lived in instit utions, hostels or other congregate care  
accommodation separated from mainstream society (Bostock et al 2000; Quibell 2004).  
In institutional settings people with disabilities ‘were living very restricted lives that were 
lacking in choices an d often hi ghly controlled by professional s and disa bility 
organisations (Quibell 2004 p. 6).   In Australia,  at lea st, th is began t o change in  t he 
1960s (Bostock et al 2000; 2001) a nd gained momentum wi th the International Year of 
Disabled Persons (1981) which brought to the fore man y i ssues for disabled peo ple 
including independent living.  Living  independently is as Correll (1998 p. 6) states now 
the ‘normal expectation for people with disabilit ies’ as it is for the gene ral population. 
There is su bstantial in ternational a nd Australia n research to indicate people with a  
disability want to live in the community  in ‘n ormal types ’ of housin g and they are  
capable of doing so, including those people who have a history of homelessness (Clark 
2004; Cooper and Verit y 2004; Dean 2003; Ne wton 2001; Quibell 2004; Reynolds and 
Inglis 2001; Robinson 2003; Warren and Bell 2000). 
 
Housing careers of people with disabilities are shaped by the full range of factors of all 
participants in the housing syst em (family life cycle stage, labour force  participatio n, 
age, gender, for exa mple) and disability adds to this complexity, rather than being the 
sole driver of housing consumption.  As the term ‘disability’ (encompasses) a  wide 
spectrum of conditions, housing needs and housing careers will vary ac cording to the  
type and severity of the disability. 
 
Disability is a multidimensional concept that describes how people live with their health 
condition.  It relates to  the body f unctions an d structures of people, their activity 
limitations a nd their pa rticipation in life situations.  The  concept a lso include s the 
influence of  the enviro nment (physical, so cial and attitudinal) in which people live  
(WHO 2001 ).  In Australia disability is classifie d into five g roups based on the WHO 
concept of  disability. These groups are: int ellectual/learning disabi lity; psychiatric 
disability; sensory/speech disability; physical/diverse disability and acquired brain injury 
(AIHW 2003). 
 
Based on the most recent comprehensive data over 3 0 per cent of Australia’s 
population had at least one disabling condition and 12.3 per cent of the population had 
a disabling condition with severe or profound core activity restriction s (Table 5).  The  
most commonly reported disabilit y was a range of ph ysically diverse conditions 
affecting 11.6 per cent  of the popu lation aged less than 65 years and 49.6 per cent of 








                                                     
10 Much of the literature on housing and disability has focused on issues of access and independence, the 
accessibility of housing for people with a physical or sensory impairment.  
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 Table 5: Australia: Reported Level of Disability by Group in the Australian 
Population, 1998 
Age Under 65 Age 65 and Over All Ages  












All Disabling Conditions 
Intellectual 376.9 2.3 126.1 5.6 503.0 2.7 
Psychiatric 504.1 3.1 264.8 11.7 768.9 4.1 
Sensory/Speech 685.7 4.2 718.9 31.7 1404.6 7.5 
Acquired Brain Injury 159.0 1.0 52.0 2.3 211.1 1.1 
Physical/Diverse 1903.9 11.6 1124.6 49.6 3028.5 16.2 
All Disabling Conditions and Severe or Profound Core Activity Restrictions 
Intellectual 184.8 1.1 117.1 5.2 301.9 1.6 
Psychiatric 209.9 1.3 188.4 8.3 398.3 2.1 
Sensory/Speech 218.7 1.3 305.5 13.5 524.2 2.8 
Acquired Brain Injury 75.2 0.5 38.2 1.7 113.3 0.6 
Physical/Diverse 517.2 3.2 458.3 20.2 975.4 5.2 
 
Source: AIHW 2003 p. xxii 
 
One of the  major issues facing p eople with disabilities who wish to live in the  
community is their limited resources and ear ning capacity.  Man y people with a 
disability (and some people looking after someone with a disability) are unable to work, 
are unemployed or underemploye d and rely sole ly on some form o f socia l payment 
(Bridge et a l 2002; Hag ner and Kle in 2005; He mingway 20 04; Quibell 2004).  Work 
recently presented by Peter Saunders at the Australian Social Policy Conference at the 
University of New South Wales clea rly highlighted the impact of disability on the livin g 
standards and greater suscepti bility of people  with a disability to poverty.  Base d on 
data from 1998-99 and 2002 for working age households he foun d that a greater 
proportion of household s where there was an adult or chil d with a disability prese nt 
were in poverty (Table 6).  
 
Table 6: Patterns of Income Poverty by Disability Status (percentages) 
Poverty Rate Household Type 
40 per cent 
median 
income 
50 per cent 
median 
income 
60 per cent 
median 
income 
No member with a disability (one or more 
children in household) 
4.5 7.1 11.1
No member with a disability (no chi ldren 
in household) 
4.6 7.9 13.6
No member with a disability 4.5 7.4 12.1
  
At least one adult with a disability 5.0 9.4 22.6
No adults but at least one child with a 
disability 
5.6 12.3 24.9
All with disability 5.0 9.5 22.8
  
All Households 4.8 8.4 16.9
 





 This lack of income and resources means many people with a disabilit y are reliant on  
the public sector for the provision of housing.  T here is an increasing awareness within 
government arenas of t he need to plan and gu ide the delivery of housing services to 
people with  disabilities as new needs emerge and the attit udes and e xpectations of 
everyone including those with disabilities, their carers and the wider community change 
and are expected to continue to change.  A  number of State governments have  
developed strategic hou sing plans f or people with a disabilit y (Department of Housing 
and Works Go vernment of Western Australia 2004; Department  of Housing 
Queensland Government n.d; Dep artment of Housing New South Wales Government 
2001; 2004) or incorporated housing objecti ves within wider state disability plan s 
(Department of Hu man Services Victorian Government 2002; State Go vernment 
Victoria 2004) or State housing plans (State Government South Australia 2005).  
 
While the pr ovision of social housin g is vitally important to the succe ss of commun ity 
living for pe ople with a  disability, in  so cieties where homeownership is the dominant 
and preferred tenure the re is evidence that people with relatively significant disabilit ies 
are becoming increasingly interested in homeownership (Hagner and Klein 2005;  
Hemingway 2004; O’Brien 1994).  Evidence also suggests homeowne rship for ma ny 
can be a viable option (Hagner and Klein 2005).  People with a disability, however, face 
a number of obstacles in their de sire to becom e homeowners.  L imited research into  
disability, homeownership and the mortgage industry in the UK and US has identified  
such obstacles to be estate agents ignoring the wishes and  criteria of the clients, lack 
of available and accessible information, perceptions of realistic choices by the potential 
purchaser and income and employment stabilit y (Hagner and Klein 20 05; Hemingway 
2004).  Hemingway’s research in t he UK foun d that a ma jor obstacle  was mortg age 
industry representatives’ views that benefits were an unsat isfactory means of in come 
for loans. Hagner and Klein’s (2005 p. 197) research in the US found attitudinal barriers 
– the perceptions of, and lack of understanding of particular types of disability, were the 
major obstacles to people being able to acquire a loan: 
 
 Type of disability reached stati stical signifi cance with th e appli cant with a  
physical disability more  likely to obtain a loan than the applicant with a  
developmental disability. Neither inte nsity of sup port nor sou rce of in come had 
a relationship with higher or lower probabilities of obtaining a mortgage. 
  
For ‘independent’ living in the community to  be successfu l, however, the provision of 
housing has to be provided in conju nction with adequate community support and care.  
With deinstitutionalisation came the development of congregate housing models where 
housing and support were provided to people with a disability living together.  In ma ny 
respects th ese models have been rejected fo r a number of reasons including  t he 
opinion they are litt le different to institutional care, overall they offer a po orer quality of 
care and lif e (Emerson 2004), they are seen as benefiting  the service provider in the 
provision of services rather than providing the best option for the individual, they cause 
feelings of stigmatisation, and such  housing represents to the individual person their 
failure to lead a normal l ife (Warren and Bell 2000).  More  recent initiatives involve the 
development and provision of housing with fl exible individualised care and support on 
an outreach basis. As a number of r esearchers in Australia (Bostock et  al 2000; 2001; 
Reynolds and Inglis 2 001; Reynolds et  al 2 002) comment, this is important in 
increasing t he housing and support  options av ailable to  p eople with a disability and 
may allow the develop ment of ho using caree rs that reflect those of the general 
population.  Such ind ividualised programs however have ‘increased the  complexity of 
achieving effective co-ordination between housing and support services’ (Reynolds and 
Inglis 2001 p. 10).    
 
Despite the  policy goals of dein stitutionalisation and promoting indep endent livin g in 
the community, the long waiting lists for suitable public and community housing and the 
inaccessibility of the  private rental market mea ns there are limited opportunities f or 
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 people with a disability  to exercise genuine choice in hou sing (Bosto ck et al 20 00; 
Reynolds and Inglis 20 01).  The la ck of d iversity in housing options and the high  level 
of unmet need for community support however, mean that many people with a disability 
continue to live in inst itutions, in  u nsuitable or  inappropria te forms of housing or are 
homeless (Bostock et al 2000; 2001; Clark 20 04; Quibell 2004). Of p articular concern 
and anxiety to many ageing paren ts sti ll caring for an ad ult chi ld wit h a disab ility at 
home is what will happ en to their l oved one when they become ill or die (Gray 2 002; 
Gribell 2004; Gorfin and McGlaughlin 2004).  
 
It is no t only the lack of  housing options and support services that h inder the potentia l 
housing car eers of peo ple with a disability. There can be differing views between 
parents, ser vice provid ers, key service advoc acy groups, case managers and the 
individuals with a disability about the type of housing, where and with whom they 
should live (Bostock et al 2001; Bowey et al 2005; Massey and Wu 1993; Moxham and 
Pegg 2000; McGlaughlin et al 2004; Quibell 2004; Warren and Bell 2000).  Part of t his 
conflict arises because  until recen tly the aspirations of p eople with a disability, in  
particular people with learning disabilities and mental illness, have not been considered 
seriously.  
 
While people with a disability may not always be able to provide a very clear picture of 
the ideal type of housing they wish to live in because of  a lack of knowledge and 
experience of various housing opt ions, resea rch indicate s that they are able t o 
articulate specific nee ds such a s wanting more independence, p rivacy, space,  
autonomy and to lea d as normal a life  a s possible (Clark 200 4; Dean 2003; 
McGlaughlin et al 2004).  People wit h mental health issues often specifically indicate a 
wish to live alone.  Research by Warren and Bell (2000) in Australia found there were a 
number of reasons peo ple with mental health issues d id n ot wish to live in shared  
accommodation includin g the fact  t hat sharing houses exte nded beyond just sharing 
tasks an d f acilities, but  sharing life events such as the ot her person experiencing a  
relapse or even dying. 
 
There has been little research into the housing careers of specific age groups of people 
with a disability.  The situation described by Dean (2003 p. 3)11 for young people with a 
disability in Scotland for example is equally applicable to Australia: 
  
 Little resear ch has explicitly looked at the housing careers of young disabled 
people.  Not  only do we not know when they lea ve the family home, we do not 
know whether they are leaving as singl es, in pa rtnerships or for education and  
we do not know the kin ds of h ousing to which  they move. There is kn owledge 
about the barriers that all disabled people face…but little about their aspirations 
for their first home and how they set about achieving that.  
 
The conclu sion reache d in this small scale qualitative investigation  was that t he 
housing experiences of young people with di sabilities had greater similarity to those of 
adults with a disability than those of  their non-disabled peers.  The study did, however, 
show that young people with a disability want to achieve the same things in their l ife as 
people of the same age without disabilities, and that success in independent living may 
be achieved in various ways such as staying in the  family ho me, mo ving to  
independent accommodation or mo ving through a ser ies of housing options including 
returns to the family home.  
 
While the  p olicy of de institutionalisation has p revented many young people with  a  
disability from becoming institut ionalised some of the most disadvantaged people in 
Australia are the more than 6,300 young people, with a ra nge of acqu ired disabilities 
                                                     
11 T his was a st udy of the housing care ers and aspirations of 30 dis abled young people with le arning 
disabilities and physical disabilities. 
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 currently in residential care.  While there are excellent examples of communit y based 
supported a ccommodation options f or these young people,  lack of fun ding to sup ply 
more of these option s and the necessary s upport services means the re is nowhe re 
else for them to go (National Alliance of Young People in Nursing Homes 2005). 
 
Research into the wishes of people with developmental  disabilit ies by residen tial 
placement and age in the US (Mi nton et al 2 002) found that older a dults (over 50  
years) face discrimination both in ter ms of their disability and age in relation to moving  
into the community.  It h as been suggested that because of the many years they have 
spent in  an institutional setting, o lder people are  reluctant  and therefore less likely t o 
move into the community.  While the study found this was the case with 75 per cent of  
older adults still in institutions over the period 1991 to 1997 (compared to 22 per cent of 
people age d 36-50 and 10 per ce nt of people  aged 20-35) it was no t because t hey 
preferred to stay in the familiar surroundings of t he institution.  Their greatest wish was 
to mo ve.  Evidence nationally and i nternationally suggests people who have  lived in 
institutional settings for long period s of time can live in the commun ity successf ully 
(Clark 2004) and that t here is an improve ment in their qu ality and standard of life  
(Young et al 1998). 
 
As older pe ople may face dual di scrimination because of a ge and disa bility, Women  
With Disabil ities Australi a organisati on (WWDA) contend that women  with disabilit ies 
face the same type of situation (Currie 1996 p. 2):  
 
…some 1.6 million women experience the dual disadvantage of discr imination, 
firstly on the basis of their gender and seco ndly as a direct result  of their 
disability. This dual d isadvantage is multiplied for women with disabilit ies who 
do not fit other aspects of the main stream mou ld, like those from non-English 
speaking backgrounds, indigenous women, an d lesbian women. Furth ermore, 
women with psychiatric disabil ities, and those with intellectual di sabilities, 
experience particular stigma and discrimination with regard to housing.   
 
WWDA highlight the fact that housing situation s are precar ious for many wo men with 
disabilities.  This arises because of the decline in the supply of low cost housing; their 
lack of  income and vulnerability to  poverty; th e additional  costs asso ciated with living 
with a disability; the discrimination they face in accessing housing in the private an d 
public rent al market; th eir need for  safety and  security in  housing  a nd location  of  
housing; the lack of accessible  transport meaning they ma y need to live very close to  
work, shops and sch ools and h ealth services; and th e difficult ies women with 
disabilities face in obtaining relevant information about leaving an institution and finding 
accommodation elsewhere (Currie 1996; WWDA 2004). 
 
People living in rural areas are also seen to face double disadvantage in accessing 
housing opt ions and  a ppropriate services be cause of  t heir disa bility.  Research  
indicates th ere is a severe shortage of suitab le accommodation in ru ral and remote 
areas and sometimes h ousing has been placed in areas which have limited services, 
transport systems, community a menities and le isure activities and this tends to add to 
the isolation and disadvantage people with a disability feel.  In some instances the lack 
of suitable accommodation and su pport services means moving to more urbanised  
areas (Gething 1997; Quibell 2004). 
 
People with a disability  are able to live in the community because of the assista nce 
provided by carers however caring for som eone with a disability can p lace limitations 
on the opp ortunities, e xpectations and housing outcomes of carer s.  The m ost 
significant factor here appears to be income and income earning capacity but also the 
need to be  close  to specialist ser vices (particularly if re siding in ru ral areas) can 
potentially influence housing options and locations. 
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 Informal caring has been found to be associated with lower levels of income (Carers 
Australia 20 03a; Evandrou and Glaser 2003).  Evidence highlights the  fact that it is 
difficult t o combine caring responsi bilities with workforce participation and for ma ny 
primary carers the barriers to working (severity of the disability or illne ss, largely sole 
responsibility for caring , workplace inflexibility and attitudes, lack of  alternative or 
suitable care arrangements) severe ly restricts t heir income earning capacity or re sults 
in total reliance on government income support (Carers Australia 2003 b).  The Carers 
Australia Association re ports that the 1998 Su rvey of Disability, Agei ng and Carers  
conducted by the ABS indicated tha t 49 per cent of all primary carers of working age  
were dependent on the govern ment for income support (Carers Australia 2003a).  I n 
addition to  limited resources, carers are often faced with additional costs for 
medication, medical ex penses, special prod ucts and  equ ipment, ele ctricity co sts fo r 
heating, washing and d rying, transport and communications (Carers Australia 20 03a).  
Even when caring responsibilities end carers may find it d ifficult to enter or re-enter the 
workforce and therefore may be welfare depen dent and on  very low incomes in th eir 
own retirement and time of need.  There is a lack of infor mation on h ow caring roles 
affect housing careers but clearly, for many, the responsibility of a primary carer role  
raises hou sing affordability issues and therefore shapes current and future housing 
options. 
 
If there is a commit ment to change with the provision of adequate levels of funding  
resulting in appropriate housing, individually tailored support and a managed transition 
then many more peo ple with disabilit ies, e ven those with persist ent mental or 
psychiatric illness will b e capable o f living in th e community and this is beneficial to 
their overall wellbeing.  As Newton (2001 p. 166 ) concluded from two and a half  years 
of fieldwork in Sydney on the release of lon g stay psychiatric in-pa tients into  t he 
community who would not normally be considered for discharge: 
  
 despite per sistent mental illness, deinstitut ionalised patie nts have d eveloped 
new roles and new identities, a  new sense  of indepen dence, new coping 
abilities and a capacity to articulate future goals and desires.  
 
With greater accessib ility to housing and care Australia n society may reach the  
scenario envisaged by the National Housing Strategy in 1991 (as quote d in Bostock et 
al 2000 p. 38): 
 
Whereas past housing options included living at home or living in an inst itution, 
tomorrow th ey will incl ude a bewild ering array of all sorts of options r anging 
from full or part equity in homeownership, to cooperatives, to shared housing, to 
improved a ccess to p rivate rental housing, to fully supported 24 hour 
accommodation, to re spite and crisis a ccommodation, to  improved b oarding 
houses to a  range of local housin g solution s which have developed in local 
communities. Life f or people with d isabilities will take  on th e same co mplexity 
as that of the wider community. 
 
5.2 Gender and Housing Careers 
There is an  important gender dimension to the  housing ca reers that a re emerging in 
21st Century Australia.  At one le vel, the ho using caree rs of men and women  are  
different and they may be diverging as a consequence of household and labour market 
change.  On a se cond level, the  needs of  working women appear t o influen ce the 
housing decisions of co nventional families in which both partners work.  This section  
briefly reviews both of these dimensions an d attempts to draw out the wider  





 5.2.1 Divergent Housing Careers Amongst Men and Women  
There are observable differences in the housing careers of men  and women  in 
Australia as a conseque nce of a number of pro cesses related to household formation.   
First, and  perhaps most importa ntly, the majority of sole person  household s are  
composed of women a nd this refle cts the long er life expectancy of th is gender.  In 
housing career terms, t he death of the male p artner result s in the dissolution of t hat 
household and the e stablishment of another household comprised of  a lone  per son 
(Wulff 2001).  Second, the unequal positions of men and women in the labour market  
has had ad verse consequences f or the housing careers of women,  and especially 
women without partners.  Watson (1988) documented the impact of traditional ge nder 
roles on housing outcomes amongst women.  She noted that women l iving alone were 
likely to be disadvantaged relative to male sole person households because historically 
financial institutions wer e reluctant to lend to f emale headed househo lds for home 
purchase.  In addition women were less likely to have accumulated superannuation  
through their employme nt and, at th at time wo men who sep arated from their partners 
did not have access t o the former spouse’s superannu ation.  This situation  h as 
changed over the last 2 0 years as a conseque nce of increased female participat ion in 
the paid labour force and legislative changes with respect to access to the forme r 
spouse’s superannuation after divorce.  Howe ver, women  remain less well paid than 
men and the contemporary housing careers of older women are affected by conditions 
20 or 30 years previously.   
 
Separation and divorce have an  unequal impact on the h ousing careers of men and 
women.  Women more commonly retain custody of any children after divorce and a s a 
number of researchers noted in the 1980s and 1990s (see,  for exa mple, Cass 1991;  
Watson 1985; Winchester 1990) noted, this has contrib uted to a f eminisation of 
poverty.  More recent r esearch (AIHW 2003; Hulse and Randolph 2005) documented 
that sole parent households with a female head  are a large and growing component of  
the population of public housing tenants.  Indeed, the segmented wait ing lists app lied 
by many State Housing Authorities (SHA) almost inevitably results in the concentration 
of this group within the public rental stock (se e Baulderstone and Be er 2003; Pa rkin 
and Hardcastle 2005).   
 
Change in the labour market and in  the propensity to estab lish a re lationship has also 
contributed to change in housing car eers.  As noted previously, female p articipation in 
the labour force has increased sub stantially over the last 20 years in Australia (ABS 
2005) and other developed nation s.  Increa singly women , and espe cially graduat es, 
occupy bett er paying jo bs in  busin ess and  co mmunity services indu stries and  h ave 
long-term careers.  Hal l and Ogde n (2003), fo r exa mple, observed th at through t he 
1990s the n umber of women in professional  occupations increased by 100 per cen t.  
Bondi (1999) has sho wn how sole person households – both male and fema le –  
contributed to the processes of gentrificatio n in London.  Well-paid finance sector 
workers are able to move into home purchase and choose to locate in t he inner city in 
order to retain their pr oximity to employment and cultur al facilities.   Interestin gly, 
Fielding (19 95) suggest s that for many hous eholds this contributes to a distinct 
geographic dimension to the contemporary ho using careers of finance sector workers.  
Fielding (1992; 1995) suggests that  inner Lond on is an  ‘escalator regio n’ for upwar dly 
mobile adults living alone who then move to the suburbs once they ha ve established a 
relationship and have children.  Importantly, as Hall and Ogden (2003 p. 879) 
commented ‘women livi ng alone in the younger age groups were over represented in 
inner London compared with Engla nd and Wales as a  whole’.  In  short, single person 
gentrifying households are often comprised of women and these represent a new stage 
in female housing careers.   
 
Finally, it is important to consider th e housing careers of men who do not live within a  
relationship.  Two  points are worth commenting upon: first, researchers such as Su e 
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 Richardson argued that changes in the labour market have meant that men with limited 
skills and e ducation w ho have traditionally worked in blue collar  occupations are  
increasingly confronted by structural unemployment and this has resulte d in low rates 
of marriage and/or partnering.  This group is therefore less likely to enter and sustain  
homeownership.  Seco nd, divorce is highly disruptive for the housing careers of men 
as well as women.  In many instances d ivorce result s in  men re-entering the private 
rental market and staying within that tenure for an extended period, if not permanently.  
 
5.2.2 The Role of Women in Couple and Family Households 
Women’s role in couple  and two parent family households has changed over the last  
two decades.  Where p reviously women had an important role in family households in 
providing unpaid labour related to child rearing and domestic duties, increasingly the 
paid labour of women is crit ical for entry into homeownership (Badcock 1996; Gilroy 
1994; Griffen-Wulff 198 2).  High ho use prices and reduced housing a ffordability have 
meant that the earnings of women prior to child rearing are critical for entr y t o 
homeownership but are also esse ntial for maintaining the  tenure after the arrival  of  
children. Th ere has been a significant increa se in the percentage of women with 
dependent age children in paid employment (Jordan 1995) and while much of this work 
is on a part time or casual basis, it represents a significant addition to lifetime earnings.  
Large-scale participation in paid labour by women of workin g age must affect housing 
careers and the use of the ‘home’ in ways that  have not b een explored fully to date.  
McDowell (1997), for example, not ed in her study of bankers working in London that  
women with children reported that they needed to live close to the city because it was 
the only way they could balance the very considerable demands of their workplace and 
child rearing.   
 
5.2.3 Gay and Lesbian Households 
At the 200 1 Census approximately three pe r cent of  t he population identif ied 
themselves as gay or lesbian (ABS 2001).  While a percent age of this group will live 
alone, others are part o f family or c ouple households.  Relatively little is known abo ut 
the housing  careers of gays and le sbians thou gh a conce ntration in t he larger cit ies 
and in particular neigh bourhoods within the metropolitan area is evident (Kirkby and 
Hay 1999).   
 
5.3 The Housing Careers of Indigenous Australians  
The housin g careers o f Indigenou s Australian s are distin guished fro m those of the  
general population in a number of important respects.  Indigenous Australians are more 
likely to live in non-metropolitan Australia than the Australian population as a whole and 
this will i nfluence their housing careers significantly (Hugo and Maher 1995).  The l ow 
socio economic status of Indigeno us Australia ns – with  lo w levels of income, limited  
educational attainment, high rate s of depend ency on th e Communi ty Develop ment 
Employment Program (CDEP) et cetera – limits the ho using optio ns available to  
Indigenous households.  This is reflected in the low level of owner occupation amongst 
Indigenous households with only 30 per cent of households in owner occupation at the  
2001 Census (ABS 2001).  There are cultural barriers amongst Indigenous Australians 
to entry into homeownership and this can include limited knowledge of home purchase, 
a reluctance to take on debt and the impact of cultural norms that emphasise the  
sharing of  resource s with relat ives and community members  (Neutze 2000). 
Indigenous households are over-represented in  the public rental sector and in 
specialist community housing, thoug h Flatau et  al (2005) suggest that  Aboriginal an d 
Torres Strait Islander peoples are under-represented in the public housing stock 
relative to their level of need.  The private re ntal market is an important source  of  
housing for  man y Indi genous households b ut discrimin ation again st Indigeno us 
households remains a recurring problem (Neutze 2000).  
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Mobility is a key featu re of the h ousing care ers of some Indigenous househol ds 
(Minnery et  al 2000; Roberts et al 2005).  Ho useholds liv ing tradition al lifestyles in 
particular will move between communities and between their country and the 
metropolitan area in ord er to participate in events relating  to their kin networks and to 
gain access to health and other services.  As Cooper and Verity et al  (2004) noted , 
some mo vement reflects the desire of households to escape violence within their 
communities.  Often this mobility is accommodated through sharing the housing  of 
others, esp ecially their  kin  and p eople with whom they have ties, such those  with 
common ties to the  land (Neutze 2 000).  Indig enous households ther efore commonly 
occupy different types of households than the non-Indigenous population.  At the same 
time, Aborig inal and Torres Strait Islander households are distinguishe d by their a ge 
profile.  T he Indigen ous popula tion is sig nificantly younger tha n the Aust ralian 
population in total, a reflection of bo th higher fertility rates and shorter li fe expectancy.  
The growth in the age d populatio n (over 65) is not as significant f or Indigeno us 
Australians as for non-Indigenous Australians.   
 
Considerable attention has been given to the b road patterns of ho using consumption  
and production amongst Indigenous Australians but relatively little is kn own about the 
specific features of their housing careers.  Due to resource constraint s, CRV 2 will not 
focus direct ly on the housing care ers of Indig enous Aust ralians but this research  
question is being directly addressed by a separate research project be ing undertaken 
by the Western Australia Research Centre.   
 
5.4 The Housing Careers of Immigrants  
The housing careers of immigrants almost inevitably differ fr om those of the Australian 
born population of A nglo Celtic origin a nd this is an  important issue b ecause 
approximately 22 per cent of the Australian population was born overseas and a further 
22 per cent are the children of immigrants (ABS 2001) .  Cultural and attitudinal 
differences are transfer red across generation s and the se affect  ho w housing is 
consumed across the life course.  In addition, the resources available to immigrants are 
likely to be less than th ose available to society as a whole, and this reflects the low er 
incomes of  some gro ups of immigrants, variation in  the levels of educatio nal 
attainment, differences in family a nd household size, the  presence or absence  of 
community support and the category of visa wi th which they entered Australia.  It is 
important to recognise that immigrants are not a unitary category.  Those who settle in 
Australia from English speaking nations such as New Zealand, UK or the United States 
are likely to  have housing, family and labour market careers that are  very simila r to 
those of the  Australia-b orn population.  Immigrants from Culturally and  Linguist ically 
Diverse ba ckgrounds ( CALD) are  more  likely to e xperience housing careers that  
diverge from the Australian norms.   
 
A significan t body of research ha s been co mpleted into the housing careers of 
immigrants both in Australia and  in other nations.  Int ernationally, research has 
examined the housing  careers of minority ethnic groups (Ozuekren and  van Kempen 
2002); the  cause s a nd conseq uences of  difference in the hou sing career s of  
immigrants and the population as a whole (Bowes et al 2002); the stability or instability 
or immigran t communities (Musterd and Deurlo o 2002); an d rates of h omeownership 
amongst immigrant communities (Myers and  Yang Liu 2 005).  At a  national level, 
research into immigration and housing has focu ssed on a range of impacts, including  
the effect on the total d emand for housing (Bur nley 2005; National Population Co uncil 
1990), questions of immigrant concentration (Dunn 1993) and the risk of homelessness 
amongst refugees (Beer and Foley 2004).  
 
Research has been completed into the housing careers of recently arrived immigrants 
into Australia using bot h the Longitudinal Survey of Immigrants to Australia (LSI A) 
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 (Beer and Cutler 1999 ; Beer and Morphett 2001) and primary data (Beer and F oley 
2004).  On e of the  cle ar message s to emerg e from the published lit erature on t he 
housing car eers of new arrivals to Australia is the effect of visa category of arrival.   
Signficantly, a number of studies ( Beer and Cutler 1999; Burnley, 1976; Tonkin et al  
1993) have  shown that  success in  settlement and housing outcomes in Australia is 
directly rela ted to visa category of immigratio n: business,  employer nominated and  
family reunion immigrants tend to have better housing outcomes – and more productive 
housing ca reers – than indepen dent immig rants, and  particularly refugee and 
humanitarian arrivals.  Beer and Cutler (1999) discu ssed the short  term housing  
careers of  immigrants to Australia  and they suggested a pathway that could  be 
represented as:  
 
• Initial arrival in Australia staying with friends or relatives or alternatively, housing 
in Australian Government provided On Arrival Accommodation (OAA);  
• Most households move out of family-provided housing wit hin three months of  
arrival, the exception being family reunion immigrants.  Critically, a significant 
percentage of househ olds moved to boardin g with other househo lds, an  
important step given the comparative rarity of  boarding accommoda tion in  
Australian society as a whole;  
• Movement to formal private rental housing within a relatively short period;  
• Movement within the private rent al market over the n ext 18 months as 
households seek better located and better quality rental dwellings;  
• Entry into  homeown ership – usually home purchase, but outright  
homeownership for we althy business migrants – for a minority of households.   
This takes place within two years of settlement in Australia.   
 
Beer and Foley (2004 p. 34) mapped out a  typical short term housing pathway for both 
refugee arrivals into Australia a nd Temporary Protection Visa ( TPV) holders.   
Importantly, TPV holders made extensive use of non-conventional housing forms (such 
as emergency assistan ce provided  in motels)  upon their  release into the Australian 
community, and also made extensive use of group housing.  Unusually for Austral ia, 
TPV holders frequently formed large househo lds of unrelated adults (usually males)  
who would share accommodation for varying periods.  Refugee arrivals, by contrast, 
received on arrival accommodation  upon entering Australia and were highly likely to  
progress to public rental housing, w hich could be an end point in their h ousing career 
(Figure 2).  
 
Beer and Cutler (1999) found that some grou ps of immigrants were more likely to 
progress to homeownership than arrivals from other source countries.  Their analysis of 
the LSIA data found th at the UK-born were most like ly to become owner-occupiers,  
with 38 per cent entering this tenure within 18 months of arrival in Australia.  They were 
followed by the North and Western  Europe-born (34 per cent), the North and Central 
America-born (31 per c ent) the Ea stern Europe-born (24.6 per cent) and the South 
East Asia-born (22 per cent).  At the other end of the spectrum, just 10.1 per cent of 
South Asia-born arrivals, 10.6 per cent of Middle East an d North Africa-born sett lers 
and 10.9 per cent of  South America-born immigrants were owner-occupiers within one 
and a half years of arrival.  Howe ver, it is important to recognise th at this tenu re 
distribution does not reflect prefere nces, but is heavily filte red by the  ability to enter 
home purchase and this in turn is a function  of visa cat egory, resources, supp ort 
networks and other factors.  Beer a nd Cutler (1999) also found that while public ren tal 
housing was not an im portant tenure for immigrants as a whole, it was significant  for 
refugees and humanitarian arrivals.   
 
The different housing careers relative to the Australian po pulation as a whole evident 
amongst recently arrived immigrants may carry through in the longer term.  Badcock 
(1984), for example, n oted the much higher rates of ho meownership amongst some  
Southern Europe-born groups than  the Australia-born, while others ha ve commented 
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 on the interaction between birthplace groups, settlement and h ousing market 
processes (see, for example, Burnley 1976). 
 
Figure 2. Housing Pathway for an Offshore Program Refugee Visa Holder and a 
 Temporary Protection Visa Holder  
Housing Pathway for an Offshore Program Refugee Visa Holder 
 
Arrival in Australia 
Housing within government provided on arrival accommodation. 
⇓ 
Movement into the private rental housing stock 30 days post arrival. 
Typically into a low cost flat. 
⇓ 
Subsequent moves within the rental market. 
Commonly moving to larger housing, that may be cheaper accommodation or a 
location closer to friends, relatives and other members of their community. 
⇓ 
Possible exit to public rental housing. 
Otherwise longer-term accommodation in rental housing. 
 
Housing Pathway of a Temporary Protection Visa Holder 
Release from detention. 
Assisted by a government agency into short term accommodation such as a motel or 
backpacker’s accommodation. 
⇓ 
A number of moves through short term accommodation. 
Boarding Houses 
Staying with Friends 
Emergency Housing or Housing Provided by a Community Organisation 
⇓ 
Movement into the private rental market as part of a group. 
As part of a group of unrelated adults sharing a house or sole occupancy of a flat. 
⇓ 
Entry into the private rental market as part of a conventional household. 
Series of moves to housing that is: 
Less expensive, 
More spacious, of a higher quality and 
Close to community members. 
 
There is a clear consensus within the liter ature that ow ner occ upation is the 
preferred tenure of m any immigrant groups  (Burnley et al 1997; Coughlan 1991; 
Hassell and Hugo 1996).  Man y longer established im migrant groups have very 
high rates  of homeo wnership, exceeding b y a  consi derable m argin the rate 
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 amongst the Australia-born.  High rates of home purchase and ho meownership 
are particu larly p ronounced amongst the non-English-speaking born.  At th e 
1991 Cens us some 5 1 per cent of house holds w ith backgrou nds in a non-
English-speaking country  ow ned their dw elling outright and a further 27.9 per 
cent were purchasing their dw elling.  The combined rate of 79 per cent, w as 
greater than the 77 p er cent for the Australia-born and the 70 per cent for 
immigrants from Engl ish-speaking countries (Hassell and Hugo 1996 p. 16).  
Coughlan (1991) and Visser (1995) both documented the info rmal lending 
arrangements in the Vietnamese community whereby community members help 
recent arri vals enter homeow nership through interest free lo ans and o ther 
mechanisms.   
 
Hassell an d Hugo (1996) noted that ma ny intending immigrants aspire  to 
homeownership.  It would appear that the ‘Great Australian Dream’ takes root amongst 
intending settlers even before their arrival.  Haezbroek et  al (1994) echoed similar 
sentiments, noting that many immigrant s expressed a str ong preference for home  
purchase re gardless of their current  housing or  employme nt situation.   Sommerla nd 
(1988), however, questioned whether this pref erence would be maintained into t he 
future as new groups of immigrants, with new sets of values and experiences, came to 
represent a greater proportion of arrivals.  In many cases, ot her tenures are – to use  
the term employed by Hassell an d Hugo (19 96) – a ‘first stepping  stone’ to ow ner 
occupation.  The same authors also  noted that home purchase often comes at a very 
high cost to recent immigrants.  Mortgage repayments comprise a con siderable portion 
of household budgets.  
 
Other than the MES rel atively few immigrants live in public rental housing.  The public 
housing se ctor is larg ely occupie d by the Australia-born  and a number of mainly 
English-speaking birthp lace groups, such as t he UK and  Ireland-born and the Ne w 
Zealand-born (Hassell and Hugo 1996).  The relative scarcity of o ther immigrant 
groups is a reflection of a number of factors.  First, there is a preference amongst many 
immigrant groups for ho me purchase and it is n otable that both the Greece-born a nd 
Italy-born are barely re presented in public housing.  Second, waiting lists for public 
housing pre sent a sign ificant cha llenge to recent arrivals, who often need to find 
accommodation in the shortest possible period.  However, we need to recognise th at 
SHAs in a number of jurisdict ions put considerable effort into housing some categories 
of immigran t, especially humanitarian arrivals.  Hassell a nd Hugo (1996) exami ned 
those immigrants groups in public housing.  They noted th e over-representation of the 
UK and Ireland-born discussed above but also identified a n umber of other 
communities over-represented in this sector.  T hese included the Egypt-born and t he 
Turkey-born, the Vietnam-born and  Cambodia-born, the Chile-born and the Poland-
born.  It is worth noting that these non-English-speaking background communities who 
are over-represented in public h ousing hav e a high percentage of refuge e or 
humanitarian arrivals.  Public housing does not suit all communities of immigra nts.  
Research by the Social Planning Consortium (1985) into the housing preferences of 
Polish, Turkish and Indochinese people in Melbourne noted that public housing may be 
inappropriate for some people.  The housing is often too small for the extended families 
of some gro ups and the inability to modify the dwelling can create other problems of 
cultural accessibility.   
 
Private rent al housing is therefore an importa nt form of  accommodation for ma ny 
immigrants.  It is often the first step towards home purchase.  Hassell and Hugo (1996) 
reported the  concerns of a number of immigran t communities with reg ard to private  
rental.  The  high cost of renting was seen t o be the  major proble m.  Household s 
intending to save for home purchase find it difficult to do so while paying private market 
rents.  For  t his reason , many communities sa w the public rental sector as the  most 
appropriate ‘stepping stone’ into home purchase and ownership – even though gaining  
access to that tenure may be difficu lt.  At the 1991 Census 15.5 per cent of immigrants 
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 from non-English-spea king ba ckgrounds rente d privately – almost exactly the sa me 
percentage as for the Australia-born  (Hassell and Hugo 1996 p. 16).  Immigrants fro m 
mainly Engli sh-speaking countries were much more likely to rent privately, with 24.3  
per cent in t his tenure in 1991.  However, it is important to recognise th at these dat a 
relate to all immigrants, regardless o f their period of arrival.  Recent sett lers are much  
more likely to be accommodated in this tenure.  
 
5.5 Conclusion: Diversity in Housing Careers in 21st Century 
Australia  
This sectio n has shown that there is a considerable g ap between the housing 
careers of some groups within Australia and the societal nor m.  Indigenous Australians 
have unique housing careers because of their culture and the ir more limited resources.  
Women may have different housing careers from men because of gender differences in 
career and in their role in nurturing children.  People with a disability are a substantial 
minority wit hin Australia but little attention ha s been given to their housing care ers.  
Policy change through the 1980s and 1990s has seen a greater range of housing 
outcomes for people with a disability but many individ uals and their families are 
confronted by limited choices and  high costs.  These factors contribute to sub-optimal 
housing outcomes for this group. 
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 6 INVESTIGA TING 21ST CENTURY HOUSING 
CAREERS: DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
6.1 Summarising the Evidence  
This Positioning Paper has considered the changing housing careers of Australians.  
The evidence base around changing housing careers in Australia has been reviewed in 
order to:  
• Ensure that all subsequent stages of CRV 2 are adequately conceptualised; 
• Provide the context for the collection of empirical data for CRV 2.  This in cludes 
ensuring that the qualita tive and quantitative da ta collection methodologies are  
appropriate and focus on the key q uestions for the further developmen t of our 
understanding of contemporary housing careers.  
 
Through this report we  have outlined the purpose and aspirations of CRV 2  and  
discussed the concept  of a hou sing career.  Critically, th e paper has argued that o ur 
understanding of the term housing career needs to incorporate a wider perspective and 
that it should explicitly draw upon the insights offered by David Clapham’s (2002; 2004; 
2005) housing pathways perspect ive.  This paradigm emphasises the changin g 
meaning of home to individuals and highlights the fact that housing circumstances can 
change even if the resi dent does not move  tenure or dwelling.  We would anticip ate 
that this perspective will be particula rly productive in investigating the housing career s 
of older people and those with identifiable needs, such as pe rsons with a disability and 
migrants.  This Positio ning Paper has also specifically lin ked the discussion o f 21st 
Century housing careers to the concept of the ‘risk’ so ciety (Beck 1992; Giddens 1999) 
and the dual notions that there is both more ‘risk’ within contemporary society and t hat 
society – and individual lives – are increasing ly organised in anticipat ion of adverse  
events.  Ho using careers in the 21 st Century, it  is argued, contain a greater range of 
outcomes as individuals and households have greater freedom to s hape their life 
course, and are increasingly confronted by events outside their influence.  
 
This research paper has examined housing careers in 21st Century Australia from a 
number of perspectives.  It has considered the differing hou sing careers of identifiab le 
generations over the last 50 y ears and it has focu ssed on d iffering hou sing 
consumption patterns at life stage – early adulthood, middle age and in t he later years 
of life.  It has been argued that while there is considerable debate around the definition 
of individua l generation s, the  concept of gen erations is useful and  the individu al 
generations – Austerit y, Baby Bo omers, Generation X  and Generation Y – ha ve 
distinctive housing careers.  The Baby Boom Generation in particular has reshaped the 
landscape of housing consumption in Australia over the last four d ecades and  wil l 
inevitably transform ‘aged housing’ over the next 20 years. 
From a life course perspective, the Positioning Paper has shown that t he transition 
to adulthoo d has beco me extende d and the pattern of housing co nsumption has 
become more complex in early adulthood.  An increasing n umber and percentage of  
adults are living with th eir parents into their lat e 20s, through their 30s and even i nto 
their 40s.  However, while there h as been a rise in the in cidence of t his phenomenon 
over the last 20 years, the rate at which it occurs appears to have levelled off and n ow 
fluctuates with economic cir cumstances.  The Positioning Paper has also shown that 
decisions ta ken early in  adulthood can be a significant pr edictor of life course a nd 
housing career.  Importantly, young adults who commit early to a relationship are more 
likely to enter into a lo ng-term partnership and eventually ho meownership.  Ot her 
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 young adult s choose different relationship pat hways, with  differing housing care er 
outcomes.   
 
Importantly, the Positio ning Paper has concluded that young people d o not appea r 
to be cancelling entry into homeownership, simply postp oning entry.  Howe ver, we  
would note  that de laying entry in to homeownership re mains a significant  sh ift in 
Australian housing careers.  
 
The inciden ce of divorce is prominent in the literature on the housing  careers o f 
persons in mid life.  Between 38 and 42 per cent of marriages end in divorce and there 
is only a 53 per cent chance that you will still be with your spouse after 30 years (Hugo 
2005).  Divorce and se paration ha ve a significant impact on the housing careers of 
some middle-aged people, a group who ha ve traditionally enjoyed very stable housing 
circumstances.  
 
The housing careers of older people represent the most significant area of change in 
21st Century housing car eers when compared wit h the 20 th Century.  Put bluntly, there 
will be a profound revolution in housing careers in later life as:  
 
• The number of older pe rsons in Au stralia increases both in number and as a 
percentage of the population;  
• People live longer;  
• Some people retire younger, while others work past the age of 65 on a part time 
or a full time basis;  
• The number of the very old grow;  
• The Baby Boomer Generation retires and increasingly looks to have higher 
housing aspirations later in life met;  
• The number of wealthier older people increases.   
 
Finally, the research has considered the housing careers of persons with identifiable 
needs.  Th e research shows that there has b een signif icant change  in the hou sing 
careers of p ersons with  a disab ility and in large measure this refle cts policy change.  
However, many people with a disability do not have their h ousing expectations met, 
and persons with a disability – and  their familie s – are conf ronted by limited personal 
resources and inadequate public or community sector provision.  The evidence base 
suggests that the overwhelming maj ority of persons with a d isability seek to live wit hin 
the commu nity and live as ‘norma l’ a life as possible.  Women with a disabilit y an d 
those living outside one of the capitals may well confront double or triple disadvantage.  
 
Immigrants to Australia have housing careers that differ from the housing careers of 
the Australia-born population.  Some immi grant groups are over-represented in owner  
occupation, while others are much under-represented in this tenure.  T he visa category 
of arrival into Australia has a significant impact on housing outcomes, with refugee and 
humanitarian arrivals more likely to find accommodation in the public rental sector, and 
independent and skilled migrants moving relatively rapidly into owner occupation.   
 
Indigenous Australians have distinctive housing  careers tha t reflect cultural factors, 




 6.2 Implications for Policy and the Delivery of Housing 
Assistance  
The outcomes of Project A raises two sets of issues around the impact of housing  
policy and the delivery of housin g assistan ce.  On the  one hand, we need to 
understand the impact changes in housing  policy an d the delivery of housing  
assistance have had o n 21st Century housing  careers.   O n the other  hand, there is a 
more immediate concern to underst and how changes in 21 st Century h ousing careers 
are likely to affect the demand for housing assistance no w and into t he future.  The 
review of th e literature sheds great er light on the latter rather than the former an d 
raises once again the priority groups identified at  the comme ncement of CRV 2 –  the 
25 to 34 year age cohort and the baby boomers.   
 
• The propensity or likelihood of younger hous eholds to enter homeownership is 
one of the most import ant housing career questions facin g policy ma kers in 
Australia.  As discussed above, households in the 25 to 34  year age range are  
less likely to have entered home pu rchase than their parents’ generatio n and i f 
they fail to  enter home purchase – and ulti mately achi eve outright  home 
purchase – the demand for housing  assistance late in life is like ly to escalate.   
For this rea son the que stion of wh ether younger households are dela ying or 
cancelling entry into home purchase is critical.   
• The evidence presented in this Positioning Paper suggests that while a number 
of researchers have suggested that younger households in the 21st Century are 
not going to enter home purchase, Baxter a nd McDonal d (2004) argue that  
entry into the tenure has simply be en delayed: that is, where once the majority 
of households achieved home purc hase between the ages of 25 and 3 4 years, 
that achievement is now completed for this coho rt between the ages of 35 and  
49.  This is a powerful finding with significant po licy implications.  Two caveats 
need to be noted.  First , households that enter  home purchase later in life may 
well enter retirement still carrying a  significant level of mortgage debt and this 
may influen ce their su bsequent h ousing decisions and need for housing  
assistance.  Second, the Baxter and McDo nald (2004) study is just one  
research finding and wit hout the su pport of cor roborating studies it s outcomes 
would not be endorsed under a Cochrane Collaboration style systematic review.  
We must c onclude, th erefore, that while the Baxter an d McDonal d (2004) 
evidence is strong, further evidence is needed before robust policy conclusions 
can be drawn.  Project D within CRV 2 should provide that additional data.  
• The growth of the aged populatio n, as a result of baby boomers entering  
retirement and as a consequence of  the increase in life exp ectancy, will have a  
significant impact on the demand for housing assistance.  The simple  fact tha t 
people are living longer will mean that:  
o Retirement savings will be less likely to last through their lifetime;  
o There will be a need for assistance in maintaining the home, especially 
as a greater number of older people age in place;  
o There will be dema nd for assistance in  modifying  dwellings to  
accommodate ageing in place;  
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 o There will be greater demand for accommodation that is suitable for the 
aged and this includes the stock provided by social landlords;  
o There will be more sole person households occupying social housing;  
o The number of older persons who are not homeowners will grow and  
many older pensioner s in the private rental market will need  
considerable financial support;  
o Governments will be expected to provide services close to the aged;  
o The population of older Australians will have higher expectations of their 
housing than earlier ge nerations but many will have limited incomes t o 
support the mselves.  However, retirees will be powerful within the  
electorate; 
o In sum, governments will be under considerable pressure to reconfigure 
the housing assistance they offer to meet the needs of older Australians.  
• The housing careers of  the baby boomers are likely to be even more complex 
than was envisaged at the commen cement of CRV 2.  Baby boomers are likel y 
to move within the Australian housing system i n varied wa ys over the next ten 
to 15 years:  
o Some will move to seachange or tre echange locations and reshape the 
demand for housing in  those pla ces.  A percentage of t his group w ill 
move back to the metropolitan area as they age and require more  
services.  T here will be  a consider able demand for services related  to 
the aged and to housing in those  places affe cted by the seachang e 
phenomenon;  
o This cohort  are likely to delay  a move to purpo se-built aged 
accommodation for as long as possible and may look for higher quality 
housing when they move;  
o As they age baby boomers may spend periods of time in and then out of 
purpose-built accommo dation, esse ntially using  it as a for m of respite 
care;  
o Olsberg and Winters (2005) research suggest s that this generation is 
more likely than earlier generations to draw down on  t heir housin g 
equity.  Go vernment a ssistance may be needed to both facilitate and  
regulate this process.  
• Persons with a disabilit y, their families and ca rers will co ntinue to have a 
profound need for housing assistance.  Persons with a d isability are confronted 
by both problems of ho using afford ability and t he appropri ateness of housing 
design.  W hile measures to enco urage universal house design would assist 
both the ag ed and the population with a disa bility, their will be an  i ncreasing 
demand for housing assistance for persons with a disability.  Some jurisdictions 
have already begun to address this issue through specialist providers funded by 
the public sector.  
o Dealing with persons suffering from a psychiatric disability is a clearly an 
emerging issue for the public hou sing sector w ith respect t o both the 
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 homeless population and difficult and disr uptive tenants.  Data 
presented b y Heggarty (2005 p. 7) shows that the cost of providing a 
city hospital bed stands at $432,00 0 per annum, a psychiatric hosp ital 
bed costs $170,000, and supported housing $15,300.  Governments will 
be inclined to seek sup ported housing solution s to meet t he needs of  
this client group;  
o For man y p eople with a profound disability the provision of housing  
needs to be accompanied by support services.  Govern ments will be 
increasingly challenged to find ways to provide a variety and number of 
services to  support th is group in  independe nt or near-independent 
housing; 
o As the disa bled popula tion becomes more familiar with the general  
housing market their expectations a re likely to increase, re sulting in a  
greater demand on governments to assist the m into the housing the y 
require.   
• The extended transit ion to adulth ood evident amongst young people may 
contribute to new demands for housing assistance.  Not all young people will be 
able to stay in the parental home un til they are 25 or older because of divorce, 
financial co nstraints, conflict with parents or th e decision t o study in another 
city. 
o Many young people will spend – sometimes extended – per iods of time 
in student accommoda tion as they complete  secondary and tertiary 
education.  Governments may be called upon to help this group;  
o Some youn g people ar e at risk of  homelessn ess and ne w forms of  
housing support – such as foyers (Randolph et al 2005; Beer et al 2005) 
- will be n eeded to e stablish su ccessful employment and housing  
careers.  
• Divorce re presents a  significa nt risk factor  within contemporary housing 
careers.  Governments  need to recognise that  the dissolu tion of households 
can generate substantial demands for assistance, at least in  the short term.  At  
the same time, establishing a new relationsh ip can result in better housing 
outcomes a nd a more conventional housing career.  Public policie s n eed to  
better consider these processes and develop approach es that ar e both  
responsive to short te rm needs and flexible  to subseq uent chang es in  
household circumstance.  
 
6.3 Advancing Research on CRV 2  
 
Finally, it is important to consider how to translate the review of the evidence around 
21st Century housing careers into  the work pr ogram of CRV 2.  The  review of t he 
literature pr esented in t his Posit ioning Paper gives valuable insight s t hat can info rm 
both the themes to be investigated and the methods to be used.  It is imp ortant to note 
that CRV 2 is a multi phase program of research that includes:  
 
Project A – Review of the Literature;  
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 Project B – Review of Existing Data Sets;  
Project C – Qualitative Analysis of 21st Century Housing Careers;  
Project D – The Housing 21, New Pathways Survey.  A random sample of households,     
 statistically valid at the level of individual States and Territories;  
Project E – Qualitative Interpretation of 21st Century Housing Careers.   
Each of the Projects in cludes both  an analysis of the whole population and an  
examination of the population of persons with a disability.  
 
At a methodological level, the discussion of housing pathways has emphasised the  
crucial ro le of the qualit ative interviews to be undertaken in Projects C and E of the  
CRV in developing our  understanding of 21 st Century housing careers.   While there is 
limited scop e to inclu de questions about the  meaning attached to housing wit hin 
quantitative interviews, these issue s are best explored through qualitative technique s.  
For older persons and people with a disability in particular, it is important to understand 
both how t hey have  moved through the housing stock and how their use and  
perception of housing has changed over time.  T he review of  the literature on housing 
histories and housing careers reminds us to focus on the impact of constraints wit hin 
the housing market and that while it is important to collect information on the sequence 
of moves through the h ousing sto ck, it will be  important to also collect data on t he 
factors that have influenced the decisions ta ken.  Retrospective questions about t he 
households’ housing career should make this possible and the Housing 21 Survey also 
needs to include future housing intentions.   
 
Methodologically, it wo uld be desirable to in clude a longitudinal rese arch design  
within the Housing 21 S urvey and possibly the qualitative interviews.  That is, it would  
be desirable to collect t he data in a way that wo uld enable a future research project to 
conduct a subsequent survey with our participa nts.  Clapham’s (2002; 2004) work on 
housing pat hways emp hasises a longitudinal perspective in the analysis of hou sing 
outcomes.  However,  we need to recognise th at longitudinal data colle ction is a time  
consuming and expensive exercise and that  comparable results can  be achieved  
through successive cross-sectional surveys.   
 
Our review of the literat ure has h ighlighted a number of issues and  questions that 
should be examined t hrough CRV 2.  Relatively little is known about the hou sing 
aspirations of young p eople, partly because their aspirat ions are se en to be s o 
malleable and so influ enced by changing e conomic cir cumstances and socie tal 
expectations.  Some research ide ntifies differ ent pathways according  to constraints, 
access to housing, ab ility to plan,  study or work, et cetera.  There is also some  
evidence around the special housing needs and arrangements of youth, such as house 
sharing, and of ‘special’ youth, such as students.  Recent studies suggest that housing 
decisions made early in one’s housing car eer have l onger term impacts.  One  
Netherlands study foun d that youn g people who chose relatively stable housing after 
leaving the family home were more likely to enter homeownership, and that th ese 
identifiable i mpacts were still evide nt after eig ht years. Changing youth preferences 
and constra ints within t he housing  market ma y therefore have longer term i mpacts 
within reshaped 21st Century housing careers.  
 
The evidence related to the decline in home purchase rates among younger cohorts 
is empirically very stron g.  The reasons behind this decline  (demographic and social 
changes, waning preference for homeownership , economic constraint) are less easily 
understood and could be investigated through the Housing 21 Surve y.  Project B within 
CRV 2 may also shed light on this set of quest ions.  Our knowledge of other socio -
demographic impacts on homeown ership (such as divorce, or age at le aving home, or 
having children) tends to be patchy and based on one or two studies at the most.  We  
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 lack a coherent picture of the ‘whol e story’.  Still unanswer ed is wheth er (and/or the  
extent to which) the de cline in pur chase among recent co horts stems from changing 
demographic and economic patterns or a lessening of preference for home purchase.   
 
We are still operating with a fairly static understanding of h ousehold compositional 
changes (a nd therefore  the longer term implications for ho meownership).  Research 
needs to be done which sheds lig ht on the nature, timing and duration of transit ions 
into and out of different household structures.  This information could then inform o ur 
understanding of housing and life courses.  We need to know more about what stability 
and uncertainties in the life course mean for housing and the nature and timing of new 
‘risks’ that result.  
 
The review of the litera ture has hig hlighted the  critical role  of underst anding how  
attitudes to housing vary by genera tion.  The Housing 21 S urvey therefore should ask 
questions about attitudes to housing that can be compared across ge nerations.  This 
emphasises also the importance of including all adult age groups – not just househ old 
heads – in the survey.   
 
Finally, we need to recognise the emerging housing care ers of both groups with 
identifiable needs –such as per sons with a  disability – and  the older  population.  The 
methods to be employed in the study of the housing careers of persons with a disability 
will be sensitive to their  speci al circumstances, but the o lder population  as a  whole  
raises greater challenges.  The Housing 21 Sur vey is unlikely to reach people in n on-
private housing – eg nursing homes – and may be under-represente d in other, non-
standard, forms of accommodation. 
 
6.3.1 Establishing an Analytical Framework  
The literature reviewed through this project has demonstrated unequivocally that  
housing car eers have become, and will beco me, more  complex in the 21 st Century 
when compared with 20 or 30 years previously.  There is a greater range of outcomes 
in housin g careers acr oss the  Australian popu lation a s a whole and t his refle cts the 
greater levels of risk an d opportunity within contemporary s ociety, as well as shift ing 
attitudes to major social institutions – such as marriage, work, community and family.    
Through the review of the literature we have identified f ive major areas of dif ference 
between 21 st Century housing careers and t hose of th e late 20 th Century: the  
sequencing and duration of life events; the impact of choice, constraint  and risk; sh ifts 
in the meaning we attach to housin g; the refocussing of h ousing policy; and shifts in  
both the supply and consumption of housing assistan ce (Box 1).  Th e awareness of 
these differ ences – and the processes that have created them – constitutes the 
analytical framework, which should  inform all future projects within CRV 2.  That  is,  
data collection and analysis will be directed to:  
• Understanding how the sequencing of life stage has changed; 
• Examining the choices,  constraints and risks t hat have shaped the housing  
decisions of households;  
• Developing an understa nding of th e meaning people atta ch to their housing, 
and how that varies by group and location;  
• Shedding light on the rol e housing policy – such as the FHOG – has pl ayed in 
shaping housing outcomes across the life course; 
• Understanding the role of housing assistance – and other forms of government  
support – in shaping 21st Century housing careers.  
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 Figure 3. Key Differences Between 20th and 21st Century Housing Careers  




Sequence Housing Policy 
• Many life stages delayed • Helping those most in need 
• Longer transition to adulthood • Addressing complex needs 
• Middle years confronted by risk 
of divorce  
• Focus on market-based solutions 
• Lengthened and more complex 
movements late in life 
• Focus on economic participation 
• Impact of longer life expectancy  
Choice/Constraints/Risk Housing Assistance 
• Greater risk in housing and 
labour market careers 
• Point-in-time assistance not a 
tenure for life 
• Wider array of housing market 
outcomes 
• Wide range of clients 
• More varied housing careers • Impact of deinstitutionalisation and 
an acute need for assistance 
amongst persons with a disabilty 
Meaning 
• Housing as luxury consumption 
for some 
• Housing as part of a ‘life plan’ 




These key concerns wi ll underpin future work on CRV 2  and will b e examined 
alongside five core qu estions that  reflect  bot h the analy tical frame work and p olicy 
priorities.  These central questions are:  
• How have housing careers changed, in what ways and for which groups, 
including those people with a disability?  
 
• Is homeownership in decline (cancelled) or simply postponed for those who 
have not achieved home purchase by their mid 30s? 
 
• What is/are the major influence(s) on housing careers – labour markets, life 
course, values and preferences? 
 
• What is the role of housing in a household’s life plan? 
 




 6.4 Conclusion  
It is apparent from the review of the literature and other published evidence that 21 st 
Century housing careers differ from t hose observed and reported upon twenty or thirty 
years previously (Neutze and Ken dig 1991;  Neutze 1984) .  In  many respect s it  is 
difficult to discuss Australian housin g careers b ecause the national pattern of housing 
career is si mply a product of the  aggregate h ousing out comes of al most 10 million  
households, many of whom have not moved within the housing market for a decade  or 
more.  Individual households have housing careers, nations do not.  Greater diversity in 
individual circumstances has contrib uted to a wider range of  housing careers and th is 
has been o ne the critical changes over the last two decades.  At t he same time , 
structural change in the  way governments seek to assist  individuals and households, 
as well as shifts in the nature and intent of housing policy, have reshaped the cont ext 
within which individual households make housing decisions.  
CRV 2 has the task of ‘unpacking’ the growing complexity of 21st Century housing 
careers an d of under standing th e implicatio ns of cha nged housin g careers for 
governments and the delivery of housing assist ance.  I n many wa ys this is an 
ambitious task because – as we ha ve shown a bove - cont emporary housing careers 
are different iated from their predecessors in  multiple dime nsions: in t he sequencing  
and duratio n of stages in the life course and shifts in risks and rew ards confro nting 
households and changes in the way we attach meaning to housing and the impact of 
new prioritie s for gover nments in d elivering ho using a ssistance and changes in  t he 
delivery of housing su pport.  Fortunately, CRV 2 includes multiple data collect ion 
instruments and all later  phases of CRV 2 will address bot h the analytical framework 
and the core questions outlined in Section 6.3 above.  This focus will ensure that the  
task of  examining each  of these pr ocesses is dealt with a dequately.  Project C a nd 
Project E in particular are well placed to provide answers ab out how Australians in the 
21st Century attach meaning to their  housing, a nd whether that meaning has chan ged 
in the recen t past.  Proj ect D, as a  large sca le survey, will look to include questions 
about housing assist ance, the seq uence of lif e events and housing  transitions,  the  
factors that shaped housing decisions, as well as the influe nce of government policies 
and programs.  Through the combination of the various phases of CRV2 both the policy 
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